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PJ = Pam Jensen

RR = Robert Rassier

(background noise untjl 0:01;21)

PJ lt's seven o'clocl<, July 30,
residence.

(0:02:4s)

PJ Hi, puppy. How are you? Huh, how are you?

(0:03:1a)

PJ Good morning.

RR Morning.

PJ Pam Jensen with the Sheriff,s Department, Robert?

RR Yeah.
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H-just sleeping yet, she has a day-this is the day she don,t have

Oh, okay, can I just talk to you for a minute (inaudible).,,

5ure, come on in.

Oh, I don't want to wake Rita up though.

Pardon?

I didn't want to wake Rita up.

Well, I don't know, well, what is this

Um, wellyou know, patty has talked

Yes she was here...

...and, yeah and she told me that she
this is the abduction site of Jacob that
yard.

After all these years,,.
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29748, 9L't Avenue, St. .loseph Township, the Robert Rassier

Yeah ljust lwant (inaudible) and lthing i've talked to Dan before, but I haven,t sho-t haven,t
talked to you before.

U h-huh.

Dan is the one l've talked to in the past, is-is Dan around today?

No he's gone to school already.

Oh he is, okay, is Rita here?

to get up early,

a bo ut?

to you and Dan in the last six months...

thought that maybe after
maybe you guys would let

tall<ing to your guys that since
us run some dogs through the
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I know, But if-if you look
taken from the end of the

5ure.

..,you l<now, um, we were
hunter or something...

{ina ud ib le }

..,through the years.

RR

P)

RR

PJ
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I l<now, but there's-there's what they call cadaver dogs that can maybe find bones. Evidently
Dan-when she ha-when Patty hacl talked to Dan eariier, he said well you l<now the only thing hecould thinl< ts if someb.ody would have dragged Jacob into the trees somewhere, into the field
sornewhere, and, (sigh) you know-l l<now we've talked to you guys in the past and it would bejust nice to say okay we did that, the property's clear, we-we ian't find anything, the cadaver
dogs went through, um,,.

This is so absurd.

at the fact that we still have a missing boy. And he did end up getting
driveway...

hoping that sometime somebody wourd maybe wourda found him, a

That would be something if they courd actuaily, if he wourd be arive.,.

Yea h.

...(inaudible).

But even if he was-even if he's deceased it would be nice for the family to be able to sayJacob,s
gone...

Yea h.

,..we can bury him...

Yea h

"'um because they just don't know and they see these other things on T.V. like how all thesudden after 20 years one of these kids shows up and.,.

Um-hm.

"'um' and the reason l'm here so early, Robert is because if we do have the dogs come out thismorning, they work better when it,s cooler.

Okay.

Um, I don't l<now what kind of dogs, r'm not a dog person, ah you-you wourd probabry knowdogs, so 1.,.

No I don't l<now much about dogs, we just have Cassie here...

Um-hm.

.,.she-she is ah, not a watchdog...

Um-hm.

...she's-she's everybody,s friend.

Um-hm.



RR

P]

(siight laugh)

Yeah, I talked to her a little bit wlren I pulled up, because you never know with farm dogs. Um,
so-so that's kinda what l,m asking for.

l'm sure Rita would not object to that, 'cuz what have we got to hide...?

I l<now...

...you know?

lmean ll<now that you guys have been cooperative, and I know there's been some frustration
with this..,

lf Dan was, if Dan was a-a nervous type that could have ruined his

Um-hm. Yeah.

And the-they-actually even tal<ing picture of him when he went to school today, eve-all the kids
l<now his car, and...

Um-hm.

...and they...

(inaudibJe) Channel 9 was done there you mean?

Yes...

Yea h.

...1 think that they're cruel. Really cruel,

Um-hm. Well that's all media people can be.

Yeah.

Um..,

l-l send 'em out of the yard one clay.

Um-hm.

It just got me so angry...

Um-hm.

...and frustrated that that Channel i.1..,

Well we wouldn't let, if we have our dogs search around here

Well that's different...

"'we wouldn't let the Times in, or we wouldn't let any media in and I would have somebody at
the driveway and say that can,t come in.

Yeah.

I mean, um, I would need you to sign something saying that we are-we could check your
property...

Yeah.
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Um, we wouldn't come into your house, we would

Yes...

".if any of them wourd have, any ceriars or weils or anything that somebody, no? or?
Well we got two wells in the milk house.

Okay.

Yeah.

Would they be open

No.

from the top then or?

No, okay.

fhey're hoth ah, ah, drilled wells.

Um-hm.

And the one was ah, a open well, but for Grade A milk we had to enclose it with cement
Okay.

And have just that pipe going down.

Um-hm.

So that-it-it-, there,s nothing you can open up.

Okay. So if the dogs, see the dogs they smell for bones and such...

Yeah.

...and what kind of animals did you have on this farm in the past?

Ah, just cows and chicl<ens, and horses...

Cows and chickens and...

...my daughter-in-law had the horses here for a quite a few years.,.

Ol<ay, so there wouldn,t be any pigs buried anywhere.,.

Nope.

...or nothing?

No...

0kay.

...no pigs.

When's the last time we,ve had cows here? How many years?

1"987

L987.

And the horses were here until about...
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pJ 0h, ol<ay.

RR ...and dumped it right on there, it was so

PJ (inaudible),,.

RR Never asl<ed us or nothing.
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But we wouldn't have buried any horses anywhere?

No.

No, ol<ay, cows coulda gone down, coulda some of those been buried?

Cows were always taken to the rendering plant.

OJ<ay, so there wouldn,t be any cows?

No.

Ol<ay, um...

Horses, well, probably in the 30's or in the 40,s we used to drag a horse when it
in the-in the meadow, but that,s 50-60 years ago.

Okay, and when you say meadow you mean,.,

(inaudible) did this investigation, I think it was_was
Europe when this happened.,.

Um-hm.

"'that's why Dan was such a-a-a, when they found out that he was home alone..,
t...

...that's when they really.,.

Yep, interested, yep.

Ah, they came with two big ah what do you call

Bobcats or,..?

.,.not bulldozer, but ah, front end loaders
up ground and dumped it right on, on-we

way down

ln the lowland down there.

Down behind the barns?

Just beyond the chicken barn, there's a driveway that goes down and around a corner, jt goes
down to the lowland.

0kay.

That's...

Back around, ol<ay.

And there's a gravel pit down there..,

And you say there's a road..,

right after that when-we-we were in

and they went down to
used to put oLlr garbage

the gravel pit and the scooped
down there..,

ls

stupid.
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Right.

They came with these two big-Michigan loaders.

Okay.

Scooped up gravel, well if there was evidence there,

okay, so that's just, that,s right behind that chicken

No it's way down (inaudiblei.

(inaudible) beyond the chicken barn, that just

So you just follow-go by the chicken barn and

{inaudible} follow that road...

Okay.

...south there.

Um...

Yeah. No, l'm sure..,

ls Dan-is Dan at worl<?

He said he's got a lot to do today because
Fourth of July (inaudible), and I asked him to

Okay.

Move the stuff out that,s stored out

Ol<ay.

All the stands you l<now.

Okay. Um...

But he'll be home tonight at six o,clock.

they covered it up,

barn right there?

Oh, okay. Wellthe only thing I was thinkin, if the dogs would go.,.

Right...

Okay,

,.,right where them trees are {inaudible),

Ol<ay. But how do you usually get there if you get there?

Weil it's-it's just a road going right down there.

Okay. Um,..

Goes right there along the corn,

Okay.

goes around the chicken barn.

then there's a road back there?

tonight they're coming to get the
be here to help,

in our chicken barn.

(short pause)

PJ what rgot, and when Rita gets up Ill need herto sign that, but, but don,t wait...
Page 6 of 1.3
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I could call her.

I don't want you to wake her up though. where she usuaily work, where,s she

Well she does a iot of volunteer work,

Ah...

And-and ah, today she,llworl< this afternoon.

Ol<ay.

She does more volunteer worl<...

0kay,

.'..{inaudible} today she works for the Treasure chest from two to
Oh okay,

.,.(inaudible)..

5o it's the tenth and what exactly is the address here again?

Ah, 29749...

297 48, 91-'t Aven ue, right?

N0, no,

Haven't ya?

Huh-uh.

Okay, so, um,..

I think this whole thing is absurd.

I know, but, you got to put yourself in
their son, if this can clear this property,
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Yes.

pa use)

Let's see...

pa u se)

okay, so what l'd like to search is-with the dogs, there's two ladies, they have three dogs, nineoutbuildings which are just the out ones, and the address of th-of your addres s, 2g748 glut
Avenue 5t' Joseph, this just says that you have the right to refuse at anytime, um, to complete-we're not gonna do um, persons or vehicles, we're just gonna do, the adclress, um, and if you
agree with that, you understand what we're doing, that we're gonna bring the dogs in, they,regonna have um, they have a handler and then they have a-a guy*watk with them and then if theyhit on something they have these-these probes, like these st'rcki, anu they punch in the ground alittle bit, and then they come back, and they go over with the dogs again, and if they get iwo doghits and they feel like they can tellthere's a difference in the giound, then we have some guyslhat we'lljust bring in sorne shovels. you,ve seen on T.V. haven,t ya?

our, our position as the people trying to help them find
it can clear us coming and talking to Robert and Dan and
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lf they found something related to Jacob,
would be more searches right in that area...
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Rita' I think it would be better to get that over with then to always wonder if we,re gonna comeback and want to search again and again, you know what I mean?

They've done that so often already.

Yeah. so, this is just another toor that they use is these cadaver crogs,

Even put him under what they it, tool< him to the cities and put him under hypnosis...
Yeah that was right when it happened, they tried to get some infornration on the-on the plate.
Um, so you under,,,

This is not gonna end, I-l-l know if they find something, that there might be something, they,ll beback again.

it would end up being a little bit, of course, there

How courd they find anything that wourd be connected with Jacob?

Well if they found Jacob,s shoe or sornething like that. you know?
After all these years?

well the shoe would be-the shoe would still be there, bones would still be there. They, you
know...

Ye a h...

Yeah...

"'of course if they knew-they don't know for sure if he was taken here or sornewhere else.
Right and like-lil<e even when they talked to Dan, you l<now, patty said she talked to Dan, lil<eDan said, iust because he-Jacob could be on our property doesn't mean that Dan took him, itjust means that he got taken here, somebody took him, you l<now...

Yeah.

"'they're obviously in your yard, whoever tool< Jacob is obviously at the end of your driveway orsomething waiting for the kids, I mean, they might not be down here, but obviously they weretrespassing on your property, 'cuz what were they doing on your driveway to take ,em...

They were waiting for them to come back.,,

Right.

...from the...

Yeah so r mean so it's not just-for some reason they picked your driveway...
Yea h.

...so they're frorn the area..,

But they got him out of the ditch, they dicln,t get ,em out of the driveway.
No' but the-the guy that took 'em was in the-came from the driveway, wall<ing down into thed itch.

lz
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And the dogs came right after that point where the car had been.

Yeah. So, We can tall< about it a million ways and we can sure talk...
I know,

...about more, so, um...

What time is it...?

So it's...

,,.1 g0 to Mass.,.

Okay, it's 7:1"4...

Yeah, I leave at 7:30.

Okay. So, l'll put 7:1.4, so do you understand what l,m saying here...
Yeah, I understand,

...about the search? Okay.

I understand,

0kay.

But I still think it's all crazy,

Ol<ay, so..,

Don't repeat what I said.

No, lwillnot.

(slight Iaugh)

No' And I appreciate that you're being cooperative, I know that you're-been frustrated with ourdepartment in the past, but, we honesily are just trying to come up with an answer..,
RR That's probably the reason they came here, to visit.
PJ Who's that?

RR That patty and.,,

PJ Oh yeah, you can just put it down there.

BR lt-it probably had been in their mind already.

{short pause)

Pl lthink that-that you guys had a nice visit though didn,t you?
RR Yes we did.

PJ Yeah' r mean r know that she said you guys were wonderfur peopre.
RR Well she even brought some cookies along.

PJ Yeah she said that you were wonderful. Um, you-you might have to just explain this little bit toRita if you're gonna go to Mass, so I don't want her to be Jpset when you,re gone if we,re here.
Page g of 13
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0h, maybe-maybe lshould call her.

Yeah, you l<now what lmean because if you leave and then ali the sudden we're here.,.

Oh is that gonna do today?

Yeah, we're gonna do it this morning..,

RR Why don't you come in?

Pl Okay.

{short pause)

RR She's gonna be upset I l<now.

PJ I l<now.

RR Have a chair.

PJ Okay.

(0:14:45 * 0:16:L7 background/pause)

i told her all about whal's happening.,

Um-hm.

RR And she-l thinl< she-she didn,t want to come down, she_

Okay. In her pajamas, yep.

Now if I told her-if ah she hears sonrething and-and there's dogs in the yard and everything...

Okay.

...she'llknow about it, she,ll be down.

Olcay, and then l'lljLrst talk to her later and have her...

...sign that later, ol<ay. Ol<ay.

I think that's the best, she doesn,t want to come down,..

No, she doesn't need to, but ljust didn't want to scare here, I didn,t want her,..

,,'her to thinl< that we-l don't want to cause any undue stress for you and Rita, okay?

Pardon?

I don't want to cause anY undue stress for you and Rita, this isn't intencled to cause you...

It bothers her more than me.

Yeah.

Rt/to
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l'm gonna call 'em now. They,re over by ah, they,re
from St. Louis in Missouri.

Oh, maybe I shouldn,t go to church this morning?

well you can go to church, 'cuz it will take for, this type of thing wilr be going on all_all
0kay.

I mean it's a very slow process,..

Yeah.
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And l'm glad it doesn,t bother Dan as much...

Um-hm' You know as-as frustrated as you are, but that's what we're trying to do is find Jacoband I really appreciate you and your wife-you know-appreciating that patty and Jerry,..
Yeah.

,..have this...

They-they want peace of mind, too...

Yea h.

"'and l-l understand that' we lost a daughter once {inaudible) she had a heart operation...
Urn, okay.

"'in 1966 and was hard to rose her to, even nobody knew what was happening.
Okay.

So. When willthey come do you know?

Waite Park, these-these ladies came um,

morning.

"'ttm' the only thing I wonder about js, could we put your dog in the garage or something, or inthe barn?

We'll get her in the house.

Okay.

Probably get her in the basement.

I mean I guess I don,t want her to be...

No she'll follow everybody.

And then those other dogs might not like that...

Yeah.

...so/ um-

Cassie, we better take-look she spilled her dog food,.,

Yeah.

She's-she'd not happy that I wasn,t with her this morning...

Ah...

R*ltt
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... she went and spilled her dog food..,

... rea Ily?

I went and took a shower and...

Ah...

"'went to the milk house and put her dog food out there and she just dumped it-Cassie, cassie
{slight laugh).

ls she used to going in the house or?

Oh yeah.

Oh, okay,

She stays in the basement at night.

oh, okay, ol<ay, alright' well why don't you put her in the basement now hefore you go tochurch then, and then l'll go call those ladies and, they-l'm gonna mal<e sure that nobody comesdown here, so I'm gonna have a car down there and then she's not gonna let anybody clown her
because at-sometimes those um snoopy news people, I don't need them going down here so...
Oh that's something we don,t want...

l'm gonna let anybody down here when they do that.

That's good.

Because if we're gonna do it, we might as well do it right
the search the right way and that way you guys can say
smoothiy, we don't need anybody saying that somebody
like that.

so we can tell everybody that we did
we cooperated and everything went
tried to interfere with it, or, anything

RR Yeah.

PJ So, okay?

RR Ol<ay. Come on Cassie,

PJ And if you have any questions, you come to me when this is going on okay?
RR Sure.

PJ Okay.

RR Come on Cassie (inaudible),

PJ Okay.

(0;19: 11-0:20:1"4 background/pa use)

End of tape.
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PJ=Pam Jensen

RR=Robert Rassier

PJ Ah72S hours.

{background/pa use until 0;00:56}
pJ since Dan lives with you guys here, um, I guess I don,t need to have to sign the consent, we,lliust get a-a official search warrant paper to have-to do the property because technicayy we

;:fi ;Xi: 
tearch without all vou guvs being here. so t'il iust do it thar *uv. so it wiil be the

RR Well t,ll stay home if need be.

PJ 
ff; X|.t l,,I-jXrLX.' 

would almost need Dan to be here and r don't want him ro come here, it,u

RR He is at school.

PJ "'so we're good' we'lljust do the same thing, but l'lliust have a different warrant process, urn...RR We coulda got a hold of him in school.

PJ No' that's okay, I got-l called my-one of the guys I work with and he said we,lljust do it that waywe already have the paperwork from...
RR Okay.

PJ ...the judge saying we can do it, ljust wanted...
RR Okay.

PJ "'l want€d to make it so you fett better about it and we felt better with a-with a relationshiprather than just say we're gonna do it, r wanted to tark ;;ou about it.
RR Um-hm.

PJ You know r wanted to ret you know that that,s the way we,re gonna do it so this...RR (inaudibte)

PJ "'yeah, the dogs aren't here yet, but they-they-we all left from st. Jose-or waite park, so.RR Okay.

PJ But no you can come back, we'll-you'll be able to see and l'll explain it to you as we go when youcome back from Mass. .Cuz it_we,ll be here all atternoort so.
RR Really?

pJ Yeah, well, it dependr on if the dogs find anything...
RR Okay.

PJ ...let,s put it that way.

RR yeah.

Page 1 of S
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PJ lf they hit on your cow bones or something.

RR I doubt they find that after all these years...

PJ yep.

RR ...1 don,t think so.

PJ I could tell-l,ll introduce you to these guys though, you want?
RR Pardon?

PJ You want me to introduce you to these two guys...

RR Sure, sure.

PJ Okay.

(pause)

PJ This is Shane and Kenny. Robert.

?? sir.

RR (inaudible)

?? l'm sorry, we,ll step over here.

?? Nice to meet you (inaudible).

?? Good morning.

RR Good morning.

RR But that would be at least 60_70 years ago.
?? Oh wow, that,s a...

RR After that we always went-used the rendering plant.
?? Yeah, well pretty common back then to_to bury them.
RR Yeah' I know we dragged a horse down there once for sure. But that,s at-oh my, that was atleast over 60 years ago.

?? tf I can ask you one question, the-the property line on the backside there, where is that?RR Wellah...

?? ts it.,.

RR The corn field' where the end of the corn field is over here, that,s the end of our land there.And down-that whole meadow down there is ours. But the corn field along our driveway whereyou came in, that cornfield going down that way, does not berong to us, (inaudibre)...
?? But that tree line there, that,s in your property?
RR Yes it is.

Page 2 of 5

And Robert was telling me a little about the only animals they had on this farm was cows and

l[l"i'J:i:Tiln|,un'", 
ir vou take this-bv th; ;;;k;; .r"1,',,0 you back by the graver pit



?? But how deep into that tree line?

RR Ah, ah, let's see, 40, it's 80 acre length, it's 80 acres length here, from the road up there going
into the lowland, g0 acre length.

?? Are there any markers back there, rike stone pire or anything rike that?
RR No..,

?? Fence or?

RR There is a surveying marker there, but r don,t think you,d find that.
?? Yeah, that'd be tough.

RR Yeah' well, there's an old fence laying in there too, but I don't think you,d be able to find that.
'Cuz they haven,t had cattle down there for maybe 70 years,

?? Wow.

RR 65 years.

?? So you think it's rike a hundred yards in there or two hundred or?
RR Pardon?

?? That-how deep the woods is, you,re guessing how?

RR l'd say to guess, well I can-one thing I could tell you, that when you-when you get-when you go-
down to the gravel pit, and you get down, and now that hay isn't cut yet, ah Bechtholds rentthat land, but where they um, where the lowlands starts when you get-when you see where thelowland actually starts'or the swampy stuff, then our ah, our land goes about that far, but thatour land goes deeper that way yet. How should I say this.

?? (inaudible) map.

?? Um-hm.

RR (inaudibte)

?? He's grabbing a rnap, that way you won't have to draw in the dirt, although you,re a pretty gooddirt drawer.

RR Worked with dirt all my life {laughs).
(pause)

RR I was telling the ,ady, this is so absurd.

?? Well keep in mind, you know, we-we...

RR I know...

?? ...we need you to just cross (inaudible)...

RR "'she explained that to me. Just a-a-waste of waste of money.
?? {inaudible) car here?

RR Waste of money, that,s what it is.

(pause)

Page 3 of 5
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?? Okay,

RR Until you hit corn field again. And down here, I can't exactly say how deep in that woods(inaudibte).

(pause)

RR

??

RR

??

RR

?7

RR

??

RR

??

??

??

RR

??

RR

??

RR

??

RR

??
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Here's our buildings. (inaudibre) here is where our rand ends, right there.
Okay.

(inaudible), from this point here, this 40 acre rength down to here...

And you have this swamp over here too?

Yes, um-hm, this land does not belong to us, but down here, right here, our land goes this way.
This is our land here. And our tand goes this way, again.

This wood line here, it looks like it gets open again on the other side of that?
Ah, it's meadow.

Okay.

It's meadow in there and then (inaudible) they live in shreveport now, they have 20 acres [nthere below our land, and then I think a (inaudlble)-owns land on the west side of our land here,of that 4Q {inaudible} owns (inaudible) her husband has passed away, and then there,s two-there's two 20s in here that ah-ah go against our land, I don't know if (inaudibte) owns this ornot, Browns used toown it. Then here, down here, (inaudiblelhas land here, goes half way-you
know and the other people own the other here, and then {inaudible) land goes down along oursand his goes deeper than ours to the ea_west_east again.

Okay.

(inaudible)

(inaudible) we'll find it, I just was curious. Now, one-one question that the dog handlers had sirwas ah, they-they there's some issues with dogs and ashes and you guys burn wood, do you
have a particular place where you put the ashes?

Yeah right down in the-you'il see that when you drive down there.
Right in the gravel pit area?

we had a-a building that burnt last iune the fourth, and a lot of that ashes are there althoughwe burnt most of the burnt wood that was partly burnt.
So it's just down.,.

when you drive down there, go to the lowlands, you just follow this along the corner, there,s adriveway right along the corn there...

Um-hm.

"'and you 8et to ah-you'll see the road turns you know there's a road goes continues down, youdrive down that way to the west-to the east, then you see them cluster of trees there? you,ll bedriving armost right aside of that, and that,s where the ashes wiil be too.
So you just follow that road it,ll take you right to it?



Yeah.

Okay. Thank you.

And then when you get to the, bottom of that hill, if you go on further and you see where theah, so hard to explain because they didn,t cut hay yet. Then ah...

But that's where you put the ashes from that wood burn-for...
Yes.

...forever.

Yeah, we burnt the wood for, since 1.9g7.

You got a fair amount of wood piled up there.

I know' we (inaudible) outdoor stove, we burn-heat the house with outdoor stove,s in the milkhouse.

You stack all that yourseff?

Yeah. Gettin'harder.

Yeah, it's ah, well stacked, [t,s not gonna tip over on you.

well sometimes it does' lt has happened, but not very often, but certain sections-but ah, yeah l-l-l wish I could you exactly where the line is...

?? lt's okay, we,llfigure it out...

RR After awhile rlr go down there with ya, r,m-r,m gonna go to church, she said it,s okay.
PJ Yeah, you get to church, you better get going, we,il tark to you when you get back.
RR Okay.

{end of tape}

RR

??

RR

??

RR

??

RR

??

RR

??

RR

??

RR
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RR

PJ

RR
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Bobert went to church, l'm waiting for my dogs to come here, and ah...

(ina ud ible)

Ol<ay, um, l'll explain it to you how I explained to Robert. Evidently a couple months ago, patty
came and talked to you...

Yeah.

,..and she had talked to Dan, and she was talking and Dan and I don't know if you guys had said
something lf reference to-she'd like us to run these cadaver dogs through the property. Did she
bring that up to you guys at all?

No,

Okay, um, and Dan and her evidently it must have been her and Dan more so talked about
having these dogs, if we could get 'em to come up from they,re actually coming from
Connecticut or Missouri, and they're like bone sniffing dogs, the thought process being that, like
Dan had told Patty who-if somebody came on your property and took Jacob they could have
took Jacob on your property without you or Dan or your husband knowing that, so, the-patty
and Jerry and law enforcement always thought well maybe if we ever could get these dogs up
we'd run these dogs through the property to see if they would sniff on any bones, and the
reason we went in there is we had to check to see if there's any dirt floors in any of the
buildings. 'Cuz were gonna let the dogs go through the whole property, make sure there isn,t
anything that the dogs (inaudible), there's two ladies with three dogs, um, some people believe
the dogs can help, some p-people believe the dogs couldn't find somebody after 20 years, l,m
not a dog person, it's just a resource,..

The silo's got dirt floors.

Okay, so then the dogs, if the dogs would hit thinking that maybe you guys had a-a downed
animal tike in the barn under a dirt floor, like say a cow died and they got buried or a bone..,

(ina ud ible)

"'that's what we're checking to see, yeah, so, uffi, these ladies are gonna come out with their
dogs, and they're gonna go through the property, what they do is they,ll,.,

Through the corn fields and the woods and everything?

Not the corn fields, just the...

Wellthe corn field is part of the property...

Right, I mean, they'll go through like the building all around the buildings, they,ll go over by your
gravel pit, they'll go over, you know right around here where there isn,t-obviously if lacob-if
whoever took Jacob through him in the field, it's been plowed for 20 years...

Yeah,

Yeah' so they don't need to do the field por-tion of it. Um. r know that this...
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RR

RR

RR

PJ

RR

PJ

RR
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RR

DI
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PJ

RR

Yeah see we-we, at first we didn,t have an incinerator
were-that was long before Jacob, we quite our chickens in

Um-hm.

So.
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This nightmare is allgoing over again.

I know' I know it's tough for you, but you what if we get this search done, that they can say wetook these nationally known dogs to this...

Why didn't you do that 20 years ago?

Yeah, I don't know why they didn,t. Um.

I don't believe this.

It's-it'siust something that the parents and law enforcement need to say that we searched theproperty again' we searched 'ern with these dogs thar supposedry can smeir...
It would have been nice if wetterrings wourd have cailed us first.
But see they wouldn,t know, that when we came out here...
0h.

...because we can,r tell them...

oh.

"'um, you l<now, they came and they talked to you guys and I don,t know what-what, she said itwent wonderful she thought you were wonderful people, she talked to Dan, evidently she raninto Dan at her workplace down in Midtown square and Dan hrought up again to her that well ifthey would have been on here you guys would l<now about it but yeah they coulda dragged himoff into somewhere that night lrere. Um, and that,s the-that,s why we,re here, v,le,re gonnamal<e sure one more time with these dogs that-like I said they,re from out of state, they,regonna come in here and they're gonna have guys with,em, and they,re gonna have sticks,probing sticks, and if the dogs sniff on something, this is now iney explained it to me at work, Idon't know much about dogs, then these people will poke holes in the ground and then they,llbring another clog over and if that dog hits on something then they,fr do, they,il take someshovels and they'll dig a little bit and tien they'll *ou. on!, and that,s why r wanted to knowwhat kind of animals could be possibly buried here, in case the dogs would hit on animals.
The only thing would be chickens.

Yeah, and that would be from the chicken house?

when we had the chicl<ens, but, they
1981...

I mean I l<now that-r know that it's a-it,s very bothersome for you and very stressfur...
I didn't sleep good ail night we-we're getting new windows on, went through ail that...
Oh, when are you getting windows?

We just gonna get one to start out with...

oh,

...because it's, you know an old house...
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We were just gonna ask

I don't know where Bob

Okay.

Okay.

Alright.

So...

There's ground in there, too.

I was explaining to her that we-the reason we,re going

Su re.
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in here looking for the floors that..
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Yeah.

...and we're trying to keep it look like it did in...

Yeah.

...(inaudible) do that anymore.

Beautiful, beautiful yard. Beautiful setting here.

Last year we had a shed burn down on us.

Um-hm,

That was traumatic.

Yeah' and I realize that-that you and your husband are just trying to help the wetterlings as well
as you can and you want to do the right thing, and I don,t-we don,t mean to ..rr* yor"rnd your
husband any stress,

I think of that poor boy every time r, armost every time Im by the mairbox.
I bet' I wondered about that, I wondered how that would be when you-yeah. so I know that it,san inconveriience, we'll-we'll try to be as professionalas we can, it's gonna seem like a big to-do,l'm just gonna forewarn ya, because 1...

(inaudiblellocked.

Um, they're gonna have a video camera while they do the dog search and there,s gonna be acouple guys with these ladies with dog, the nice thing is nobody can see in here, l,m not gonnalet anybody, l'm not gonna let the Times in, t'll have iomebody at the end of the driveway, justyour family is gonna come in this morning, so l'll try to make it as nonintrusive for you as it isand' um, if you have any questions just come and ask me, 'cuz you're gonna get frustrated ,cuz
you're Sonna say what in the world are all these people being here, l'm just forewarning ya,that, two dogs, two people with dogs, three dogs, this is Kenny, ihi, i, Ritr.

KM Hi,

RR Hello.

l(M How are you?

pJ Forewarning her about all the cars that are gonna be coming and the commotion that,s gonnacome in here.

her if she has any keys (inaudible),

keeps (inaudible)



" that the animals could have been left in these buildings or in the floors, for the bones and such
a nd...

Do you remember when we came out and talked to you, we looked at your computer? lt,s been
a few years now...

Oh you're the guy.

Yeah.

oh.

And you're shoe shopper.

Yeah, I don't look like it now. These are comfortable when lget
Well here comes the lady with the dogs. Two ladies with dogs
remember where the other one was from,

l(M Virginia or something.

PJ Virgin ia.

{short pause)

PJ I don't know, we just park everybody there I guess, is that where you use for parl<ing or?
RR (ina udibte)

PJ Okay.

(pause)

RR They're aren't any newspaper people.,.

Pl No, we're not lettin, ,em down the driveway,..

KM No.

PJ "'we're not lettinB'em in at all, ol<ay, I got a car up there, they're not gonna let anybody in.,.
RR We reaily don,t like ,em 

on there, that,s new grass...

PJ Okay...

RR ...iinaudibte)

PJ .,.we'll move,em.

KM l'll tal<e care of that.

PJ Yeah, over there by the-so.

{background O:07 :L4-O:07 :24)

PJ So you do so much volunteering work that you have to sleep in on your days you don,t, huh?
RR weil, r have to rater today and r get pretty tired by the end of the day.
PJ well you know tlrat's wonderful that you do that stuff. Do you like to be around the people or?
RR Yeah, and l, ldon't have you know, l-we don't have a big garden, we just have a small one.,.
PJ Uh-huh

PJ

l(M

RR

t(M

RR

KM

RR

PJ
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"'down there. And'bout, Iet's see when iacob-then my garden was over here, and then we got
a septic system put in and so we hacl to move our garden...

Um-hm.

...because they said-drive big tractors over here...

Right, right.

...septic system.

Um-hm.

so, but lremember, one night, before thatwas, in septemberthe end of september...
Are we talking about in the day or?

Yeah it that'd be same year..,

Same year Jacob was tal<en?

"'somebody was in our yard at ni8ht, I was sleeping-l always sleep on the-on the south side, by
the window...

Um-hm,

"'and I have the window wide open and a car lvas parked over by-anel I thought they were
stealing my watermelon.,.

Oh okay.

...1 had-so I don't know what that car was doing in

See that's-l guess that,s kinda what Dan,s always
and stuff...

Yeah we were...

...is that people come here, you know.

,..we were always, we, most of us, when somebody came we-somebody was looklng what kind
of car.,.

0h absolutely.

...because it's a private road.

Yep. Yep.

0h wow-

our yard that night.

said you know, when we'd be talking to Dan

surprised when he

the guys, three of
red...

I told you, that's what r want-r don't think-r think Robert,s gonna be a littre
gets back and how many of these dog peopre we got going on. see they got
the guys have the map to mai<e sure they stay on your property, the girr in the
Um-hm.

" and another girl in the red are the ones with the dogs, with them goes a guy that does thatprobing, with that other person is they record it. so each of those tadies is gonna have threepeople with them. so, that's six people with just the dogs, Then you got two guys over therewith the maps, 5o they mal<e sure that they go on your property, they don,t go on anybody
else's property...



RR

PJ

RR

PJ

RR

PJ

RR

PJ

PR

PJ

RR Oh not'til this afternoon.

PJ Okay.

PJ Oh, that's great

RR Another car coming?

PJ

RR

PJ

(background/pause 0: 1.1:26-0:12 :10)

End of tape.
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Uh-huh.

"'so that's another three guys there. Then um, ret's see who erse we got going on here, And rseethey'resprayingbugs, youcanlrearthedogsbarl<ing. um, whatelsetheygot. Um, Three,
you can tal<e pictures if you want. ls that what you were gonna do?

l'm going to yes. 'Cuz nobody will believe me...

No' And I know that that causes you-causes a stress when people talk about all that and, but ifwe keep the Times out of here, as long as none of your neighbors callin and tellthe Times that
there's any traffic down here, we should be fine, and they ihouldn't be able to see clown here,
but...

No.

...1'm not gonna guarant..,

Nobody should be able to see us.

Right.

Because ah, the house is over there getting-the corn

Right, so, urn, that's the only thing would be if the
What time do you gotta leave to go to work?

is getting..,

5t. Cloud Times would ah, would hear 50.

RR {inaudibieifive hours (inaudibre}it seems Iarer in the day (inaudibre)

PJ Just'cuz you get tired?

RR Yeah, I get.,.

PJ That's really good though because you guys are in your 80s right? you and your husband?
RR Yes.

Yep, a four-wlreeler.

Some-somebody's gonna call from the neighborhood.

You think so? Okay, if we get,em all in here now, it,s seven-ten to eight, ah_
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PJ= Pam Jensen
DR= Dan Rassier

l(M=l(en McDonald

PJ ...1440hours.(pause) soonasthey'rereadytogoif he'sdone,thedogsreadytogo. One dog, a
fresh dog.

Do you l<now where Cassie's sitting, our dog?

Yeah, where did ljust see...?

Cassie's fine.

Okay.

We've been l<inda mal<ing sure she's alright all day,

That lady, one lady has been spoiling her,

It's a pleasant dog.

We like her.

I bet you don't run with her.

Not anymore. She can't do that. She used to run with me when I would clo, back and forths and
through the woods, she would do it and-but there would always be a point where, you know,
now it's maybe once around the chicken barn and she-it's too much. She can't keep up,'she just
goes-we'll l've been-l d-l know what you,re doing, forget that.

One thing we talked atlout and il and no decision has been made on this, but, ponder maybe
asking if we can have a deputy stay for awhile after we leave to kinda let things calm down so
they don't get pummeled by people coming down?

PJ Yeah if you want we can, you'll have to asl< your mom and dad.

?? lt's just something we talked about, I don,t want to...

DR I would say that would help a little bit at the end when he-when you leave, if you just leave it,s
like the U.5. pulling out of traq. They would just leave...

?? Well yeah, you l<now, before we leave we'll rnal<e sure we you l<now do exactly what you want
on that and I think we could probably do that for awhile.

Pl Yeah, they could, I mean-l mean the issue is going to be all the search people are gonna want to
get in here so...

DR Oh yeah that's right.

PJ We don't want to slow that all down.,.

DR I forgot about that.

(pa use)

DR Yeah.
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PJ

??

UK

PJ

??

PJ

??

PJ

??

DR

??

DR

??

PJ

DR

PJ

DB

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

??

DR

(phone ringing)

DR ...-there used to be a road underneath
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PJ

...we-we're gentleman about

Yeah.

Gentle-ladies, I guess.

Yeah. Yeah the only thing is
are gonna be seeing that car

No.

Who in your house would
driveway tomorrow and tell
before? Or come up to y0ur

They-they haven't been here

Okay.

But nothing, they were very good about it.

0kay.

You l<now we-since that Jacob was taken
It's almost weird. lt's almost lil<e a...

They're l<inda scared or?

More than there-more than there used to be,
around in the yard, you know. But. l, you know,

ls he still in there?

Yeah, I don't l<now what,s tal<ing them so long.

Thorough.

Probably going through my room,

No.

well, one of the things they do is before we go in there and start looking around, they vldeo
tape everything.,.

And then they're Bonna video when we leave...

When we leave so that there,s not.,,

So no one can think we brol<e something.,,

... (inaudible) we don,t steal your stuff, we don,t,..

Yeah.

th is.

about putting someone on the driveway then all the church peopre
at the end of the driveway, I don't know if that would scare 'em off,

be able to-is gonna be the one if
them they have to leave? Did the

somebody does come in your
media come into your driveway

house?

for quite awhile. I think the Times drove in, five years ago or so.

we have not had any people come down our driveway,

Yeah (slight laugh)they're scared-you know you don't want to go down there.
Was there a lot of people before that?

I mean, there used to be more that woukl turn
they, not as many of course, that road...

before the {inaudible) came,

fts /as



?? {inaudible) let's see what he,d doing.

PJ (inaudible) come on.

(pause 0:03 :28-0:04:06)

?? I think he's aimost done.

(pause 0:04:50)

?? Where'd Dan go?

?? Right here.

PJ He's on the phone

{inaudible/background until 0:06:02)

Kl\/ (inaudible)verypatriotic.

P] Fourth of July weel<end.

KM Yep.

(pause)

KM You didn't shave this morning, wait ,til

?? Not telling.

KM Some guy in Minneapolis I suppose.

?? Sir. Some guy named Sir,

(pause)

?? (inaudible)

DR (inaudibte)

P.J Your family again checking on you...

DR No it was this guy, he says (inaudible)
St. Johns with a priest and he wanted

{phone ringing)

DR Are you waiting to get in there or?

PJ Waiting for that guy to come out.

DR Because I can let that go.

?? You probably could if you don,t mind.

DR Let it go?

?? Oh do what you want,,.

DR No, l can let it go,

Pl Phones ringing constantly, did get a little reprieve.

DR Yeah. But if you want to get in there, you know...
Page 3 of 4

I see your boss. Who's your boss?

St. Johns and kinda
to tall< to me, I didn

checl<ing (inaudible) victim of abuse
't say who I was.

at
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??

??

??

??

??

?J

??

PJ

DR

(pause)

DR Where is that dog, Cassie?

P]

(inaud ible)

{pause}

?? He's been here..,

DR Okay.

(inaudible)

l'll go look,..

50 times today.

{ina ud ible)

(pa use )

??

PJ

?1

??

PJ

PJ

(ina udible)

(pause)

End oftape.
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I think we're ready now yeah?

Okay, thanks a lot.

No problenr.

(inaudible)

(inaudible)

0kay. We'll sit down over here.

(ina ud ible)

They're gonna take pictures.

Since you're a good scavenger, did you ever find those metalchairs, those old metalchairs?
l-no.

Um, is she up here? I saw her-

What are you looking for?

He's wondering where the dog went.

Oh. Probably in a spot of shade some place,

l'm gonna go get a pop,
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PJ=Pam Jensen

DR=Dan Rassier

DW=Dan Winkels

RR=Robert Rassier

RitaR=Rita Rassier

KM=Ken McDonald

PJ They got a pencil and pen?

{pa use/background until 0:01:28)

PJ lt's July 1 at 0705 hours.

(pa use/background/knocking on door)

DR Hello.

PJ Hey. Can we get Tony,s telephone number?

DR Yeah, just a minute.

PJ Okay.

(pause)

DR 320-,49?-,349L.

Does he usually go to work at this time or?

DR Probably at work.

PJ Okay.

DR (inaudible) find it out yourself, but, ah...

DW Ah 349L was the tast of the-?

DR Yeah.

PJ 3491.

Wo rk n u m be r at 320-ZSZ-5292 is Centra l- M cgowa n.

PJ Okay.

DW 5292?

DR Yeah.

DW 252^5292?

Central-Mcgowan and you,ll get the secretary.

PJ He still out at Melrose today or?

Page I of 14
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DR Oh, ldon't..,

PJ Did you talk to him last night?

DR ...1 don't know where he is, (inaudible) at work, r know (inaudible) going to work.
PJ Um, how's your dad doing?

DR Notgood.

PJ can we talk to you about your dad just for a second? r,m worried about him.
DR I am too, l-it's bad.

PJ Do you think that,..

DW Can we sit down for a second and talk about it?
(pause)

PJ Maybe he can...

DW What?

PJ I said maybe Dan can get him to leave.

(pause)

DR He's really not doing good, he,s pretty upset.

PJ Do you think that there's any way that you could get him and your mom to leave this morning?
DR No.

PJ I mean because he brought up that there,s a loaded shot gun in the house.
DR A what?

PJ A {oaded shot gun.

DR Ah,..

PJ And that he could harm, well he said, he's talking about Trish, but she's not coming down here...
DR He's so-l'm-l'm-so-l don't-l can't see how a lady, a news reporter can fabricate and cut stuff uplike that.

PJ But see the concern is he brings that up which, she's not coming up with-and then he said hecould harm himself...

DR I..,

PJ ...he said he was gonna shoot himself. And...

DR t...

PJ "'we can't-we can't have a loaded shotgun in the house. Because of his safety and theneverybody e lse,s safety...

DR Yeah.

PJ "'so we'd like-we'd like them to be able just go somewhere for a few hours, it will be lessstressful on them.
Page 2 of 14
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DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

No, that-that would not-he would get in an accident.

No, I mean could you...

He's so ngrvous about it.

...could you take thern somewhere?

oh.

I mean we're -we're right to the point we're almost gonna have to have them away, because
it's-it's, we're worried about him harming himself and then how do we know he,s not gonna
come and shoot one of our lab people or something?

Boy. Yeah, he-he wouldn,t do that...

I mean...

.,.but I know-l know he said something like that...

I mean he's just way, so upset and I don't want him to go down have a seizure, we don,t want
him to have a heart attack...

DR Right, {inaudible}...

DW How many firearms are in the house?

DR Boy' {pause} I-{inaudible} no, it's just this real old shotgun, I think and maybe a .22 or
s0mething...

Where would they be at in the house?

ln the-probably in the closet.

well we don't want him harming himself. And now he said it in front of us so we have to do
something about it, you understand that I mean...

Yeah.

...he totd me maybe I should just go shoot myself.

That's what he told me he said something tike that, I go Dad, well I didn,t say that, ,cuz I don,t
want to get him more upset.

PJ But we're-now we have to either, l,m-1,m...

DR what if I would get the gun and get it to you? That would-that would be a step in the right
direction.

PJ Welt...

DR Okay.

{pause)

And then we tell him he can't come out anymore, if they do then they have to leave.
(pause)

PJ They can send Dan out ifthey have questions.

?? {inaudibte}
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PJ They can.

?? Right.

PJ Yeah, yeah.

{pause}

PJ You've got eyes?

?? (inaudibte)

(pause)

DR I have to talk to him I can,t find it.

PJ Okay.

DR Ah.

DW You mind if I come in?

DR No l-t think that would make it worse,

PJ Okay.

{pause}

PJ You guys going up North then tomorroq Saturday? Ar Friday?

DW Probabty go up tomorow night.

PJ Everybody else suntan?

DW (inaudible) until Littte Falls at least.

PJ Uh-huh.

DW (inaudible) take the River Road up, there,s never anybody on that road.
PJ I don't have it too bad because I just get to take 94 to Ashb6 the further west you go the lesstraffic there is, so.

DW (inaudibte)

{pause}

PJ You gonna secure it in your trunk?

?? l'll go secure it and we'll give it back to whoever he'd like us to give it back to when we,re alldone.

PJ Maybe we can give it back to Tony.

?? (inaudibte)

(pa use 0:08:24-0:09: 15)

PJ Do you see anything?

?? {inaudible)

(pause)
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??

P]

(pause)

PJ

(inaudible)

No.

It looks like the dog has glaucoma in that one eye.

DW Been around for awhile.

{pause 0:10:02-0:1"1:10}

?? (inaudibte)

PJ Hum?

?? (inaudibte)

Df {inaudible)

PJ What did they say?

DR He said, and this is ah-ah-kinda a situation in there. He doesn't want to give you the gun he,s somad about-about you and the situation, and, and he's not gonna shoot you, he,s not gonna
shoot himself, it,s only if Trish (inaudible) and he just so...

?? tf t.."

DR ...he's so upset about her because she-l_l,m upset too...
PJ Right, but we can,t-we can,t leave the firearm with him.
DW We can't-we don,t have-we,re law enforcement...

PJ Those other people aren,t_those other peopte aren,t.
DR I said Dad you can't say that, but he's so mad about it, he's so mad, I never sa\,v him so mad.
PJ But where is he sitting right now?

DR (inaudibte)

PJ Okay. Well. ts that Robert there?

DR lt's my mom, she just shut the door.

PJ would one of your other brother's be able to come get that out-away from him or?
DW So he's not giving it to us. So he,s giving it to your brother?
PJ (inaudibte)

DR Oh you mean if I would get it and...

PJ Give it to Tony or?

DR ...yeah.

PJ We don,t have to take it...

DW We don't have to take it...

DR Ah, okay...
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DW Tony, Dan Winkels with the sheriff,s office at ah :
as soon as possible please.

pJ Yeah I think they were up in-working in Melrose, so_.

DW Do you want to try the work number again, see if he happens to be in the office?
PJ Sure.

{pa use 0: 14:00-0:14:15)

DW Ah Tony Rassier please.

(pause)

RR

PJ

RR

PJ

RR

RitaR

RR

PJ

RR

PJ

RR

PJ

RR

PJ

RR

PJ

RR

It-it-we can't have the threat that you could shoot one of the lab people. That...
I won't shoot nobody but that lady...

And I don't want you to shoot yourself, you said you were gonna shoot yourself.
Wellwhy not?
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DW ...we just want to get it away from him. ls all we want to do.

DR Yeah, but-the insinuation it's so hard for him to take I think that-l'll go talk to him again here.

PJ Give it to Tony or just get it off the farm.

{pause 0:L2:45-0:13: 10)

?? Does he go by Tony?

PJ Um-hm.

(pause 0:13:L3-0:L3:35)

. will you call me back

Haven't we got any rights (inaudible)? (inaudible) haven,t we got no rights what so ever?
Yeah you do, but you,..

The newscaster could get by with everything and ruin our family, but I can stand here and I can
say a word...

You can't threaten people with a shotgun...

Well she's threatening our whole life...

(inaudible) threaten anybody.

She had threatened our whole life.

I realize that, just...

But she can get by with it, but she can get by with itl (yelling)

For just today, can we just have the shot gun go to Tony's just for today and when we,re gone...
No!

...you can have it back?

No, l'm not gonna do that.



PJ

RR

PJ

RR

RitaR

PJ

RitaR

RR

PJ

RitaR We aren't gonna leave,..

RR (inaudibte)

PJ Then you need to give us the shotgun...

RitaR You need to leave...

RR (inaudibte)

PJ No...

DR Mom, Dad...

RitaR ...(inaudiblelthis is our place.

PJ No we need to have the shotgun or you're gonna have to reave.

?? (inaudibte)

PJ I mean that,s the bottom line...

RR I won',t shoot none of you guys. But that-the television, they get by with everything-and if shecome in the yard...

DR You guys-you guys really should go arrest Trish Van...
pJ Okay, we can,t right now, right now we need...

RR Arrest the-the television...

DW Wait a minute...

RR ...newscasters.

?? (inaudibte)

RitaR (inaudibte)

PJ We know...

?? ...you guys listen once...

DR "'somebody should go on the news and broadcast what she did...
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Because you got a family...

You ruined my whole life..,

No we have not..,

You have ruined our whole life !

We might just as well sit in prison {inaudible)..,

No, you guys are just...

..'dig through our farm rike we were comprete prison-and criminars...

I think-and what-they searched the place you can't even be there to-they can plant something-
make evidence look like something we did or anything.

No' We-we need to have the shotgun or we're gonna have to ask you to leave the farm.



PJ "'get an attorney, and go that route with it, you guys need to legally get an attorney if you feel
that she..,

DR Wellthen...

PJ ...okay? That,s a different fight...

DR Why don't-why don't you have some control over what people can say over the air...
PJ Because we can't-they don't risten to anything we say, you know that.
RitaR Why should we...

DR ...they-they listen and then they change it...

RitaR ...they can get by with it, why can,t we?

PJ You can get by with saying what you want to the media, but you can't say that you,re gonna
shoot her or yourself, we need the shotgun, if you don't give us the shotgun, you,re gonna haveto leave the property, we have legal documents to g*t you out of the property from the get-go,
but we were trying to make it so you guys could stay in your house, so that's your choice, eithergive us the shotgun or (inaudible)...

RR l'llgive you the-l,llgive you the shotgun...

DR l'llgo with hirn.

?? Actually no, we,re gonna come with you on that.
RR You stay out of here.

?? (inaudibte)

RR You stay out of here!

?? (inaudibte)

RR Oh man, I don,t know what to do no morel

RitaR {inaudibte)

PJ I don't know-they-they arready said they wourdn,t leave so we thought..,
RitaR ...our house for god sakel

?? {inaudibte)

RR ...(inaudible)...shotgunl No you,re not gonna go get itl
?? Okay...

RR l'll give you the shotgun.

?? (inaudibte)

RR Yes, butyou getoutofthishousel

RitaR For god sakel

RR Yeah l'll give you the shotgun...

RitaR ...(inaudibte,crying)
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RR Get out of this house I

?? (inaudibte)

RR Get out of herel

?? (inaudibte)

RR Get out of here!

?? {inaudible}

RitaR (inaudible,crying)

RR Get out of this housel

?? We're walking ollt, we,re walking out.,.

RitaR (inaudibte)

RR Get (inaudible) t,llgive it to him he can bring it out.

?? l'll tellyou what, we don't want it to go like this, please take a deep breath, okay, we don,t want
this to...

RitaR (crying)

DR lf you just go out of the house, I,ll...

?? No, Rita, we can,t...

RitaR (inaudibte)

?? (inaudibie)

RR You're all a bunch of crooks. you,re all a bunch of crooksl

?? l'm sorry (inaudible) nobody wanted it to be like this.

RR Yeah, come on (inaudible)

RitaR {crying in background}

RR (yelling in background)

KM Rita, lefs step out: We,re not gonna be here (inaudible).,.

PJ Okay.

KM Rita we gotta leave, come on.

RitaR No.

KM lt's either that or jail.

PJ Let's go to Dan,s, let,s go...

KM Come on..,

PJ ...let's go in Dan,s car.

KM Okay, we don't want to arrest you.

PJ Let's go.
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KM Let's go.

Let's go, Rita.

ftitaR Oh for god,s sakel

PJ Come on let,s go out to Dan,s car...

RitaR (cryinglOh my...t

KM Rita, you have to leave,

RitaR I won't leave.

KM Okay, you,re under arrest, you,re going to jail.
RitaR Oh...

PJ Come on Rita.

KM Stand up or go to jail.

PJ Come on Rita, let,s go Rita.

RitaR What did I do?

l\othing, nothing. Let,s just...

RitaR Then why are you,..

Because we want-we want you guys to go be safe...
KM Some place safe.

Let's go some place safe, come on.

KM Stand up, please.

RitaR How long is it gonna...

KM Stand up please.

RitaR ...(inaudible).

PJ Come on, let,s just get up Rita, okay?

RitaR (crying)

KM We need to finish our job out here.

So we can...

RitaR Both of us, had a heart attacks...

PJ yeah.

KM we want-we want you somewhere safe to, this is too much tension out here.RR (yelling in background) (inaudibre) what is this worrd coming to?
KM We have to leave.

RR l'm not leaving! you,re gonna take the gun.
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??

KM

RR

PJ

??

RitaR

KM

RR

PJ

RR

RitaR

PJ

RitaR

PJ

RitaR

PJ

RitaR

PJ

KM

PJ

RitaR

PJ

DW

PJ

RitaR

We got the gun...

Nope, we're done, we,re leaving.

What happened to Mom?

Nothing, she sat down, she,s okay. Let,s just...

(inaudible)

They said we're under arrest.

we have a search warrant out here, if you don't leave, you will be arrested. please leave theproperty. Plain and simple.

Oh my goodness.

Come on Rita, let's get up.

What is this world coming to?

l'm even in my pajamas yet.

Come on Rita, let's get up, come on, let,s get up...

l'm not...

..'come on, their-their going, Dan and Robert are going, ret,s go, come on, let me help you up,up, come 0n, up. Rita come on...

Why do we have to leave?

Because this is too s*essfur for you, you can come back when we,re done.
Stressful, my...

Come on, come on Rita.

Come on.

Let's go. Robert's going...

Where's the guy with our gun?

They went out already.

He's right there, he's just making sure that everybody's out of the way...
You can get your gun back when we,re gone.

What's he gonna shoot us?

Pi No...

DW No.

Pi ...come on. Come on Rita. Let,s help you up...

RitaR What did we do..,?

PJ Nothing, but this is too stressful,

RitaR l'm not even dressed.
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PJ Rita, let's go, you can go over to Tony,s or somebody,s, come on.
Rita R Tony's...

PJ We called Tony...

DW Tony's on his way over here.

Pl Come on, come on.

DW I called him and talked to him. Come on.

RitaR (inaudibte)

PJ 0kay, let's go out this way Rita.

RitaR (inaudible)

PJ They're-Robert and...

RitaR Jesus.

PJ ...come on, ret's go out with Robert, come on. come on Rita, ret,s go.
RitaR what is wrong with our country? where,s it going to? we didn,t do anything.
PJ No you didn,t do anything.

RitaR This Trish witch,..

PJ Okay. Okay. Rita let,s go, let,s go, so you can now, come on. Let,s go.
(background)

PJ Come on Rita. Let,s go.

RitaR Oh my god.

PJ Come on Rita.

(background)

PJ Come on Rita.

?? As long as you guys aren't in the house, we're not even going to take the firearms out of thehouse. We,ll leave the firearms right in the house.

RitaR Where are we going to go now?

Pi You can over to Tony,s for right now.

RR Everybody's here Rita, they can do what they want to when we,re gone,
PJ No' we're not going in the house any more, you guys leave, let us do this thing and we,ll be outof here. We,ll be gone this afternoon.

DR Did you get the weapons?

DW As long as everybody,s leaving, we,re gonna leave the weapons...
DR Well how about if you get_take the weapons with you and then we...
RR Nol
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RitaR (inaudible)

PJ No, just go, just go, just go, Eo, go get a break, bring ,em over to Tonyf5 go get a break.

RR Can we stay here if you take the weapons?

PJ Come on, let's go. lt's just too stressful, Dan, all day yesterday...

RR Somebody's gonna get sued for this all.

PJ Okay, that's the way to go, get-get your attorneys involved. Come on Rita, let's go.

(background conversations)

DR Is Tony home?

PJ Yeah we called him,

DR But he's not home yet is he?

DW He's-he's comlng here.

PJ So go over to wait for Tony at his house.

DR Can somebody give us a ride up there?

PJ Yeah.

(background)

pJ Put 'em, go Dan you-Dan you drive, Dan you drive I think he'll be less upset about that, just over
to Tony's, they can get in your car can't they? l'll help you, lefs get .em in your car.

DR I don't think they'll like that.

RitaR Oh my gosh!

DR Mom, Mom...

PJ Go with Dan, in Dan,s car Rita.

DR I don't have my wallet with me.

PJ That's okay.

DW You don't have your what?

DR Is the door locked then?

RitaR Can I have my cell phone?

DW No it's not locked, do you want to lock it?

(background conversation)

PJ Yeah let's get 'em in the car.

DW Lock the house, get your keys, or wallet.

RitaR Well willyou go in the house and get my cell phone?

KM Dan's going back in there, we can walk back in there and he can grab your cell phone.

RR Lock the house Dan.
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RitaR Get my cell phone.

KM You can lock the house...

RR Go lock the house, they told you to go lock it...

(background)

RR (inaudiblelail of thisl (inaudibte)

{pause/background 0;23:59-0:25:5g}

Pl Dan is there a cell phone number you want us to call when they can come back in?

DR Um...

PJ Or do you want us to tell, fony, or who do you want us to call?

DR CallTony.

PJ Okay.

DR Yeah, yeah. He,s not home yet is he though?

PJ He's on his way back home.

DR So he's not there yet?

PJ No.

DR Okay.

PJ Any other questions or?

DR I guess if t would have found the guns right away...

PJ well otherwise, yesterday-we'd come out and they were okay, I just don,t want ,em to have a
em-a medical emergency, so_

(pause)

PJ Well let's get this thing going...

?? (inaudibte)

End of tape.
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PJ=Pam Jensen
DR=Daniel Rassier

PJ

DR

P]

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

At this time l'm in-Dan Rassier's coming this way. iinaudible). your mom and dad doing any
better or not? That's that Ken McDonald that you don,t care for.

Who?

Ken McDonald. {inaudible} that the one that you didn,t like? From our guys or not?

I don't know.-_

0h...

...1 never-l can't remernber...

Okay. Um, what do you think with your mom and dad?

I think you guys comp-l-l,m so embarrassed...

Yeah.

...for the State of Minnesota.

Okay.

To see how you guys handled this. lt could have been so, I mean, you could have done this
without having the press...

We did-but we didn't call the press, Dan, we did...

How-how did they get...

The only thing I can think of is that a neighbor must have saw us come in and called the Times,
the Times is owned by KARE11. That's the only way that r can figure that...

Okay.

"' we didn't tell anybody that-to come down here because one minute they tike us and minute
they don't...

The-the thing with Dad this morning...

I mean ljust don't want them health-wise, I guess l,m concerned about his health.
we-it-l mean like that guy, some of those guys coming in the house like...

I think they're just-in all honesty we're worried that he was gonna grab the shotgun and hurt
himself, because your dad just shut down, it,s like...

Yeah but they, I mean, you would think, l,ve seen enough stuff...

Um-hm.

"'in my life that they would have had, they would have let me try to handle it instead of them,just barging in and making my dad almost he-he basically almost had a heart attack...
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Yeah, ljust...

I mean...

...yeah it was very uncomfortable.

l've never held him like that, ljust-it was-he's so-l mean they're-they're kinda sitting there now,
l'm the one that's kinda, I want to get something done...

That's-l mean is there any other family members that can go and help sit through this, get
through this day or?

DR Tony's missing work and penny, the sister in law's there right now and.."

PJ I mean they do realize that they-they just have to stay there until we're done and then they can
come back, but they can't come back right, we're not gonna have your dad try to come back
until we're outta here are we? I mean do they, do they realize they have to sit there until the
search warrant's done?

DR well they, they-l-l told them just now that they won't let us come back and that l,m just gonna
be able to pick something up...

PJ Right.

DR "'here and, and ah. You know of course my dad, where they're digging down there right now,
the problem is the mess they,re gonna make even...

PJ Digging.

DR On the road there's so many nails in the stuff they're digging up. lt's like, what,s gonna-when
that truck drives down...

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

PJ

Dfi

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

Um-hm.

...am I gonna have to go through that whole road with a magnet?

Okay.

Because, is the-that truck fail safe as far...

Okay...

...as dropping?

...see now, I wouldn't have thought of that. you know,

You know there are nails and they're digging right where all these nails are just from the fire,
just-so...

So...

...there's so many things that just-

Just out of the top of your head, where would you-where would've you ran the dogs and where
have you-where would have you sent the people then? I asked your dad this same thing.
Oh g-here's another thing. you,re not in charge here, but, are you?

Welll'm-l'm one of the people...
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DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

?j

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR Right.
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I mean if you would have really thought ahead,..

Yep.

...and it sounds like you were planning ahead here...

well, we-we didn't know*we were planning to do this and when we were gonna do it was when
these two dogs were available..,

Okay.

"'that's the unfortunate thing that happens to be when the church Festival was one because
these two ladies, dog handrers, are from connecticut and Vermont...

Yeah...

.-.so that was-so it was always in the plan when we could get these cadaver dogs.
Yeah' lt, but, they, you could have called me and said, you know said this-this is gonna happen.
Yeah.

And I could have prepped ,ern for it a little bit.

But I didn't know if you'd take my phone calls, I knew that you were upset with us and I thoughtwellwhat...

How do you know I was upset? I have cooperated one-hundred per cent with the case...
so you're not-you're-somebody-it was-or after you talked to patty or after patty came downhere she told me that you guys wouldn,t talk to rne.

So Patty did tell you that she talked to me...

After she told us a couple months ago that she ran into you somewhere at the mail...
She didn't run-she dldn,t run into me.

Okay. At rhe mall.

It was pretty planned out I think.

okay' well she talked to you, she relayed that she had talked to you and that she came downand talked to your folks.

And that's really the enticement why your people are here now because of what I said, to patty.
That's what your brother thinks, that's-that came from Rick, r,m not gonna say that we saidanything like that...

Okay, anyway...

Anyway.

...but, just ask me...

okay wait wait wait, okay so if lwould have asked ya, what would of you suggested to do aboutthe property, 'cuz even back when we talked to you you said somebody could have broughtsomebody on the property, where,..



PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ Um-hm.

DR ...1 mean there,s no way that that could have been done.
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...where would I send the dogs?

Well. One-the...

You were here then I mean...

The big place, if somebody,s Bonna somebody...

Yep.

;l::1:1 
be the gravel pit because there are cars that can drive down there and we have no idea,

nunters...

so is that the only road to the graver pit that they courd have back then?
Yeah' The gravel pit would be the place where, and-and-and if you let me go down there l,llshow you where...

Um-hm.

...where to look.

Yep.

I mean where-where the places would be that...

Rather than where they,re digging right now you mean?

You bet.

Well we could go down there.

Let's go down there.

okay, so, we go down there and look, is there anything else other than the gravel pit?
You mean around here, where...

Yeah.

...we11...

I mean allthese trails...

I mean that night, and l-you,ve heard this before...

Um-hm.

...but, she makes me sound like, Trish (inaudible)...

I know, I wish that she...

But she-l went out and I think you probably have this on my interviews, I went out to thebuitdings with a flashlight and looked in allthese buildings...

Um-hm.

"'by myself, the police didn't come down here, I went around and looked in these sheds andstuff. I-l don't think he,s in any shed...



PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

P)

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

Okay,

lf somebody-if somebody did something with his body, it woutd have down in the gravel pit.

You don't think they wourd have went in your woods or anything?

I don't think so.

Because you said at-when we talked to you that you thought you heard some commotion by the
woodpile that would have...

That was-that was of the...

The cops, then.

Yeah.

0kay.

I mean, it's-it's-if there's anything to be found, it's gonna be in thatgraver pit.

Okay, well let's go down and look at the gravel, you got time or?

Yeah l-it's ah, ljust um, should eat something.

Why don't you grab something to eat and then um...

I didn't eat breakfast.

l'm just gonna stand in the doorway, though,..

Okay.

..,just 'cuz those guns are lying out.

Oh, okay. (slight laugh)

And then um, you want you better get your mom some clothes too huh?

She-she didn't want me to go through anything.

Even if there's like some cfothes she switched out that are laying on the bed or something, Iwonder if you should grab those?

No.

Does she really have her pajamas on or?

She really has kinda not much on,

Okay.

Boy I haven't seen those guns for years. l-r should have been able to find them...
I wish that you would have been able to-if you would have been earlier yesterday lwould havetold you to hide those.

t...

But nobody called you and it's just rike weil how come Dan,s not coming here?
I went in there and l-l was in too much of a hurry to find 'em, I didn,t see ,em and then I went
back and by that tirne, um...
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DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

Because I really was fearful that-that he would hurt himself. I wasn't fearful about Trish because
she's not corning in here. she's not even on the road, I didn,t even see them up on the road.
She-she's got to be dealt with, I mean...

But don't you guys have an attorney in the family?

Well, l-l talked to attorney five years about suing Channel 9...

Yep.

... and I was advised that it was, for my parents it would get so ugly.

But how about now?

l-1, to see Dad and Dad and Mom tike that, it's so hard, they just get so, you know-
They were good for awhile yesterday and then down, that's why I was kinda hoping you would
have came, I think it could held them down a little bit, they'd be really really calm about i! andthen something would happen and then they'd be upset again, and I understand they're thesame age as my folks were and they're propefty, we,re doing this, r-l get it a hundred per cent,that's why I feel horrible for them, r'm not worried about you, you,ra yorng and in shape and,but, I was just so-felt so horrible for them.

DR I think ah, what l,m gonna do is ah, grab a fe_couple candy bars.,.

PJ Okay.

DR ...(inaudible)

PJ And you don't want to look for anything for your mom to wear then you don,t think or?
DR I don't think so right now...

PJ Okay.

DR ..,she was, I talked to her about it.

(long pause)

(phone ringing)

PJ Did you need to get something for your schoolwork too or?
DR Well...

il Or should we just come back..,

DR We'll go down there first, l,m gonna, well maybe I should ah...

PJ we're not-we're here-l'm here until the dogs are done so we got all sorts of time. I wonder ifyou should iust take that off the hook so they don't get all those dumb answering things on theiranswering machine or don,t you think that would *rttu,. to .em?

DR Ah. l'rn gonna get a Coke.

PJ Okay.

{phone ringing}

DR I got this...
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PJ
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(inaudible)

...caffeine thing, if I don,t.,.

well I too, I get a headache if I don't have my caffeine, of course I do the diet, but you don,t
have to do the diet ,cuz you do all that running.

Well I broke my foot twice in the last year...

Oh did you?

...(inaudible) cast for seven months.

How'd you do that?

Running' Running these long things that l-ljumped a tree and it just snapped, like mile 29 of arace...

Oh wow.

And I-l never officially broke a bone and it just-l heard it pop.

so let's go back to that then, you'd think we'd go down to that gravel pit so, when you told Kenand I back in the day that if somebody was to come in here they would-they would haveopportunity to bury him, you think they,d go to that gravel pit?

Yep.

How would they know that gravel pit's back there you think? Just because they,re in the yard
earlier?

They go hunting down there.

oh.

I mean if somebody woufd, you know...

Yep' so how-if they came in from one of the other directions, like across the back, they would-over by those (inaudible) or whatever their name or over by the (inaudible) can they get up toyour-would have then been able to get up to there?

Anybody on a four wheeler could have come through there or.,.

was there a lot of four wheelers back in '89? I was wondering about that, when did theybecome so prevalent? Did you guys have a four wheerer jn ,g9? 
r bet not, you think?

No, not us.

No' lmeanlthinkthosewouldhavebeenpretty,andthat'stheonlyplaceyouthinkthatifyou
want us to get out of here as quick as we can, other than that graver pit where they,re digging isthere any other place you think those dogs could go?

Well. I mean. l'd like you to do the best job you can...

So we don't have to ever have to come back again...

...so you can clear...

Yeah.



DR

PJ

DR

PJ

...the whole thing.

Yep. So what do you think? Gravel pit,

Gravel pit. You know did somebody come in or,
imagination that...

DR Yeah.

Pl ...did you come up with anything different?

DR Well...

PJ I mean you run around here, physicallyyou run, and you know...
DR tf I did it...

PJ Yep, yep...

DR ..if I did it, t,m just being...

PJ Right...

DR ...honest with you...

PJ

DR

PJ

Yep.

...people say I shouldn,t even talk to ya.

I know. I appreciate that you are. Hypothetically if you did it...
DR Okay, hypothetically...

PJ

DR

PJ

Clarify it that way, yep.

...1-l-l'm just trying to cooperate,..

Um-hm.

PJ

DR

P]

DR ...|'ve always cooperated...

PJ Yep.

DR ...for the thing with you said you didn,t want to talk
disappointed...

Okay. That's fair, that,s fair.

...in the whole thing.

DR Buf here,s the thing.,.

PJ Okay.

DR .,.if-if you,re really thinking that I did it...
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well I know we've put enough pressure on ya that you've probably thought about this a mil-onyour own and then when we started questioning ya about it, and then the Trish questioning you,but I know you ran ever scenario through your mind, did you...

to me because I was mad-well l,m

And I never did call you to come back, so you've never said you weren't going to talk to rne andl've never said he wouldn,t...
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DR
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DR

PJ

DR
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PJ

DR

Um-hm. Or that you know something.

...and l've told, and I know something?

Or something, yep.

l. There-that's what bothers me...

Uh-huh.

..'there's no way you're gonna eliminate me, because there,s so many places that...

But we could eliminate you if we found Jacob.

That would make me really bad, l'm hoping you don't find anything. Because if you found Jacob
down there, I would be, you would arrest me...

No I wouldn't, How in the world would l-and that's what people don't get, and that,s what I

tried to explain to your mom and dad. How could I arrest you, if we find Jacob here? I have no
connection of putting...

lf I tell you down there where he is, where I think he could be...

Yeah?

...and you find him there...

Are you Sonna tell me that you think he's there because you found some disturbances after the-
that happened? That-that you noticed after Jacob was taken you noticed that there was
something different...

No, no, l'm just-l'm just thinking what a person would do...

Right.

..-and l-and there's some places-the problem is your gonna, if you find him..,

Yeah,..

...there where I say, then where does that leave me?

I guess you'd have to clarify with me before hand why you would think that.
Okay.

we'd have to say, l-based-because I am familiar with this area, and l'm asking you a straight up
hypothetically, because you told me that when we've talked before, when we talked that time
you told me that you know you've thought about this, and you are a meticulous person and you
would have some ideas, and I think we kinda insulted you by not letting you give us all your
ideas, that's what l'm asking you for, ,cuz 

I know...

Wait-wait a minute, we're missing the whole, the big...

0kay.

...white elephant in the room...

Okay.

You are so wrong, About the cars.
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PJ Okay.

DR You don't even know where Hamilton, you haven't really lined it up where Hamilton drove and
where the cars I saw drove.

PJ Well maybe we should go out and you can show me on the road?

DR l'm not gonna show you anything..,

PJ Okay.

DR '..until we have Hamilton here and get it, we-that would be one thing we could get squared
away right away...

PJ Okay.

{phone ringing}

DR Where did Hamilton, where did he, where did he drive that car?

PJ Okay how about if I get Hamilton to meet with you and we get a map and t don't have to bring
him in here today, so we can get that other thing taken care of, would you be wiging to do that?

{phone ringing)

DR lwould,..

PJ ljust don't want to, I don't want to make this any...

DR I want to get it solved.

PJ Okay, so if I had Hamilton come with the map, the aerial map,..

DR Yep.

PJ "..and you'd be willing to come in and talk to him, okay, okay, we will do that, we won,t do it
today because if we don'1...

DR Right.

PJ ...get this search done they're not gonna get their church stuff and your mom and dad...

DR Right.

PJ ...will be, okay, so we,lldo that.

{phone ringing)

DR Yeah, I mean because you eliminate...

PJ But you can't argue about it with them, you just ask-we'lljust ask 'em and then you...

DR Well I know, but you know what l,m saying?

PJ Yep.

DR Because I think, I know, I know, l,ll make it short here...

PJ Um-hm.

DR ...that the car I saw in the afternoon, that wasn,t Hamilton.

PJ okay, But he said he came in after the 9-1-i. call though. ln the after...
Page 10 of 83
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PJ
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PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR Okay.

PJ ...with the search today.

DR okay, so this whole thing here, rike you're asking me is, in my imagination...
PJ Yep.
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Did he-did he drive in our yard?

Yeah, after the 9-1-1 call.

Where did he go in ouryard?

okay' l-l-he told me he came in and he turned around, but if you're asking me where exactly Idon't know.

lf he's the one that turned around the way I saw the car...

Okay,

...turn around, he also came in the afternoon. Then you got your man.

Okay, so we'll do that.

You've got your man if he's the one that turned around the way, if ! found out that he,s lhe one
that turned around that way at night...

Um-hm.

...he's the one that was there in the afternoon.

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

I mean he told me he turned around at night, he never said nothing about in the afternoon.
And where did he turn around?

Okay.

So you know what l'm saying?

Yep, okay' We can do that, we'll do that, we'll give this a couple weeks and l,ll call ya and we,ll
set that up-if he's willing to do it, and I don't understand why he wouldn,t be, we,ll do that. But
I don't-like I said, we,re not gonna do that today...

Right.

Okay, so take care of the vehicle thing.

So anyway, the-the-that.s the white elephant that...

Right.

...just thinking that...

How about if l-l agree that we disagree on the-on the vehicle, although I would be very open to
change my mind on that vehicle if we could prove that that was true. Absolutely because t just-l
don't want to be hung up on something thais not gonna cause-solve the case either.
Right.

I want to be able to solve the case, so we'll deal with the vehlcle thing later, so let,s talk aboutsomething that could hetp...

DR

PJ



DR ...where courd he be buried on the farm that wourd be most rikery...?

PJ Right.

DR ...would be the gravelpit.

PJ Yep.

DR And I want you to be abre to do everything you can to crear the whore thing up,..
PJ Right.

DR "'but here's the problem. (sigh). That he could be, if somebody was meticulous enough, theycould have buried him anywhere..,

PJ Righr.

DR "'and if you want me to teil you about praces that he courd be...

PJ Yeah.

DR '..then what about the damage that you courd do the buirdings?
PJ Like what?

DR Okay. Do I have to tell you this? I don,t...

PJ Well, no you don,t have to tell me anything, I mean...

DR Okay. He could be buried in a sllo.

PJ Um-hm"

DR ln the silo, he could-somebody could have come in there and buried him down deep in the silo.
PJ Right,..

DR (inaudible)

PJ Yep.

DR No, you don,t have any cement to deal with...

PJ um-hrn, but you said before you went out there with your frashright with...
DR I know...

PJ Okay.

DR "'but l'm saying if somebody really wanted, l-l'm highly doubt if anything is in those silos.
PJ Okay.

DR Because it would be too difficult to, you know, risk being seen.
PJ Okay.

DR Being caught doing it.

PJ Um-hm.

DR Um, He could be buried anywhere in the gravel in the shed...
PJ Um-hm.
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DR
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He could have been buried in the machine shed that burned down. lt-it was all dirt floor.
Um-hm.

He could be buried ah...

when do you think they could have buried him though? When you went to school the next day
or?

A-at night, I mean, yeah. But that's why Im saying the problem is where-where...

Because they could of did that immediately, if...?

Right-not immediately, because that-that night the car, l,m thinking of the car...

Yep, yep, left.

And I couldn't of-if I did it, I could have never buried him down there that night. There were
helicopters everywhere.

Right.

And-and that kind of a dig would have been noticed.

Right.

A field..^

well a field I woutd think that it would be plowed a zillion times since then.

Yeah' I mean you coutd like bury dogs down there last year I dug up a dog. I go why is that,
impression...

Down there where that gravel pit you mean, 'cuzyau guys, your dad told me that you guys
buried a couple of your dogs there by the, um, corn crib.

A hunter buried a dog down there and 1...

oh.

'.'l was curious to see why the ground was rike that and it was a dog.

so everybodyjust goes back on the Rassier property back there and hunts?

Oh some people.

You guys give 'em permission or?

Yeah' And I mean they're hunters that come from over there, they,re people from different
properties that get in there and...

um-lrm' well-should you want to just drive your car and ljust drive my car down there or doyou want to walk down there or what do you want to do, what do you feel most comfortable?
Well can I go with you in your car?

Sure. Yep.

Okay. You don't mind me...

No' You don',t think that matters to them that those answer things or you think it,s media...



DR (inaudible) media probably, l, my dad feels so bad that we got kicked out of the house.

PJ You know and yesterday, today to be perfectly honest what were gonna tell 'em is that they had
to stay on the-on the porch but I don't know, do you think they would have stayed on the
porch?

DR (slight laugh) I don't...

pJ The issue was is they-they would come down because you would be upset, and, ended up being
just a big controversy and he get worked up and then we had to tell him to go back in and I was
just worried that-l just thought if he would have just sat out here maybe it would have been
better for him, but...

DR Okay, l'm gonna shut the doors so I can put the alarm on.

Pi 0h, okay.

(pa use)

PJ Does that call into g-1-1?

DR Yep.

PJ Oh does it?

(pause)

{ina udible background conversation}

PJ '..like those dogs, they have been ail over her. The dog radies.

DR Yeah.

(pause)

DR So the dogs haven,t found anything yei?

PJ They found some hits. What they call hits and...

DR Okay.

PJ We're gonna go down to the gravet pit, so.

(pause)

PJ You can just jump in the other side of this Charger.

{short pause}

PJ I don't kntiw if they're down there right now or they came back with a load.
(short pause)

DR Do I have to put my seatbelt on?

PJ well no if you don't want to you don't, they'il ding me so rm gonna do my side, but, but,
(short pause)

PJ As long as l'm picking your brain, gravel pit, anything else you think that's frustrated you that
could be cleared up since we,re both together here today?
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DR Yeah, well, that-that would be you know my-the fear of you guys finding something in the gravel
is kinda ironic l'm going down here to help you find him, but...

PJ But I mean they've taken two or three loads and I haven't been back here yet so I can see how
bad it...

DR what-what do they-what's the premise for taken a road of that?

PJ Eecause that would take so many hours to do what they-for their sifting they have those, wel
you know what I mean, those sift blocks it would just take too long, really truly trying to get out
of here as soon as possible so that's the premise of that. otherwise we,d have to bring the
people down here for the digs and it would have to be another day and I said I don,t want to put
your folks though another day, that,s the premise.

{short pause}

PJ so this cornfrerd and this road was this rike this in ,gg you think?

DR Pretty close. r mean the way they pire it, but it's pretty much the way it was, yeah.

PJ Okay.

DR And hunters, people that drive down there, they can actually park their car down there and you
won't even know you,re-they,re down there.

Pi Yeah' lt's lower there l-l came back here just before they started digging. And yeah you can be
underneath or behind this burm and you can,t be seen.

DR You know if you don't find anything here (pause) r,d-there,s always (pause)...

PJ ls there something else down here or what?

DR Well something else that I could tell you, but_

PJ well like I said this is the day to do it Dan so we don't have to come back. so. park here, I
wonder if l'm in the way of...

{inaudible/pause)

PJ Shoutd we just walk over here or?

DR Yeah.

{pause/inaudible)

DR You knowwhat?

PJ What?

DR The stuff they were digging (inaudible) is all new stuff in the last probably ten years. They,re not
even, they're not even to the area that was open when Jacob was taken.

PJ Okay, why don,t you show rne where that is?

DR Welltmean...

PJ Right there?

DR "'underneath' I mean that stuff has been dumped there (inaudible) ashes that dad dumps thereevery year and so like that pile over there...
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PJ Yep.

DR "'that-a lot of that stuff they took away (pause) oh there's the lumber, see we had that fire...
PJ yep-yep.

DR ...and so a lot of that stuff is from the fire.

PJ Okay.

DR They-they're not even, (pause) they'll have to move, to get to the area that was back in...
PJ Yeah.

DR "'1989, they're gonna have to dig (inaudible) I don't think, I mean, (inaudible) tell you.
{short pause)

DR Somebody, a hunter that comes down here...

PJ yep.

DR '..what do you think the best prace if-if this guy did something...
Pj yep.

DR -.-what's the most obvious prace down here that you wourd put him?
PJ By the rocks maybe?

DR tn the rock pile.

PJ Yeah.

DR lf he's-if he,s here, he,s in the rock pile.

PJ But' they're Sonna sit there and-l mean how many years, is that 20 years of rocks that youpicked-picked out of the field?

DR Yeah.

PJ you know.

DR I mean, l'm not sure what_

PJ But how wourd you know that somebody was messing with the rocks...
DR you wouldn,t know.

PJ Yeah.

DR How would you know? And so my point is, is that ah, like back there t,ve been digging allaround there...

PJ Uh-huh.

DR Um.

PJ Like when you were digging for cans, where would you do that at?

{pause)

DR I don't-can you walk over this...?
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PJ Sure. Just don't hurt yourfoot or whatever you broke.

(short pause)

DR When Jacob was taken, this whole area was scrap rnetal...

PJ Okay,

DR And, and I've been digging, not lately, but digging in this area, but then back there, there,s some
sinkholes and stuff, l've been digging a lot back there but, my point is is that, if he,s here, he,s
under the rock pile.

PJ I just...

DR I hate to tell you that, but-

{short pause)

PJ So you didn't notice anything else different after that 1g89 night when you came back here?
DR l-l wasn't, I didn't spend as much time down here, the reason I came down here was to

(inaudibte).

Um-hm' So this was-this isn't someplace that you ran back then or that you would had a reason
to...

I would run through here, but r never, no, r-r can't tell you r noticed anything...

Okay.

...1 was just telting you that.

Alright, that's why-why lwanted to ask you that because you said that ldon,t, you know, I need
to make sure that l'm pickin' your brain now that I got ya here, so that,s what l,m doing.
The rock pile's number one, l, I know (inaudible).,.

well don't tell him you told me then he wouldn't know about it so, I don,t kno-even know if they
can move that rock pile.

The problem is that, you know, well you-you can imagine how easy it would be to bury
somebody in it.

well, maybe for you (laugh) r think it would be a rot of work, but yeah r guess...

You dig a...

I don't know how far down is it-is the rocks go though, this is just what,s on the surface?
I would say it goes down you know allthat way.

Down to the ground level, and then deeper?

Not deeper than ground level, but...

But I mean how many of these rocks are put here after 19g9?

Um...

When did you guys start pic-stop pickin, rocks?
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PJ

(pause)

PJ

DR

PJ

DN

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

My dad, pretty much, we didn't-when did he start renting the land, but most of these rocks are,
most of them are from before that.

Okay.

Back in (inaudible) there after...

But you guys didn't-weren't heavily farming, picking rocks after,gg you don,t think?
Well, l'm thinking right now when did we rent the land out? l,d have to ask Dad that one.
Yeah you probably better not ask him, today, you don,t want him to get mad at you, but it,s
easier for him to be mad at us.

But how hard would it be to, the problem would be you'd have to move the rocks and you,d
have to do it in a way so you don't miss something that courd be...

Yeah 'cuz you start moving, yeah, it,s just never ending.

It would be a long job. l-l,ve thought about it myself.

What's that brick? Was there another building back here is that like a brick ledge or?
Like slabs of...

Oh, okay.

(inaudible) over there, {inaudible) have the dogs go through here.

That's what I think t,ll do.

And then when you guys have burnt garbage, regular garbage where would you say? where,dyou do that at?

Well (inaudible)

(inaudible)

(inaudible)

Okay' And that was-that space is what you're thinking down here? with the dog-the rock piles?
That would be my first guess, I can't (inaudible). I mean back then there was more (inaudible)...
Like a needle in a haystack?

Yeah. I mean (inaudible).

I thought what-so say this guy grabs Jacob, and he escapes back in here, and he has Jacob backin here and the cops are all out there then where would h" go to get out of here?
Oh, god if you're thinking that way.,.

l'm thinking he grabbed up Jacob and all the sudden he either grabbed him and then it just wentdownhill, and if you say he needed to get away, he doesn't wint towards the road because heknows the boys iust ran to the road so he comes back here, now the cops are your driveway,back then where would-hcw would he have got out of here, if he would have feft Jacob here andhe was gonna leave, just go that way and get to the {inaudible)?
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I think it's probably, you know if he didn,t know the area, probably go that way, Back to themain highway...

Okay. lt's dark out then it,s nine o,clock.

Yeah.

Because that 's the thing with-with the property being right near the abduction site and yourmom says why didn't you guys check this and I said *"tt .rury time they build a house-a houseand they dug ground, we contacted those people, they knew that let us know if they findsomething when they dig, same for across the road and all that new housing development, sowe have been watching that.

Yeah.

So back here this is kinda been undisturbed since then.

wellthis-this whole area here, rmean, maybe we shourd wark, rmean alrof this...
Yep.

"'was at the time, he could have I mean that would have been the idea that putting him undersome metal, I never found anything.

Okay. That's fair.

And that's all gone, if he didn't have much time, even the rock pile almost seems like (inaudible)
could you move enough rocks to put a body under there in a 15, 20 minutes?
You know maybe it was flatter to the ground and then you extended that area, I don,t thinkyou'd go right to the middle and stand up on the top of that rock and do it, I mean that,d bekinda hard.

DR Yeah I guess you could...

PJ You know if you're on the side here, then move the rocks to cover the body...
DR Right, right.

PJ "'versus me and you try and stand up there and start moving around and we would twist ourankle.

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

(pause)

DR

PJ

DR

And then the idea would be to-that far side where, usually we're throwing rocks off the...
Right, and they don't get all the way over there.

And over there where it's pretty level, l'm guessing that would be, (inaudible) rock pile thatwould be a place to start over there.

Um-hum.

That-that pile there I don't, {inaudible}. You know the sink hole,s back there (inaudible} shovel.He could have grabbed a piece of metal easily without the metal...
And I don't know when they did that search a few days rater, you know...
They would have noticed that I mean...
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DR Yeah.

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ A pile of shingles?

DR

PJ

DR

PJ Yeah I mean they came back here with some different type of dogs, these are cadaver dogs...
DR Yeah.

...and then they had their ATVs you see on the old news coverage on that...

"'one that um Trish's last night when they showed the, I didn't see the other news channels,
but-

You know and all these trees so much of this, you know, it,s extending this way.
Um-hm.

Um, there's even a place over there where there's a big shingles, you know...

"'l've talked about cleaning those up, getting them out of there. you know you start-that,s the-
that's the thing that bothers me, if you don't-l don,t want you to find anything...

Right, 'cuz you don,t want us to say you put ,ern there.

And-and if you-and then, how far do we go, how far do you go to spend money looking for stuff,
I mean you're spending a fortune.

PJ Yeah.

(pause)

DR Um.

il we just can't take away from that fact that this was in the vicinity of.
(short pause)

DR Like those trees, rnan I look at those trees now I go, man they weren,t there a few years ago.
Pl Right, yeah they probabry weren't there 20 years ago. They,re pretty...
DR oh, no, I mean that, over there where they're standing up there now...
PJ Yep.

DR "'that area is pretty much, one of the last areas my dad has dug, you know. I rnean for clay, he
was looking for cray and stuff for the-. As far you know and then...

PJ Um-hm.

DR ...that's just a dumping ground for ashes right there.

PJ 5o you think that's just, we're just diggin' up the rast 20 years of ashes?
DR What you just did right now...

PJ Yeah.

DB ...1 was there this Spring...

PJ Yep.

DR "'and I spent just a few hours down here when my dad wasn,t home...
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Uh-huh.

To-to-because l'm a rerycler.

Yeah I heard that, your mom says he recycles everything.

And lwas down here...

Yep...

...collecting, I still have it in my garage I think, all kinds of nails...

Um-hm.

...(inaudible) been down here again, but now, it,s all gone.

Yeah.

All those nails are gone, which is kinda scary, I hope they leak anything,
Yeah.

But, they-all their doing is they're taking away the stuff that came from the fire and the tast fewyears of ashes, it,s too bad.

l'll have to talk to them about that. Okay.

And then that-that cement over there in the corner, a lot of that is from (inaudible) fire took outthe shop...

Okay.

...with all the cement we took that...

And dragged that down here?

That's from there, and there's cement from ah, what else, there,s cement from some other,some other buildings that I think we tore down or something that Dad dumped over there.Because I know we did that cement last summer. There was already a lot of stuff there. so.
okay' so we got the gravel pit, anything else that you think we can clear up today to get this togo any quicker?

Well the gravel pit,s number one...

Yeah.

...(inaudible) how thorough do we want to be?

Right.

(inaudible) get lucky and find something for you-you get rucky you want to sorve...
well you have to admit you would like it-if it didn't look like we would come back to you, you,dlike it solved too so then...

Oh yeah.

...you could-you,re whole family...

That's why l'm here.
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DR

PJ

DR
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DR
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DR
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PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ Um-hm.

DR ...thar kind of a thought...
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...could relax. Right.

Yeah.

RiBht.

And-and if this-this car thing I mean if this all pans out...

okay, I will, that's a promise, come, we wiil do that this sometime...

And the other-t..-

...summer, end of summer.

".the other thing is just to if, the person that I keep coming back to in my mind, he,s dead. But.

Did you tell me who that was or?

No I never said...

oh.

...anything,..

Do you think you ever would or? Maybe sometime tell me?

I would if we can get this solved then and cleared..,

Okay.

...clear my family's name.

well by you telling me somebody else to look at would that help clear or not really? The person
that you're thinking that do,if I looked into that, would that help clear your name?

ljust don't want trouble for that family.

Okay.

You know what I mean that,s why I don,t...

Well do you have any history that l'd be able to find without talking to the family or?
l-l keep getting the name mixed up because my dad doesn,t want me to say anything...
Right.

"'and-and it's a person that was down here and, and what you would have to do is find out
what kind of car did he drive in 19g9, did he have access to two...

This person you're talking about?

Yeah.

Oh okay' Well I can maybe do that, you decide if you want to tell me sometime then we.ll look
at that.

okay' 'Cuz l-l go-l kinda know where he used-my dad said he, he tived in st. Joe {inaudible} lived
and it's kinda a newer house and r go, when was t he house buirt...
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DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ And what would be the premise that you think that he may be somebody that l,d be interested
in?

DR Because he was driving, from my memory, lremember, later, you know after just the thoughts
that come in your mind that, god that guy's driving car like the one that turned around in the...

0kay.

...afternoon.

So you're seeing two cars and that-and then is there anything beside the car, like his history or...,

Well...

...mannerisms or?

...1 never knew him, and Dad said he would never hurt a fly, he-he-just an old man that didn,t-
he's probably right, that's why I hate even bringing it up or.,.

There was no-no history of pedophile or anything like that or?

No.

Was he ever married or?

Ithink he was married...

No family history of anything...?

l-l-ldon't.,.

Yeah, okay, well like I said maybe sometime if you-or at that point we'll talk about him.

Yeah. Because l-t-l had a, you know, my dad said he was an alcoholic, lot of people were
alcoholics...

PJ Right, yeah, just 'cuz you,re an alcoholic doesn,t mean...

DR Doesn't mean you would go killsomebody.

PJ No.

DR And-and maybe somebody had a, you know, access to his car, who knows...

PJ Right.

DR ...you know, drive his car around in the afternoon and then...

PJ So through the whole years and your family talks about and it's the frustration of us, law
enforcement, nobody else is able to come up with any other ideas that they just wouldn,t want
to tell LIs 'cuz they were mad at us, as far as suspects you don't think? tike you don,t, other
aren't saying well r know it was so and so but, you know what r'm saying?

DR No, l'rn not sure,..

PJ When like you have your family has talked about this and this stupid Trish Van(inaudible) thing...
DR Yeah.

PJ ..'and all that, nobody said well why didn't look at so and so ,cuz they,re...

DR Oh.
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,..nothing like that?

well you know like that talk I had with patty wetterling, and l-t,ll bring up a name...

Yeah.

"'and I go because, well here's the thing, when I was first interviewed, that first week or day...

...(inaudible)...

'89? Yep.

what's that um, that ah, they kept-kept asking me who's-who's somebody that hates you, who,s
mad at you?

Right.

And I thought about that over the years and I go, I only gave ,em 
one name at the time...

I don't know if I know that name.

It was this band director at school that I didn,t get along with. Bob Harris.

Hum.

And he died many years...

Yeah.

...ago and...

ldon't remember-

"'he would have-he would have never, but l-my thought is maybe he's calling in to try to get meinto trouble or...

He could of, he could of.

".but since then I thought about, at the time, patty,s-patty and Jerry,s neighhor.
Who is that?

And I found out years-a few years later, that this guy hates me,

Who is that?

Jim Thomas (sp?).

Okay ldon't know. What...

He's the (inaudible) repair man.

Does he still live there now or?

No he doesn't live there...

Oh, okay.

But it's kinda like okay, because l-a few years after that I worked with the All city Marching
Band...
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PJ

DR

PJ

DR

Okay.

...and from my two years of experience with this guy...

Through the band? ts that how you knew him?

From the band...

Okay.

"'he was with the band, he had daughter in there, he was capable of just about anything.
Okay.

I mean nicest guy, but I found out through some pretty bad experiences that he will say anything
and be as nice as you can-well you know-you deal with...

Yeah, yeah.

...more people than I do...

5o...

.,.and he willjust go, he,d just take that knife and slice...

But I mean (inaudible), would he be that mad in 1989 at you? or when was the band thing?
Like I told Patty, I said, if he was mad at you...

At Patty's you mean?

At the Wetterlings...

Yep.

...1 would not put anything by what he was capable of doing.

5o he was that vindictive?

I think he is' I saw him dealwith some students once and l'll nev-well more than once,..
Uh-huh.

"'and he-he is-he's (inaudible). He's very good at getting students to get riled up about stuff,
he's very controlling, he..l mean could he ao tnisr lf he was mad at the wetterlings, yes.

Because he would have saw them-he could have seen those kids leave then if he lived-did helive right the across the-?

He lived right on the end, when you turn into Wetterling,s...

Yep.

...he was-he's the...

On the ri-right hand side?

The left hand side...

Left hand side.

,..when you turn in.
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Okay.

And he was there and, let's say-let,s say he did it.

0kay.

Okay, well, he would have been a person that says well, would have pointed to me right away.

Right. Okay.

And he would have been one that would have been...

so he was that mad at you that he would do that to just over band stuff?

No.

Oh, I was gonna say...

What l'm saying is, that's-that-that,s...

That's how-if he was mad at Jerry...

Between you and me this is alljust...

Speculation.

...me thinking.

Welt l'm asking you what you,re thinking, so.

Yeah and-and that would have been, if they, if he was mad at the wetterlings...
Okay.

"'and, oh and another thing that I should throw in here is, my-my brother Tony can vouch for
me on this, when he would get mad at a kid..,

Yep.

"'like Tony was driving his, you know Tony v/as a young guy at the time, driving his ah, dirt bike
around, and Tom was just, very upset with him.

Yep.

And, my point is that, if he got upset with, you know why would he ask how old they were,
though, you know. you know l-1...

Well he wouldn't know the boys though.

Yeah, but you to throw 'em off.

Yeah I mean, that's true, I didn't think that, he would have known frevor and jacob.

Yeah, and if he's mad at 'em, says how old are you, so, it,s really insane what l,m saying, but...
Well, ['m asking you for your opinions because you were here, you know the area, you,ve stayed
here, you've had pressure from us so your...

DR Yeah.

PJ ."oplnions is interesting to me and maybe it,s something l,m not looking at.
DR And that, and the thing about it is, the cars I saw...
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PJ Um-hm.

DR '.'that night, he-he always drove like a Volvo car, it wasn,t him driving the car.
PJ well-but he wouldn't have needed to drive through there if it woulda been him because he

knew, l'm sure he had been to yard, he knew what the terrain looked like. The thought process
on some of those vehicles is that they didn't know, when they went that-your driveway, either
in the afternoon or whatever, they didn't really know what to expect at the end of the driveway
'cuz you can't reaily see, unless you,ve been there before.

DR Well my thought about that one hunter, that l,m thinking about...

PJ Okay.

DR "'l'll tell you about later, is, I always asked my mom and dad who knew that we weren,t at
home, and most likery the hunter never knew that r existed.

PJ Okay.

DR So when, if he was the guy that did that...

PJ Yep.

DR "'when they came down that night I had my light turned ofl they never knew that I saw the car
turning around.

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

P]

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

At night?

And somebody, you know the other question for Hamilton is, when you turned around...
Um-hm.

...how many people were in your car, were you alone...

He had his girlfriend with him at the time.

...and was she looking out the window like this?

Right' Yeah, he had a gir-girlfriend with him, we confirmed all that with her, we didn,t just take
his word for it, and r don't know why she wourd-she,s our age now, they,re not young peopre
anymore, lmean...

Right.

...it's not-. Okay.

So, l, you know, okay, the, you know, it,s like-

So if I was to get a hold of you like a month or two to get-if I could get Hamilton here, would Ijust call your house or what to talk to you, because I don,t...

The best thing would be to call my-l can give you my school number...

okay, because I really don't want to call your mom and dad, I don't think they want to talk tome...

Yeah.

...anymore after-okay, And they have reason to, l'm not-absolutely, so. so today, for today sowe can get out of here, you think we,ve covered what you think?
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DR The problem is..,

PJ We could walk up to the car i guess...

DR ..,the problems is that you're not, I think (inaudible).

PJ {inaudible) not a suspect, what if you're somebody that we thought, what if you're one of many
and you have the information, why would I listen to you, let's put it that way. tf I thought-if I

had enough to arrest you, I would have arrested you a long time ago, you know what I mean...

DR (inaudible)

PJ ...1 have a fist-l have a list of people that were here in the area {inaudible)-

DR Yeah. Um.

PJ You haven't had that much contact with us through the years if you think about i! so you would
think if you-if we really thought we were right on you-me and you had one conversation in 2004,
nobody talked to you for all those years before, it's seven years later, really? I mean if I really
was gonna hound you I think I would have been hounding you a little bit in between there, but
that's here...

DR Yeah.

PJ ,..and there, but-,

DR Well like I said, l, I want-l want to everything l-people have told me I shouldn't talk to you, l've
been advised that I shouldn't talk...

PJ Yeah.

DR ...to anybody, but l, it's like ah, that,s not gonna help you guys...

PJ Clear you guys.

DR Yeah, if I buckle up and not say anything then, that's just not the way I am.

PJ How come I didn't see you yesterday though?

DR I was at school.

PJ 0h, okay.

DR I left at a quarter to seven.

PJ I was just kinda hoping that you could have helped with your folks and answer some of these
questions yesterday.

DR Well my brother-l only found out about it about I would say it was three o'clock and
{inaudible)...

PJ Okay.

DR And then...

PJ Because then your brother comes storming down there and where's Dan, it's like well we
haven't seen Dan.

DR (inaudible).
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PJ Well they weren't out-they definitely settled down right away, but yeah they were, Rick was
really hot.

DR Rick {inaudible)...

PJ Really really hot. You guys look a lot alike. And then Tony he-he-they both were absolutely
calm after we talked to 'em. But they were upset because your mom and dad were so upset, so
lwould be the same way.

(pause)

DR That truck is coming so...

PJ Oh, okay. 5o am I gonna get blocked in here then or?

DR (inaudible)

PJ We can hurry up and turn around.

(pause)

DR Yeah it's ah needle in a haystack...

PJ I know. lt's just that, in all honesty, we have these opportunities for these two dogs. So it,s
like...

DR Well have they sniffed that rock pile...?

PJ l'm gonna ask them that when we-,

DR tinaudible) center in on that rock pile. And then, you know, along the-the other thing that we
didn't discuss along the um edges, they can really sniff something out that's been dead there for
a long time?

Um-hm.

Along the bottom you know.

Yep, the-like the whole length of it?

Yeah it-no one would ever see something being buried there...

Um-hm.

...but now if you're going along the premise where they had to do it in a hurry...

Or-or-or maybe they didn't or they had the opportunity to come, because we're looking here
now, l'm not good with mileage, would that be a half a mile from the road from here?

From right here to the mailbox, um, l, qua-it's a quarter of a mile from our sidewalk to the
mailbox, so it's, it's not quite a half a mile, no, I would say maybe three-eighths of a mile.

okay' You know another part that we were kinda going back and forth when we interviewed
you was this whole thing about what you could see from your bedroom. Let's look at that when
we get in there, l'm still kinda-he said for the woodpile, because we said well why didn,t ya call
or come over and you said you could see him for the wood pile, the cops? Or what was that
again?

My-um...

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR
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DR Yep.
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'Member that conversation?

When I called 9-1-1 that night, um...

That was when the cops were at the wood pile, though...

Right.

...that wasn't at nine o'clock, right?

No.

That was like after the cops were already here?

The cops were already there, and I was-l was sleeping or whatever at that time I believe and,
and then I woke up {inaudible} their big thing th-t think you were there with that.."

McDonald"

Was it McDonald?

Yeah.

That why were you so upset on that phone?

ls this my turn?

Yeah.

oh.

His big thing was why were you so upset or nervous about it, and, well, he looked into ihe 9-1.-1
tape of the fire, you'd know...

Oh, okay. (inaudible) tape of you calling in 9-1-1", that's why I think they kept asking you that
back in the day. I don't think they ever recorded that.

But ah, {inaudible)...

Well you can show me where exactly they turned around out here since we're here.

l-1, you know I kinda want to hear...

Okay, before you tell me that...

Yeah...

Oh, okay, that's okay.

,..1'm curious that, hear what he says, I don,t want to have any...

Okay, then we'lljust leave that until that time, but we're gonna use the pictures though coming
out here again with him. That would probably freak him out and that wouldn't make your morn
and dad happy, I would reatly like to leave your mom and dad out of it...

Yeah.

...as much as we can. But if we could just maybe go over a little bit about the bedroom ,where
the bedroom and where the windows are and stuff, we could do that right?
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(pause)

DR That's gonna take all my fun away, you're hauling all that stuff away. All that crap.

PJ Well, if they're done with sifting it and if wherever they go dump it you could go back and go
through it if you want.

What?

lf that stuff out there...

We don't want that back {slight laugh).

Oh, okay.

Tell 'em we don't want that stuff back.

okay" So let's go through that night once since I got you here and I won't be-ever be back here
again, how-where were you and?

(short pause)

PJ l'll make sure they pick up all their garbage.

DR Oh l'll take the can.,.

PJ Oh okay, I mean I will, we won,t leave any garbage here.

DR Did they need that chest for something?

PJ They had some interesting smells on that chest, the dogs hit on it, it was in the top of that, you
know why it would be or?

DR well, that's why we took it out of the house because it's so stinky.

PJ Like musty smell or?

DR Ah Mom said you know and her comment was that they wrecked it or something.

PJ That we wrecked it?

DR Yeah.

PJ oh, we didn't wreck it. they just took it out of there and the dogs hit on it.

DR Let's go look at it.

PJ Okay.

DR They actually wrecked it.

PJ They did?

DR Yeah. They said they would pay for it.

PJ Okay. Oh, that was the chaise they think.

DR What, something else?

PJ That ah, lawn chair, the dogs hit on that lawn chair with this chest.

DR No it was, I think it was this.
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Pl Okay.

DR Yeah this is the thing that they broke that off.

PJ Okay, well we'll pay for it, if they broke it, we,ll pay for it.

DR But anyway, yeah that thing, I don,t know where Mom got it, but it...

PJ She said she got it from her-we can go up here-her sister's auction. Her siste/s auction 30 years
480,

Okay.

Um. So the dogs hit on it, do you know if there was anything in it that the dogs would have
been interested in or? Where was it at upstairs?

DR Um. l'd have to ask my mom.

Pt Okay.

DR I know they moved it out of the house because it...

PJ {inaudible}in here.

DR I think it was in the hallway upstairs, and it was so smelly.

PJ Right. They hit on that and they hit on a couple other things in that room, do you have any idea
why?

(short pause)

PJ What did you guys use this back for in,g9?

DR '89? Well there wasn't oats in here anymore. Um, just a lot of, storage basically, just storage.

PJ I mean was there animals in here or?

DR Lot of mice, l'll show ya. You can still see it. I mean you can just smell it. But, like, this is back
30 years ago I started catching mice, and I would mark down...

DR

(pause)

PJ

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

Oh, okay.

But, and I still have those mousetraps.

So if they were to find, hit something in here, because they thought there was blood splatter,
blood in here, what would it be from?

lf they thought it was splattered blood?

Yeah.

Um. (short pause), (sigh), (pause).

Was there-did they butcher chickens in here or?

Hummm. Boy I don't think so. There was oats in here, oats would come out through, it,s been
repaIred...

Yep.
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'..oats would come out through there, it would fill up with oats, both sides, um, after that, um,
just storage like this and why would there be, if it really was blood splattered on something...

It's btood, I don't know if it's human or animal.

What kind of material was it on?

It was on, it's on that che-well, they think it was on the outside of the chest, and then it was on
that...

And how much blood...

...that lawn chair thing that your mom said we took.

Oh the lawn chair had blood on it?

Yeah that's what she was upset that we took, that would be it.

Well my only thought would be-right away would be, we had a dog once.

Okay.

That got two legs cut off from the mower...

What dog woulda that been, you know?

It was the dog before we had cassie. so it was nine, ten years ago, and she got her...

Did they put her on the lawn chair do you think or, let's go stand outside it's hot in here.

Yeah, it's possible that something got on from something from an injured animal like that.
That's my first thought of that dog.

Well, in-common sense tells you it's animal, okay, absolutely.

Yeah.

But if we're gonna run the dogs and they're gonna hit 'em we,re gonna test it...

Right.

...we're not just gonna say we thought it was animal that would make us look Iike a cCImplete
bunch of idiots so.

That's-that's you know as far as human blood if it's any amount of human blood, it could be that
somebody cut their hand or something and blood dripped somewhere, l, laying on that...

Yeah. They'll be able to tell once they get it back to the lab, they'll be able to tett what kind of
blood it is, so. That's why we took it.

But l, my guess would be, injured dog, but-. yeah.

So that chest was just up in one of the bedrooms?

It was in, up,l believe that chest was up in the hallway. Up in the hallway and I remember it
smelled, I remember-

So if there was blood on the outside of it, it would had to come after the-they moved in the
shed then?

DR Yeah, I couldn't tell you when that happened, r, if there's blood on there-.
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So they-this car come and you're not gonna tell me where, but you're up in that top bedroom...?

Yep.

".facing that way then, facing the driveway? The whole time when everything was going on...?

Well...

...that's the window y0u're looking out?

...the car that turned around, l'm even-my memories almost...

Okay.

...going on that, but l, the brown tan car...

Okay.

..'the big car that turned around in the afternoon, my memory is ah, my memory is that when I
saw that car, I saw it there and I saw it, I ran to the other side and saw it flying up the hill.

Okay.

That's my memory...

And that's the one in the afternoon or the day-at night?

The day-the day...

The night. The day one.

And then the one at night I saw from that window up there...

So that's your bedroorn right there?

That first window up on top.

Okay. Both of those windows are your bedroom? On this side?

Yeah.

One and two?

Yeah.

Okay. And that's the window you saw the cars out of?

That one.

And then you had a window towards the-facing there too is your bedroom right, in the front of
the house there's a window?

Yeah but the wood pile, when t heard that racquet...

Yeah 'cuz the wood pile,s over there, so...

I would think that I would probably would have-it would have been october...

Who's in the other-who's bedroom was on the other side then?

Nobody was there.

Oh, okay.
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DR But. I can't remember now if I looked out that window or ran to the other side and looked out
toward that way where the commotion was, I think what woke me up was whoever the dog we
had at the time was barking. r think thafs what woke me up and...

PJ Okay.

DR ...that's what I saw. And I did go up there.

?J Right.

DR lmean...

PJ well that was at nine o'clock you went up there right or did you go up there at eleven?

DR I went up there when the police were there.

PJ okay' Yeah at eleven or whenever you called 9-1-did you go up there before you called 9-1-L
then or did you call 9-1.-1 then you went up there, I can't remember what you said...

DR I went up there after I called.

PJ Okay.

DR Iwalked up the road.

PJ Okay.

DR And I did talk to some officer.

PJ Yeah, okay,

DR So. yeah.

PJ Any other thoughts that you thought of, that you wish you would have-we would have talked
about that we would do now? [t,s twelve o,clock.

DR Yeah.

(short pause)

DR Well. The thought now is, that whole rock pile...

PJ I know l'll have to tell those guys about that rock pite...

DR ...that would take-that would-if you don,t smell anything...

PJ lf we don't smell anything I don,t think they,d be digging.

DR Yeah.

PJ we have to have a hit, it's a needre in a haystack rike you said.

DR They gotta hit on the ashes...

PJ Yeah.

DR .".and you know why that is?

PJ Huh-uh.

DR Burnt animals.

PJ From?
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From, the (inaudible) skunks, mice, um badgers, woodchucks...

You'd throw them in the burning barrel and then"..

They go-they go into the bar-burning barrer, Dad usuaily puts them there...
Well that makes sense then"

That's why they're getting that, probabry, that,s probabry why the dog, r mean how-. r meanthrough that ask and everything, yeah. I hate to say it but ; think-. lf the dogs don,t smellanything on the rock pile-. Obviously, obviously l_. l,m trying to help you.

I know you are' And that's why-that's what lsaid-t said r thought we-we,re-you,re cooperativewith me and I thought we were okay to talk and,..

Yeah...

'-then I didn't know, yesterday when your mom well he's not coming out here, I didn,t know ifthat was 'cuz we were here. or, I just thought well, somebody should be here for your mom anddad and'. And they're pretty protective parents, rike parents wourd be too you know.
Yeah' Yeah. I don't know what to do about that Trish van {inaudibre) ljust.."
Well...

.,.1 know you said got to get a lawyer for that...

I mean we can't-if you Suys wanted to arrest her, but what are we gonna arrest her on?
Well basically...

I mean that's the issue, you know,..

she' somebody, l-l go if I don't sue them, somebody has to at that station has to take a look at...
wellyou're a teacher pen 'em a retter and say what the worrd. r mean...
what-what are-you know or go onto another T.V. stat-but then you,re just making trouble forMom and Dad you know...?

PJ Yeah.

DR But...

PJ lf you take your mom and dad out of it, then would it bother you so much what she says? lfyou-of you weren,t worried about your mom and dad?

DR

PJ
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Well...

I mean...

...lwould want to get justice...

Right, but you would if it wasn,t for Mom and Dad?

Yeah.

0kay.

I::*t 
lthink I could handle it, but then who knows where they pull the plug on your job, they
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a nirna 1s...

PJ Yeah.

DR ..,have died or burned,

PJ Yeah.

The problem with that your dogs are

Yeah.

...you know.

They don't seem to be, too affected down there, l've never-they seem to be very supportive of
y:_1 ,, (inaudible) and all the schools, and l've never heard them not be, but you know more
rnan me, but-

Yeah.

ln our (inaudibfe! we don't hear that they have issues with anything.
But a problem is you hear something too late, weil now our decision is made.

well they couldn't, they'd have to be careful what they did if there,s been no arrests oranything.

yeah.

I mean they would have to be careful, they can't just, allegations and,no one,s accus-the thing isas I told your mom, no one's accusing Dan today. This search. This search is of the Rassierproperty, but it's not Dan Rassier search, I think...

Okay.

"'that's the-the media is taking it to be a Dan Rassier thing, this is a search of the property,
because Jacob was taken up here. 

eir Y! L![e ]''

Right,

I mean' lf we were to search Dan Rassier, I think me and you would have been having a littletalk about this before.

Yeah.

It's-you know and that-but they,re intertwaining both of ,em 
so.

Yeah, you know, and I mentioned the sito bottoms?

Um-hm.

probably, if they get a hit on that, {inaudible) all these

DR The silo I know has dead animals that have like we know that a, a cat that we really adored...
PJ Um-hm.

DR ...we didn't...

PJ Fetl in.

DR ...it got in that silo and we figured it got to heavy...

PJ Oh.
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DR .., trusting you,re not goftna do what she did.
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...couldn't get out and it died down there.

Okay.

And so there's dead animals in there too. Obviously you can't take a back hoe in there, you,d
have to do it all by hand...

Right,

8ut, I mean, l'm saying, if I did something like that, you know, who would-who would ever, I

mean there's other places I didn't even mention that-. That, you know, how do you clear your
name?

Right.

Do you-do you have the-.

The thing is we haven't officially ever put your name out. so that's kinda the hard thing too.
We've never said Dan Rassier's a suspect, so if-how-if I come back and say fiow well Dan
Rassier's not a suspect, oh, so you're saying he was a suspect, they,re assuming you,re a suspect/
Trish got onto you that you were a suspect, but we've never ever publicized anything that you,re
a suspect.

Yeah.

So now if I do that l'm kinda feeding into Trish's thing too, it's l[ke, I might know that I looked at
you and pulled you in and thought you were suspect due to the fact that you,re here etcetera,
etcetera, but we never told her that, you know what l,m saying? so if I say you,re clear...
well you know what-the first thing that happened five years ago was I was at school tate that
night...

Yep.

"'or it was a Friday night, and ah, and she, I didn't realize that at the time, but they,re taping me
coming out of the school...

Okay.

"'get in the car, they follow me here, and ah, and then she's waiting down here already, the guy,
the camera guy I think was in the other vehicle...

Um-huh.

"'and I drive up to the house because of ca/s loaded with stuff, and ah, she,s running up to me
with the camera guy behind her, yelling did you do it, did you do it...

Um-hm. You didn't say flothing, you just ran in the house right?

ljust said put the camera away and-and I should have left it at that and gone in the house and
locked the door but, like what l,m doing with you 1...

Y0u're gabbing.

...talked to her. And 1,m...

oh.

Hslt r
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No l-like I said officially l've never done that, l've never put your name out there because...

Rieht.

...because...

Yeah.

You've read enough, well maybe you don't cop books, but seen enough...

Or CSl...

...so You see how you have to be carefut with that, if you burn-if you burn somebody once
they're not gonna talk to you again.

Yeah.

What's the sense of that, I can't burn you-if l'm'not gonna arrest you t'm surely not gonna burn
you.

Well l-to be honest that's how I felt after...

lknow.

...1 tatked to you that last time.

I know. I know. But we had to bring it up a little bit, and we did, but we've left you alone. Um.
The only thing-one thing before you leave is I would like you to-can you take that shotgun with
you today and put it in your trunk? ln case your dad comes back later we don't have this whole
deal' Would that be such a bad thing? Or would he get mad at you? l'm just am afraid that if
for some reason he comes...

I could be them in my trunk and then tell-would I get in trouble if I got puled over somewhere?

No, they can be in your trunk...

Okay.

."you can have them, but l'm thinking maybe we-before you leave me here...

Take 'em a put'em in the trunk.

Don't you think? I just don't want to have-because that's what's gonna set the alarms off again,
if he would get into the house, and he came out, you don't want him arrested. And they would
arrest him...

Yeah.

..,in a heartbeat.

Yeah.

I mean that's-before you leave, l'm not rushing and l'm not in a hurry at all, but let,s just, let,sjust put those guns in and then you can give it back to him and then you and youi brother
sometime have to kinda think if your dad's seriously considering harming himself if he should
have that there. lf this is-if he's gonna sit and fuss about this the next couple days do you rea!ly
want him to have that gun there?



PJ There's a lot of suicides for really dumb reasons, you know, and this isn,t a dumb reason, but l,mjust saying for a lot less, so.

DR Yeah.

PJ Maybe you can talk to one of your brothers later, whoever, I don,t really know your family
dynamics, but. But if...

DR Well, anyway.

PJ Either that or you-you go put them in the sa-you hide them somewhere...
DR No.

PJ ...that he ain,t go know, yeah.

DR I think the best place is in the trunk, and .iust...

?J Okay.

DR ...telting Dad I have...

PJ Then he can,t think we took ,em...

DR Eecause I tried-that's what I was trying to get him to say Dad-they-the alternative, is that you
know, you...

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

Iake them up to Tony's or something.

...(inaudible) he basicaily flipped out...

Yeah, (inaudibleljr:st ran 'em up to Tony's, but he thought we were-we were gonna keep .em,
but if you take them then...

Oh he just felt like...

And you don't even have to tell him they're in your trunk untit he comes back.
...he felt his rights were...

Right, and...

...(inaudible) not rights at all you know.

But you do realize they do have a search warrant right? That we're here on a search warrant,
right?

Right.

0kay.

Yeah, ldon't know how...

I don't think your mom and dad kinda-you-r mean you know that, but r don,t know...
But what ]s all the stuff in the media about, they-they feel like they're not, it,s not fair that they,your search warrant has restrictions on it?

'cuz we, we're not telling them we have a search warrant, and we're not filing so they can lookat it' They don't-our-the judge said they we can't say, I can tell you, if the search warrant(inaudible) our jud-the judge told us, basiially just to keep you guys' privacy, we can,t tell them
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1?
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we're doing a search warrant on the Rassier farm. We-we can't we got a judge order saying we
can't.

Okay, so why...

So it's sealed...

.,.what are they...

They're assuming that we have a search warrant.

8ut they don't really know you have one?

No.

And you do have one.

We have one.

0kay.

And you will-and that's something else I

in the house that says this is what we
search warrant...

Okay.

need to leave a copy of a receipt, supposed to leave it
took, we-your brother has the affidavit, which is the

".and then we need to leave you a copy of the receipt that what we took. And that's supposed
to be in a secure portion, so...

Can lgo look at that foad?

Sure, you want me to stop them, or what?

Yeah.

Okay.

He wants to look at the load.

DR ljust want to look at it.

{ pause/ina udi ble background)

PJ He thinks we shoutd be hitting the rock pile, everything we're digging up here is just ashes from
the last 20 years, so he wanted to know if we went through the rock pile, and he wants to see
what we're...

Basically you're digging up, you,re digging
even...

up ash that-that's new ash, and you,re, you,re not

Getting underneath the...

"'and the reason the dogs are hittin8 on it is probably 'cuz all the dead animal remains in the ash
from skunks to badgers to, you know, l,m just trying to help...

Appreciate that.



PJ So he was saying, that the rocks would be more of an interest for the dogs than the ash where
we're digging right now would be we're not even underneath what was there before Tony,..

DR Try to get to the point 20 years ago, you're gonna have to take 20 loads out. So, just-.
Pi 0kay.

(pause/inaudible co nversation)

PJ You told 'em.

DR ltold'em-

PJ Yep you told'em.

DR I don't (inaudible) make sure they don,t bring that back,

PJ Okay, we won't, if you don,t want it, we won,t bring it back.

DR No.

PJ No.

DR Can you make sure that happens?

PJ Yep, yep, we'lrjust dispose of it as long as your dad doesn,t say he wants it back.

DR No because we-it-when they,re taking that stuff...

PJ Yep.

DR ...it's crap.

PJ Okay.

DR lt's nails, it's-it's cra-it's almost rike f m gonna tell my dad the good news,
Pl Okay. Welltell ,em when we,re gone though, don,t you think? Or?

DR Well l'll tell them they,re taking all the stuff...

PJ Okay.

DR ...like we're worried they,re taking extra gravel...

PJ okay. oh-oh that's good, r mean rjust don,t want them to make ,em any upset...
DR I should have just let ,em 

keep...

PJ No we'lf keep-we,llthrow it away then.

DR Yeah, but l-l shoulda-shouldn't be telling you this because we want it out of there.
PJ No. That's the least we can do is do that.

DR (laughs)

PJ I want to-l want your dad-as mad as he will be I want him to, the least amount of pressure and
stress he is I want.

DR Now they're thinking ah, he,s probably hiding something huh?
PJ No. Those other guys don,t even know who you are, so.
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Ah.

(laughs) (inaudible) they've already met-they've already seen Tony, they've already se-seen Rick,
so they don't know which brother you are, you got how many brothers?

Five brothers.

okay, so they don't know nothing. Tony was up here a lot, Rick was here for a little bit, but Tony
came and gone all day yesterday so.

Yeah, l-.

So.

I don't know, I probably {inaudible).

well I don't think you've said anything to me that you haven't ever said before either Dan, so.
As far as if you're worried about saying something or-. I would just like this to be done. l,d like
to leave so the church people can come and get their stuff, hopefully you guys can make your
mom and dad feel a little bit better in the next couple days. Um. They're not, you know, we,re
not gonna-if we don't come out of here saying we found Jacob's body, after tomorrow this isdone' They think we-they must think that we have Jacob's body. That,s what l,rn thinking whythey're here, l'm thinking they think we have Jacob's body, don,t you think?
Well they-t think they're thinking...

That..^

...probably at this point that...

They're seeing...

...they-they know you,re taking something out now...

Right. 5o they think we have information...

...or something.

...where Jacob is.

Yeah.

Yeah.

And in my mind, you,re just taking away a lot of...

Right.

...burnt old anirnals. you know,

But now we've been here. And I know it's 20 years after the fact, and I know l-l totally ahundred percent under-but then we're done here, we don]t have to come back for anymorethat's why I want to make sure that, nobody comes back ani goes well didn,t you guys do this?
That's why r was kinda asking ya. r don't want-r don't want someone...

The rock pile is on my mind...

Okay.

...and why would I encourage you to go there because 1...



PJ Right.

DR "..want it over too.

PJ Right.

DR And that's my, of course, you know, if this guy-we-later if we talk about that one guy, that older
hunter...

PJ But if l-when we do that though we're iust gonna talk to him and we ca-l don,t want you to...
DR He's dead, he,s dead.

PJ oh, okay, that guy. I thought you meant when I have Hamilton come.

DR Oh Hamilton...

PJ Yeah.

DR ...too, yeah.

pJ And if he seems to deset-deceitful and stuff then you just gotta let us do more of the arguing
and you get his story and then you tell me what you think...

DR Yeah.

PJ Yeah' we'll do that, but I don't want to do that 'till Fall, so. I want to give your mom and dad apeace of mind I don't want them to think that we're doing anything after this...
(inaudible)

...because Itold'em we,d be done.

For me it would be better if you did it in the surnmer time, we,re I got more time...
Oh okay, so like in August maybe?

Any-any...

Okay.

Even in July.

Okay.

I mean, l'd-l'd rather...

Okay, we'll do i! we,ll do it before school starts.

Because if he-if he...

lf he'll do it.

Yeah, he might-he might...

I think he would if it's for the help of the case. lf he doesn't think l'm looking at him for anotherreason. lf you can convince me that he came in during the day...

He's your man,

lf-if-if you-l'm not-if-but if he-you could convince me of that by the way his story, if he seemsnervous or whatever, then l'd-that'd be good. But, right now l'm thinking him and his girlfriend
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heard the scanner and turned around, but we'll look into that if he came in during the day, then
that would make sense. But you gotta admit if he only came in after the scanner and didn,t
come in earlier it would (inaudible)...

It's yeah...

Okay.

You know l-the other thing that you could check on is, what if he had access to a bigger car like I
described in the afternoon, a brown...

Because that was his girlfriend,s car.

That they came around at night?

Um-hm. fhat's his girlfriend,s car.

Do you know what kinda car it was?

No.

Color?

{sigh) I would hate to say without going...

Yeah.

...looking at my reports.

But it would be interesting to hear...

Was it red?

.,.did he have access, to a-okay the girlfriend,s car at night...

Um-hm.

...what car, did he have access to a tan bigger car in the afternoon?

Okay.

lf he-if he did...

But I obviously didn't ask him anything about the afternoon.

oh if somehow maybe through, r don't know if they keep records that rong...

Well some of them I have, but-.

...about what kinda car did he-he own..,?

0kay.

...back in'89? What did he drive?

So if I have you come and do that and he agrees to come and do that, you're not gonna go to
the press and say we did that?

DR (slight laugh) No, no.

PJ Okay.

DR No' But l"l've often thought over 20 years if I ever would see a car turn around...
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PJ But now the cars are so different to though, I mean-. oh you mean just...

' DR Yeah come in the yard...

PJ yeah, okay...

DR ...and turn around like that it,s never happened.

PJ Okay.

DR And it happened that day twice.

PJ Which is very weird, I agree with you on that, I could just never get past that guy though if he,s-
if he did go with that girlfriend, I just never could get past that part, but. After he came during
the day then he's-would be total deceitful about the whole thing.

DR Yeah l-l-l highly, I think he-l think his story's gonna be ah that he simple wasn,t the car that I

saw.

PJ Okay.

DR Either one.

PJ Yep, no this is-l know it was his girlfriend's car. That-that I know for sure. And it makes sense to
me that they're listening to the scanner, that made sense to me too. Just because back in the
day everybody did that, I don,t know if they do it anymore but.

DR yeah.

(short pause)

\' PJ So you get up every day that early, go to school and then you just come home later?

DR l've been, it's a little weird this summer but l've been, my job is changing so much, um, with my
broken foot l'm not supposed to run as much so that's part of the whole thing l,ve been, it,s sick
tknow it is...

PJ No I have a girlfriend that's a runner. what's sick is that she has tennis shoes every where she
goes.

DR But I mean to go to school on your free...

PJ Oh that part, Well I don,t know, Ididn,t know (inaudibte)...

DR (inaudible) every day ,cept two days...

PJ I guess if you're doing other things besides just work I guess it isn,t so bad,

' DR Right it keeps me busy and Ifeel like l'm organizing stuff. Ah. yeah t-allthese people that you
have with you, you know.

PJ well most of them are lab people. They got four in that BCA lab, and then those people that
were under that tent, they're more lab people, out at the (inaudible) pit. Cop wise, I don,t have
hardly any cops here, but_, So.

(pause)

pJ well-ah-to be frank with you l'm interested about that chest I guess or that blood in that-on
hat-in that room.
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Did you see the blood that (inaudible)...

No, they had to spray Luminal on it, but-.

oh.

That-if you say that it was in that coop that long, then...

You know, if it was up in that building, if it was stored up there, well, where did my par-mom say
she got it?

From your aunt. At an auction 30 years ago.

Would that blood be blood for even before...

Yeah.

...that?

Maybe. And it might be and it might be animal or whatever.

Yeah.

Um' But it was'it was in the house in i.989, so if a person was to took to see if somebody such as
you would have put him in that chest...

Yeah.

...1 mean obviously that,s what l,m getting at.,.

Right.

"'l'll just tell you right there. lf you were to take iacob and put him in that chest, okay...

Yeah.

But he wouldn't-wouldn't have been in that chest decomposing so that kind-,cuz he was still
would have been up in the chest, so that realty wouldn't have rnade much sense, you knowwhat lmean?

Yeah, wellthey...

Yeah.

"'search, when did they search the house? A week later, yeah. I went to a wedding that day
and they...

Yeah, and then you think about it they shouldn't {laugh) didn't do rnuch since to search a week
later, but we won't get into everything that me and you've discussed about what they did backthen, so-.

You know that, to wrap this up, r mean what is it gonna take, in my mind you can,t wrap it up,that's the problem...

PJ The pr-the search-the property search, we'il never get another opportunity to come back here,
so...

DR You don't think-the search warrant, they wouldn,t give you another one...
Pi Unless lgot something...
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DR

PJ

...(inaudibte) probable cause...

I don't think-l think they said-l think this is you guys got you-opportunity, you got these blood
dogs or these cadaver dogs in, this is your day, do [t be done, I don't think we,d ever get rnore-
unless somebody came up some new information, yeah, but no. I think this is one of those
deals, they didn't think it's intrusive, for search warrants I know you're not a search warrant
person, but it's basically pretty nonintrusive, we're not, you know, open fields in Minnesota you
almost don't even need a search warrant for, and I think that's basically why it wasn,t-they
didn't feel it was that intrusive of a search warrant-l'm not asking you for your blood, l,m not
asking you for...

Yeah.

.'.um, but no I think, we'd say this is what the sheriff would say did, if he could say we did a
search which we can't at this time, but he'd say, we did the best search we could. Did we find
anything, no, but it's the best search we could do, with what we had. We have two dogs, we
have two ladies, three dogs, two ladies.

Yeah.

We got 80 acres, you-you tell me we did the best that we could with what we had. you know.

Yeah, ev-even down you know that beyond that gravel pit you see that...

Yep.

DR ...green...

PJ That meadow or whatever...

DR ...that's swap area...

PJ Yeah.

DR ...there's a guy last fall that, I think it was last fall, when it was colder...

PJ Um-hrn.

DR ...he got stuck in that mud, in the mud down there, you know like they used to dig for limestone
or something...

PJ Um-hm.

DR ...he actually got stuck in there, a hunter, and he would.,.

PJ Oh yeah, we went out there..,

DR ...he would have died if he didn,t have a cell phone.

pJ Okay yeah our cops were out-called to that.

DR Yeah, So you look at that and, you go, the place is-well even that Josh out at St. John,s...

PJ Yeah.

DR ...if somebody, if somebody was involved with Josh...

Pl I think he went in the water do you think?

DR Wh-why wouldn,t they be able to find that body in that,..
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PJ
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PJ
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PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

But did you see the news the other da-do you watch a lot of the news, you see the other day
where they had that girl that went in that um car accident like in April?

0kay.

And she drowned and they-and they never found her body, did you hear they just found her and
she was from here to that BCA lab away from where they dived.

Really.

So.

So, Josh could be in there...

Dr' McGee who's the forensic um, pathologist for the-for Stearns County says that some bodies
down, get snagged, they never come up.

Okay,

That's but now other theor-other investigators, like you see on the news, they're gonna say, no,
that's, you know, that's not what it is, but sometimes I think-l think he's in the water. But.

Yeah.

That's one of those you don't know, 'cuz Jacob's we know somebody took him. Josh {inaudible)
at St. John's you can't say that one...

lf he fell in the water and yeah...

'cuz a lot of those college students-kids, they drink and they go take a leak in water and they
end up in the water and I don't know, you're a guy, I don,t get that whole deal about guy,s going
to the water when they,ve been drinking, but.

Ah.

Sure seems to be some...

There wasn't ice on the take yet was there, no?

No, it was the early Novembel just before deer hunting.

Yeah.

But. But all the warrant says, um, nine buildings, and all the property. They did not have a
search warrant for the house, they could try to get a search warrant based on that chest, but we
don't have a search warrant right now,

Yeah.

And if they did that they could run the dogs through the house if they got a search warrant for
that.

Yeah, then you would want Mom out of there.

Well if we were to do that Dan...

Yeah.

...1 would call you right now and-and we,d do it this afternoon...

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ
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PJ
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PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

oh.

'..if they were gonna do that, I don't want to call your mom back over, l want...

Are...

...to leave here and be done.

Are they analyzing that...

Right.

...(inaudible) right now?

So they're looking at that and ther/re looking to see if we should try to go up and see where that
bedroom, unless you wanted to show me, but l,m not gonna...

Where the chest was?

Yeah.

I can show you where...

But I mean...

...it was.

...1 don't wanna get you in trouble with your family or anything.

I don't have to tell 'em that.

Yeah' But I mean that's what they're doing, l'm-l'm being straight forward with you they,re
looking to see if we need to get a search warrant to go search-run the dogs through the house.
Your mom's immaculate, okay, there isn't going to be anything we know that, in there but...
Yeah.

Um. That's kinda why I kinda was hoping that you'd stick around a tittle bit so if we did that you
could just let us in and we could do that quick and we-and l'd have a warrant and then you...

Yeah.

...wouldn't-we wouldn't have to do anything...

Yeah.

And then your morn and dad wouldn't be able to be upset with you because if I have a waryant
then they can't do nothing about it.

DR Yeah.

PJ I just don't want to make your-ljust don't want to upset them anymore then they have to be.
DR Yeah.

{short pause)

DR You know down where they are by that, corn crib...

PJ That's where your dad said you had some buried in the back huh?
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DR

PJ

DR

we buried, I know I personally myself buried two dogs for sure, maybe three, and I remember
burying a rabbit down there, a rabbit...

Yeah your dad said two dogs for sure.

Yeah. I can tell you where they're buried almost exactly.

I think your dad should the sheriff that that day.

And. Who knows, ah' I don't know those cadaver dogs could they-are they really able to
distinguish...

PJ Well they said that.,.

DR ...human remains from a mouse?

PJ They said that they have um they-they study them in clandestine graves, that one gal says they
have ten finds, documents finds, because you need that for the search warrant,..

DR Yeah.

PJ ...and they found old people bones.

DR Really?

PJ So.

DR What's this truck?

PJ That is the truck that had that iinaudible)-sifting, that's the truck that had all the sifting stuff...
DR Oh.

PJ ...and it had that gator hooked up behind it.

DR 5o they're kinda finishing up down there maybe.

PJ t'm thinking. l'm hoping-[,m hoping so.

{pause)

DR Yeah that's the trouble now if he really would he buried down there and they did bury hirn in
the side of that hill there...

PJ Yeah.

DR ...you didn't even come close to it.

PJ I know. I kinda thought that...

DR That's what makes me feel like...

PJ Really? I know. you,re thinking really?

DR My-my message to dad will be, Dad, you-we just got a lot a junk...

PJ Free hauling...

DR Free junk...

PJ Yeah' Yeah if anything you could do to make him feel a little bit better for your sake, that,d
probably be okay.
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DR Yeah.

{pause}

DR They musta had the rock pile, I mean...

PJ Ah they had to have run those dogs through there I guess I would thought-t mean I tell them
now.

DR You did tellthem?

PJ Well just when me and you were standing there 'member? When you were talk-looking at that
dirt I said that you-that we should make sure the rock pile.

DR Yeah.

{pause}

DR Yeah.

{pause)

PJ So...

DR The only-the only way to get this all done with is to have him walk in alive or find his remains.

PJ Yeah.

(pause)

DR Wouldn't that be something if he was...

PJ They took him from...

DR ..'living in St. Joe somewhere locked up all this time, wouldn't that be something.

PJ I think that more he'd be gone somewhere and he's living a normal life like in California and
someone brainwashed...

DR He didn't even realize who he was anymore.

PJ Of course he was 11 so.

DR That'dbe-wellthat...

PJ You see a few cases, you saw that one Johnny Orbeck (sp?) or whatever his name was or Shawn
Orbeck (sp?) I guess.

(pause)

DR Wow you can almost hear that corn Brow.

PJ That's what your dad said, this was the best looking corn he,s ever seen.

{pause)

DR Looks like that was gonna be their last load anyway.

PJ Yeah-

DR They wouldn't listen to me, really would they listen to me...
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PJ They might listen to you. I said in all honesty I was hoping that-that you woulda came yesterday
because r was gonna ask you what r did today, so r'm grad that...

DR Oh.

PJ "'l did. But I wasn't gonna call you or anything 'cuz then it would like l'm calling Dan Rassier
rather than just the property so I wasn,t going to do that...

DR Yeah. Yeah.

PJ Because l, they told me that you came right after r, rjust missed you.

DR Do you have a card or something?

PJ Yep, l'llget you my card I got it over here.

(pause)

DR Yeah.

PJ Then 1...

DR So is that guy here, is that the guy that, was doing all the talking four years-five years ago?

Pi When me and him, you, when we interviewed you?

DR That-that was sitting, you were sitting there..,

PJ Yep, he's here, that,s when I said...

DR That's the guy that was walking...

PJ Yeah, and you said, we left that day, in the lobby, you said to me I don,t like that guy.

DR Did I say that?

PJ Do you remember that? yeah. 'Member we were in the robby of the, LEC?

DR I re-l remembersaying...

PJ Yeah.

DR ...(inaudible) and you said well you took it pretty weil or something...

PJ Um-hm, yeah and you go I don't like that guy, l'm not talking to him and-obviously you didn,t
mean it too much if you stifi_if you forgot that.

DR I can't-he just didn,t look like the same guy (inaudible)...

PJ well it's been a few years, he's a rittre-you know, order, it was ,04...

DR (inaudible)older,yeah...

PJ That was seven years ago, or six years ago already. Seven years this, well when did we call you
in, I don't even remember was it in April?

DR lt was February.

PJ February. So.

DR Around there, yeah. yeah.
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DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

PR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

(pause)

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR well they're just such nice big boxes that l-. Looks like somebody opened that, but...
PJ Well they would,ve ran the dogs through here, yesterday l,m sure"
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So you lived here your whole life so pretty much allyour belongings are in your room and allthis
stuff in these other rooms isn,t yours?

I can show you what's mine.

I mean l'm just curiolts, we don't have to go into detail, but I mean, so (inaudible) in that room
and...

Anything in that, this one that we were in...

Yeah' And then that end one is where all your recyclable stuff is, your mom told me that in the
garage...

(inaudiblei my car is pulled up, and r got most of the stuff in there is just, you know, junk.

Um-hm.

And' And then above that garage I have a whole ton of instrument boxes, broken music stands,
um, and then some family stuff. you know old bikes stuff like that_

Um-hm. Up above there? On the other side where we,re in here?

Yeah.

Can you get there all the way through?

lf you want to look.

Yeah let's go look once since we,re waiting around.

You must have looked yesterday.

well I didn't know who's was who. They-they ran the dogs through there and-. I wouldn,t
known that, 'cuz you guys got like other people's storage siuff back there in that big chicken
barn, it's like...

Wellwe have...

...old snowmobiles and...

Yeah.

So this would be, holly buckets.

This is ah-. Smells like the other one.

Um-hm.

But, there's some vety old stuff in here.

Um-hm.

l've saved-these are broken...

::.,'::r- 
you bring in, these boxes, do you brink these to recycre or why are you into so many

ooxes.



DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR Yeah.
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This is my bike,

Um-hm.

And that one.

They're old.

Yeah. That poster?

Um-hm.

My brother, when r was a kid was a drum-he had his drum set up here...
Yep.

'..and that was one of his posters (inaudibre) so we stilr have it up here.

Hum.

But. Yeah.

Yeah you like boxes,

When lsee a good box...

I see that {laughs), I don,t know why but-.

Well I use them for....

Storage?

"..1 bring a lot of stuff to python,s.

Oh, okay. Oh so...

I tried to bring all the plastic, I don't-my parents, get tired of me, don,t throw that in thegarbage...

Yeah she told me, she said he has-l won't even finish a wheaties box and Dan,s grabbing it fromme.

DR Welldon't burn that.

Pi Yep.

DR So.

(long pause)

DR Yeah.

PJ I mean it's 12:30 would you have an issue to wait around and see what the lab comes back inthe next hour?

No.

And then if we had to do it we could do it with you right here and be noninrusive as we did andthey would-l-they'd have to have a warrant if they wanted to bring the dogs by where that chestwas.
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PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

Dfl

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

And if they don't then, or do you realty want to go back to school and I could call you?

No, l-l want to get it done.

Okay.

The faster we can Bet it done...

f mean do you have anything you could do in the house while you,re waiting or?

I was thinking I should maybe call Tony or something. You know, the problem with our family is,
it's all my fault because l've talked to people in the past...

I know.

...and now l'm taiking...

Right, so, do you want to just not tell ,em that your...

Well they-they're going why is he not, they know l, they would have seen me drive by, so they
know l'm stilldown here.,,

Okay.

...so they're going, okay, what,s the dummy doing.

But it's up to you I wouldn't say anything about us getting a warrant for the house because I
don't know.

No I wouldn't s-.

Don't get'em shooken to...

Would you need the warrant, would ljust say let,s go up there and.,.

well, but let's see what they said if they need one, I don't want to jeopardize anything, we,re
this far into, I would like to get it done today. Um, but don't say that unless we get one ,cuz why
do you want your mom to be upset about us going in the house if we don,t have to.
Well.

lf they want to run the dogs though, l-l,d have to have a warrant, so.

Yeah,

That's not the norm to bring dogs [n there so_.

But who's that Buy that, he looks so familiar that_?

Right there?

The...

He works for us.

The-they guy that shaved head?

Yep, He was on that-he was down, did you watch the news last night? That Trish,..
Oh yeah ldid see him"

He's the one that was in the evidence room with those boxes that they were filming.
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DR

PJ
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DR
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(pause)

PJ

DR

PJ

(pause)

DR

(pause)

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

Okay.

His name's Dan Winkles, ul.n...

That-okay-that's who I talked to on the phone, yeah.

Yeah' He's just one of our investigators, I don't-he never came out here and talked to you or, he
wasn't the one that came out and talked to your mom and dad that time that was a different-
that was Troy Janske (sp?). So.

Where do they dump that stuff?

They're bringing it over by our county garages.

I hope they don't use it to sand the road {slight laugh).

No. I don't know-the county,s gotta have it dumped somewhere...

(inaudible) to see how-it looks like that's a pretty good truck, it's not gonna leak anything.

No, that's a salt truck.

Yeah.

As expensive as satt is they're not g&nna have a truck that leaks..,

Nothing's gonna...

No. That's a salt truck. Absolutely.

It looks pretty safe...

Yeah.

...1 should have looked at that rear end...

No that's a good truck.

Maybe we better go get another-something else to drink.

l'm not gonna need it.

(inaudible) dehydrated.

Yeah.

Yeah, that time I talked to patty, you know how that ended?

No, she just told me what she could remember what she talked to you. she told me you-she
met you at the mall and she has an office...

Upstairs apparently, yea h.

At the mall.

But there was a 8uy that we, my brother has an office up there too and he comes out of the
door and, you know, well you know Rick by now...
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PJ
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PJ
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DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

PJ

Well Rick said that he heard you talked to Patty yesterday that's what (inaudible) mad about.

Yeah.

I told him he shouldn't have said that to her.

Yeah he was-that's when he called me at school and he basically...

Yeah well I figured you were gonna get blasted by him,

Yeah.

Because he-l told him not to talk to her and say about anybody being on this property. But. I

don't know how long...

So you're-you're saying that's really not the incentive to come out here?

There would have-alls I can say to you without telling you is the judge would need more than
just that.

Oh, okay.

Okay. Not that your brother will believe you if you tell,..

'Cuz 1...

...him that, but...

..'l remember tefling Patty that, she-she was saying what, you know like where do you think
Jacob is, and I go, and I gave her some scenarios and l-she wanted to know for sure that I was..-

Not in.."

...me to say it, and that I wasn't the one, and had nothing to do with it and she wanted, kinda
like, it carne up the idea that l, you know, we talked about an hour.

Um-hm.

And l-l know it carne up somewhere in that conversation that, the fear for me, that god you
know if they found something on our property t'm-t'm dead. And, well why would thai be and
then I probably l-l'm sure I said well somebody could have come back, you know.

But don't you think other people have thought of that, that somebody could have put him on
your property? Besides just you? Don't you think other people could have thought that
somebody else...

There's been people, but so many-you know as well as.^.

Yeah.

"'l do when people hear, people like, I know there's some good listeners that listen to Trish and
they go ah, but I don't think they realize how bad it is. How bad she-she,s.,.

Oh lthink...

...she spins it, I don't think...

Some people have, but a lot of people if they watch media, they know. Haven,t you seen her in
other interviews? She goes after people like this...
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DR oh yeah, l-!-l can't see how Channel g can get by with, like this time if I would...
PJ 5o you don't have any problem with those other news guys, it's just basically Channel g?

DR Channel 9, we had a problem with fiick, Rick Coachella,

PJ No, he-he used to work for 1.1, but r don,t think-he don,t work there no more.
DR He's doing something else, but his deal is ah, he actually, I don,t know the details, but they hadto kick him out of the Rocori Middle School...

PJ Humrn...

DR ...because he was in there without permission, going through...
PJ Over...

DR ...media center.

PJ For the Rocori shooting or?

DR No, for..,

PJ Oh.

DR ...info on just you know me and...

PJ Oh okay.

DR 'cuz he wrote-he sent me a couple letters which I didn't respond to. He wanted to a do a whole
kinda like deal.

PJ 0h, like an expos6 or?

DR Yeah. yeah, Looks like they,re done.

PJ I hope so.

(pause)

PJ Did the Gator come out novd, oh yeah the Gator,s arready sitting there.
DR No it's still down there.

PJ 0h the backhoe?

DR Ah, the, the coulda cleaned a little bit more up, but, that,s fine.
PJ What, back there?

Dfi Huh?

PJ You mean back there?

DR Cleaned up more of the ash...

PJ Oh. l'm hoping they,re not gonna get another truck load.
DR I don't think they are' I think they heard what I said and, you know, of course if they really haveany, thought that I had something to do with it, that would be, you could look at that and go,god, our num...



, PJ But if you ana-analyze everything each way it always comes back to it could be either way, You

t. coutd be saying the rock pile because you don't want us to dig in the pite, or you could be saying

the rock pile because if-if you were the bad guy, 'cuz you got him in the chicken coop, I mean...

DR YCAh,

PJ ...it-it, if you could just twist that around a million different ways, so.

DR Yeah.

PJ So. Um. Or you could be saying the rock pile because you've lived here your whole life and

that's what makes sense so.

DR That's what, l'm thinking if that guy, that older man did it, and he's, I don't know how ol-ldidn't
know him, but...

PJ And you're sure you didn't tell me that older guys name before?

DR Yeah.

PJ 0kay.

DR And, if he-if, I could even show you a picture, I could go get a picture up, the kinda car I pretty
much saw in the afternoon. l-1...

PJ Well you might that eventually if we're gonna talk to...

DR I saw an auto show and...

PJ ..,you know, if we're gonna talk to what's his face, then your gonna...

', DR Hamilton.

PJ Hamilton.

DR But, what was I saying there?

(short pause)

DR Yeah.

PJ Something about the vehicle if you had a picture of that vehicle that turned around.

DR I got the picture, I took a picture of it at some auto show...

PJ Oh okay.

DR ...lwas passing through and go oh man that looks kinda like the modelof the car, the look of it.
You know and, I also thought over the years they always, why couldn't you get a license plate
number and...

pJ Well that's pretty common, people don't do that...

DR ...1 (inaudible) I just, no way.

PJ A lot of people that have fresh crimes now they don't always get the license number, so.

DR Oh. Kind of a-you know if t would have kept the light on that night, and that, you know, if that
was Hamilton, let's say that was Hamilton that I saw that night...?

PJ Do you mind if we pull a chair over here? (laughs) you're probably better shape than me...
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l'm wondering if lshould callTony.

Well do you want me to just to step away and you can call him and...

It doesn't matter.

l'll give you my card though while we think of it, I don't know, what are you gonna tell him?
You're not gonna...

Yeah...

Just so his mom and dad-your mom and dad don't come over.

Right, l'm just...

Watching 'em make, pull the gravel-well then they're gonna wonder they-you get to be here
and not your mom and dad though.

(short pause)

PJ You know your family dynamics more than me, I just don't want them coming over here because
they'll probably end up getting arrested if they're that upset.

Yeah.

That-l don't want that, so whatever-however you can ptay it so they don't come over here, l'm
fine, because they can't come back until we're gone, it's just not-it's too stressful for both of
them.

Yeah.

And they can't-theY can't control, we don't need 'em to have a medical. So however you want
to do it, it's fine, but just make sure they know they can't come over here so if they think we're
doing something...

Maybe t should-if I don't call at all, that-they won't like that so I think t'm gonna call and just say
everything's fine, I think l'm helping them...

I don't know if you better say helping us...

No l-l'm able to just...

They let me sit by my car and watch the gravel truck come up, but then you-is your dad gonna
want to come over?

DR Well why-why can't we come.

PJ Right.

(short pause)

PJ You understand why your parents can't be here anymore don,t you?

DR Well if the guns were in the car, that's right lgotta move those...

PJ Yeah, and I don't and-and-it was a constant argument all day. Let's just-and it slowed
everything down. lt's a quarter to one, if they sit over there for a couple more hours, it's not
going to hurt anything, and they will get arrested if they come over because they won't,your
dad or your mom are so mad that they're gonna say something and they're gonna get arrested...
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PJ

Yeah.

...let's just leave thern. lt,s cooler over there. No,
could put it to 'em, whatever you do.,.

DR Well...

PJ ...just so you don't entice ,em to come over here.

DR Right, l'm not gonna call I don,t think.

PJ I mean you know ,em, 
I don,t.

DR Should I put the guns in the trunk?

PJ

(pause)

PJ

DR

(pause)

DR Boy I haven't held these for years.

{pause}

DR You know...

PJ Oh do they even work? How about shells?

(phone ringing)

PJ Maybe that'd be another thing too.

DR The shells?

PJ Yeah.

DR I could go in there and-well-there/s no other gun.

(phone ringing)

PJ Okay.

DR I know this is it.

PJ Okay, okay.

DR Or, or there is another gun.

(phone ringing)

DR Your gonna have to come with me I guess.

(short pause)

DR {inaudible} heticopter?

PJ No. Where,s the other one at?

DR l',ll-1,11...
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And you're sure that's all, there,s no other handguns or anything?

Yeah.

they're not coming back so however you
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Pi 0kay.

DR l'm sure I know where it is.

(short pause)

DR lf you want to hold these.

PJ Sure. Yeah these are old.

DR They're pretty ofd.

PJ Just in case you'd be pissed off later on in the weekend, then you guys don't have to worry
about...

DR He was calming down there and, 1...

PJ Well do you not have a phone so they would be calling, is that them calling you in the house?

DR That's what l'm thinking...

PJ Oh.

DR ..,|'m gonna check...

PJ Okay.

DR ...check to see il thafs them. But let's, before we forget, I think we get the other gun as long
4s...

PJ Yep. Yep. And then that makes sense.

DR lt s over this way. Oh that shed's locked. I know where the key...

PJ Oh I know which one it is, it's up on the wall. 'Cuz we checked it yesterday to make sure it
wasn't loaded.

(pause)

PJ Oh. Cooler in there. Yeah that's the one on the wall and we were worried because your dad
was sitting with his hands on it-hls head on his hands.

(pause)

DR {inaudible)so disgusted the other day, he had this allfixed and then he put a2x4...

PJ I was gonna say, we didn,t do that.

DR ...put a 2x4 through it. Where did you see it?

PJ lt's hanging on the wall. Right there.

DR Oh.

PJ Yeah we already checked it, it's empty. Because he was sitting, when he got mad then he sat on
that...

DR Oh.._

PJ ...hay rack.

(pause)
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PJ

??

PJ

??

PJ

(pause)

PJ

We're gonna put all the guns in his trunk of his car.

{inaudible)

That's the last one I think. Kenny gone?

(inaudible)

Okay.

You have a business card with your phone number on?

DR I don't.

PJ Don't ya?

DR I can write it down for you.

PJ Okay.

DR The best place to call me...

PJ Yeah, ljust don,t want to call here.

{pause)

PJ That's not gas that you drive around in the back end that you have to worry about...
DR lt's empty.

PJ ...all that you worry about blowing your car up.

DR No, ['ve never put gas in it yet...

PJ Oh.

DR But l, the first-l bought this car used. And at first, ah, my-l had a Datsun V210 that could go forever on empty...

PJ Um-hm.

DR ...and within the first week or two, I ran out of gas twice...
PJ Oh, okay.

DR lt was like...

PJ Maybe that's not a big dangerous thing anyway.

DR when it goes down, when it gets close to empty, you ca{t actually hear it go like this (makes
tone).

PJ Oh okay.

DR You hear the...

PJ Why don't you just watch your...

DR Well you watch it but you_you...

PJ Oh.
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DR ...kinda, (inaudible) can get there yet, but if you hear it go (makes tone) you have to get gas
within a few miles.

PJ Oh okay. So you just gonna check to see if they called then or?

DR Oh yeah,

PJ Okay.

{pause 1:50:L8-1":52: 21}

DR No it's just...

PJ You know everybody's feeling bad for your mom and dad. How 'bout you for that-since you
think that everybody's thinking that you're the suspect and, you feel guilty, or how does that all
work?

DR lt-it's kinda like-like my mom told me this morning, you know the Times and then they can
comment on things and you get some people that leave some pretty 6ummy stuff.

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

Yeah, I just wondering like do you tell your mom and dad l'm sorry that these guys are here or?

Welll.."

or do you think that really doesn't-that's not really your place to say you,re sorry or?

Well, it-it's the whole thing where, you know, if this is all over with and and ah you don,t flnd
anything which I hope you don,t but I want it solved...

Right.

...but if you don't find anything it,s not gonna be solved.,.

Right.

But ah, l-l really, feels so strongly that, the car theory, somebody drove two cars that day in our
yard and blah blah blah...

PJ Um-hm.

DR ..'and if he's down there, if he's actually buried down there I think I know who did it. But he,s
probably not down there.

PJ Okay.

DR l-l'm probably wrong on that account, you know.
pJ so it that-is that kinda what you say when your brothe/s mad or your mom and dad,s mad at

you about it? ls that kjnda what you guys go over then is...

DR The thing that I get in trouble and yelled at and made fun of is that I should have a lawyer, I
shouldn't be so cheap, I shoutd hire a lawyer and then you guys wouldn't be here and l,m teging
'em hey they-they've got to solve the case.

PJ Yeah.

DR They-they gotta come here, the rawyer's not gonna be abre to say...

PJ No. He can't say no search warrant, no.
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PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ And then I leave you a message.

DR ...it rings in my office.

PJ Okay and then I can just leave you a message?

DR Yeah.

PJ Like if ifs after hours?
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You know they're 8onna, you know, and Kenny was saying well we got a lawyer and then that-
this didn't happen because the lawyer knew this, and l,m going I am cheap, r don,t want to
spend lawyer-lawyer...

A lawyer can't stop a search warrant though.

Yeah.

That's a judicial decision.

so it does cause, there's definitery famiry stress there and then...

Um-hm.

"'the way the things went this morning, it's like, it doesn't-l mean to see your dad and mom
going through that. That was probably the worst point in my life...

Um-hm.

...to see that, the way things happened.

Yeah.

But ah, l-before I forget I should write my number...

Yeah.

...down for you. I check this number pretty much every day.

Okay.

And I could give you my email address.

Pen. Oh I got a pop Tart in here.

(inaudible).

Why don't you just write it on the back of one of my cards.

Okay"

Your phone number and then an email and l'll just email you and it'll say what do you think
about this, but I have to get a hold of that guy. I know back when we went and talked to him, hekinda was like weirded about-and then but he was on that newscast last night, but that wasfrom'04 lthink.

Right, yeah. That was way back, This number you call and then you get a recording...

Um-hm.

..'and then as you get the recording you don,t try to do any of their-you just put in this
extension...

&sio:



DR And this is the ah email I use...

PJ Okay.

DR ...most of the time.

PJ Okay. Put that in my, folder.

DR I mean l, anything I can do to try to...

{phone ringing}

DR ".,solve the thing, l'm gonna pick this up.

PJ Okay.

(pause 1:56:1.2-L:56:06)

DR That was the St. Cloud Times"

PJ Oh.

DR I said no comment. Didn't leave my name or anything. A relative.

PJ Right. I don't know. Um. I said l'd like-t'd like to a least keep you occupied or least have you do
something in the house and stay here until you found out if l'm gonna have that warrant to run
the dog through the house or not, so we don't have to do anything with it, otherwise l'd have
to-you'd have to leave it open or we'd have get a locksmith and I don't want a locksmith coming
down through that media and doing all that...

DR No...

PJ .,.that's very dumb.

DR Just thinking of it, I mean...

PJ That would just reaily look stupid.

DR l'm a tight person, so l,m-l,m even thinking just...

PJ No...

DR ...because of money...

PJ ...1 know.

DR And it's because of something I maybe said.

PJ You can't put that all on yourself, you can,t.

DR The thought is there that they never found anything, it's not solved. Like, you know. lf I didn,t
do it, and I know ldidn,t...

PJ And that's what I was gonna ask you, if you didn't do, who do you think did it? And why did they
do it, why woulda they take Jacob?

DR The whole idea was, you know like, who would be really mad at me, why they kept bringing that
up, who's really mad at you that would want to see you in this kinda trouble and...

PJ But there you're personalizing the search, and shouldn't really personalize the search. The
search is the property.
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DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

Okay. l'm not sure I foilow you...

I mean you're saying if somebody's mad at you right now...

Yeah.

.--we're searching the property, it really isn't*we're not realiy searching Dan right now.

Oh. Yeah.

Yeah.

Yeah I know l'm just saying back 20 years...

Oh back 20 years ago.

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

(phone ringing)

PJ Oh gees.

DR (inaudible) such a*

{pause L:58:52-1:59:13)

PJ What?

DR With allthose beeps I bet it was a recording...

(short pause)

PJ

0h.

...some credit card company calling then.

So if they didn't want to do it to get mad at you, we-we've been through this before, why would
they take Jacob? And how woutd they know that those boys were coming back from Tom
Thumb? That is probably the biggest stickler about this whole case is, how did they know that
those boys went down that road, and that they,d be coming back?

Yeah.

lf you didn't have that in it it wouldn't be so odd, if it was in the middle of town or something
but, they went by this road and they came back, so that person knew they'd he going past your
driveway, that's the big stickler of this-if you ask me about that scene.

DR

PJ

DR

Eecause if they're in a Holiday station, or the Tom Thumb station they're not gonna know that
they gotta-those boys gotta come back here. How are they gonna know wherelhe boys live? lf
they followed them from the Tom Thumb home, how did they get in front of them and how,d
they know where the boys were gonna turn in? How did they know the boys weren,t gonna
turn in half way?

They know the boys.

Yep.

You know, you know them, you've been scouting it out. You were the car that turned around in
the afternoon and see how this works out.
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PJ

\l

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

P)

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PI
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But then they didn't know the boys were gonna go to get a movie. That's what I kept telling you
on that driving around the afternoon, how did they know those boys were gonna go get a
movie?

well if it's somebody's doing this because they want to get a boy like Jacob,..

Um-hm.

"'and they, they see some, they see something in the afternoon that sparks their interest, they
come, maybe they come down here to do just, with no possibility happening here...

Um-hm.

..,they do a test run in the afternoon...

Yep.

'..no problem turning around, okay, and then they plan it out for the night, watch...
But then how do they know they're going to that-getting that movie at nine o,clock at night.
They don't know, they,re-they,re looking for the opportunity.

I mean that's the biggest hump for me in this...

They just, people like that are, I mean l've-l've been in Eutbpe where you just stand in the
shadows and you watch people at work, pick-pockets and they just look foi gre person that
(inaudible)...

5o you're thinking they're just driving around here, during the day, checking things out and then,
happen to come back that night and saw the boys and then thought...

l-l think that's a possibility that they checked it out in the afternoon...

Not looking for a boy then or?

Oh yeah.

Oh okay.

or maybe just to check it out. And then realizing that, wow that's a-if they,re from the area,
well then it's easy to figure out that, and I think they are, whoever did it is from around herewith two cars and, and they-they can, well they-they know they want to be obvious and turn
around 15 times...

Yeah.

...twice is usually, pretty good safe number that you know...

It's just that...

...(inaudible) you know go back for seconds...

Right.

...you know, okay, but if you go for thirds, you-the cook might...
lf it's going for-if they were going for school and they left everyday at the same time, l-l-l followthat' But they have never even wen-that was the first time they ever even went to get a movie
by themselves.



DR

PJ

Yeah.

You know and every morning at eight o'clock they go past here to go to school, that's an easy
thing to set up.

The thing in the night time, I wonder if they went out during the day or any other kids, that was
a-what was that a 5unday, you know.

Yeah, well kids...

There must have been other people biking on that road,..

I would think, it was october though. But yeah, you know how busy the road is.

And the next day I went out to run, I remember that...

Um-hm.

...and it was warm weather, it was summer weather.

But you run every day though right so. Or you did then or?

I did then. lt's just-yeah it's broken twice...

Um-hm.

...and they had put a pin in, in fact I broke it on July Fourth last year.

Oh okay, oh.

And they put a pin in and then, september came, october came and they said it's healed up, so
what do you think I did?

Ran.

I ran too much and it cracked right up to the pin. And then, went back into the cast longer this
time and, new l'm being more careful.

You know iacob had run-a running jacket on and some people's theory would be when they,re
talking about Dan Rassier being the runner, that you'd be attracted to his running vest.

DR I thought he had a red coat on,

Then he had a running vest with it.

DR I..,

PJ lmean...

DR I don't know.

PJ ...what would you say about that?

DR What do you mean by a running vest?

PJ Like a, a fluorescent, so he wouldn,t get hit by a car.

DR Oh. He had that ov-over a coat?

PJ Yeah, does that...

DR I don't even...
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DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR
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DR No.

PJ No"

DR No.

PJ

{pause)

?J

DR

PJ

DR

PJ Oh.

PJ Oh boy.

DR Yeah,

PJ

DR

PJ (sighs).

DR (inaudible)

PJ No.

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

{pause)

..,do you remember seeing kids walking around with those on?

Well I hear another car, that,s not that truck again is it?

No, I thought I heard a truck...

t-t,..

Oh do you hear it?

It's-it's coming, it's coming now it,s still up on the hill.

It sounds like it is coming back though.

Are you kidding me.

Coming right there, yeah it,s the same truck.

I don't think he's taking from the same spot. Maybe they,ll take 20 more loads.

oh for god sake, those people over there at that county maintenance are gonna be in-pretty
upset. 'Cuz we're gonna put it in their stuff.

Lotta nails in there.

Umm.

They can't use it-wel[ they could sift the nails out of it.
They going back out there?

DR lt looks like they just came back for lunch maybe.

PJ Umm. Are they stopping?

DR well l-ldon't know, r-r, being kinda rike r am rfeer rike r, tord ,em...

PJ Yeah you did, you did.

DR 8ut they keep taking stuff away...

PJ I don't know if they...
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DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

P]

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR Right.

PJ Then, different.

DR Blood on that chest that is human.

PJ lf it was Jacob's.
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l'm not saying they're wrong you know maybe...

No, no, you know you were-you're making sense.

That-that would be, if somebody did park they're car there and that guy did park his car right in
that corner...

Um-hm.

...that would be where they would-he would do it.

Yeah.

lf it wouldn't be the rock pile. Because they would be soft stuff.

Right, it would be easier to dig then the rock pile.

Yeah. So if they actually would find him under there...

Um-hm.

...what would-what would your be thought about me then?

I would be in the same spot where I am right now. I have nothing to put you with putting Jacob
there.

Yeah.

I would be interested in this place again, and you are definitely interesting to me.

Yeah.

But I wouldn't-l don't have enough to...

The body alone wouldn't be...

No.

...enough to lock me up?

No. What would the first thing your defense attorneys say to me?

Ah...

How do you know that Dan put him there?

Right.

He was home, and they'd say yep, and, does everybody else have access to that road? yep.
Was there any other, I mean-,

Yeah.

But, yeah, no l-l do not, in all honesty I do not have enough to arrest you if I have a body. Now if
I had a-if I had you wirh some sort ol piece of Jacob,s clothing...
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DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR
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Are they able to, do they have,,.?

lf it was human and they had enough they could run DNA on it, yep.

Okay.

Yeah if there was blood on that chest...

Human blood.

..'and it's Jacob's and it came from up and you and your mom both said it came frorn upstairs,
you probably would get arrested.

DR Okay.

PJ Now would we be able-would you stay, uh-oh, that ain't your dad there is it?

(short pause)

PJ Or who is that?

DR I think that's...

PJ Oh please tell me that's not your dad.

DR No it's rny brothers.

PJ Oh. ls that bad?

DR Should I calt Tony?

PJ Yeah.

DR 0r should I go up there?

PJ I don't know.

DR To tell 'em that I don't want them to get in trouble, what should I tell them.

il Well they're not-they-they can't come on the property. I don't know what they're gonna say to
you about it.

They're just going back now, okay. l'll call 'em.

Okay.

I shoulda called them.

Yeah.

l-let's see-l don't have-l gave-l don't know his number. l'll-whose number would I know that
would be up there?

Um.

I don't know my mom's cell number by heart, because I gave 'em that thing. um.

Oh your dad, your mom took, when I asked for your phone-Tony's phone number yesterday-it,s
a piece of paper over there. Um, she had a phone listing and Tony,s, um...

Yeah but l-l brought it up there...
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PJ But, she picked up a piece of paper, maybe in the other room she came back with a piece of
paper with all the phone numbers on, look and see. And she gave me Tony's phone number.

DR Yeah. l-l'm sure ttook it...

pJ How about it in here, there is some keys, how about in here?

DR No. I think l'rn gonna try to call...

PJ or if he calls on your phone, you can look, l'm gonna step outside though, if he calls on your
phone...

DR (inaudible) one of my nieces that would be-or might be...

PJ otherwisewe haveTony's number, I cangoget itfrom oneoftheguysifyou want.

DR (inaudible)

(short pause)

PJ Let me look. l-. Want me to go get it?

DR (inaudible)...

PJ I can go get it, Dan had it, he called Tony.

DR Yeah, t-l don't know his number, and there,s no way for me to...

PJ I don't think I wrote it down. Well. The number I called you back on, I have that.

DR Oh.

PJ 249-7158. When lcalled you back, on Kenny,s phone.

DR That's the number?

PJ Yep. 249,7158.

DR 249?

PJ Yep.

DR 7158?

Pi Yep. That's the number I called you back on,

(pause 2:09:31- - 2:11:06)

PJ Um, l'm 10-12 and we have this chest here and Dan said he would be willing to show me where
thechestisifthatwouldbequickerthanwaitingforanypaperwork. tfwe're. yeah. Hesaid-

(pause - PJ on phone)

PJ I just didn't,..

(pause)

PJ Okay I was just wondering if the paperwork was gonna go through or?

(pause)

Pi Okay, would I need a consent then?
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(pa use)

PJ okay, and then I thought, let me know then, then I know if I have to keep this door, keep him by
here so they can keep the door open.

(pause)

PJ Okay. 'K, bye.

( pa use 2:11,:56 - 2:L4:22)

DR lf you don't mind, l'm gonna have a snack.

PJ No, did you-did you make 'em mad.

DR No, I basically lied. I am so good at lying.

PJ They didn't come over here, they, they weren't gonna come over here were they?

DR Well it's one brother from the Cities that usually never comes at all. And ah.

PJ We're they just seeing what was going on or were they tooking-worried about you?

DR Basically what's going on, I told 'em they're just letting me watch, you know, I said, but you can,t
come down here.

PJ Did they go why do you get to be here and not them? Hum. This is St. Joe Township, right?
DR Yep.

PJ What's the brother in the Cities do?

DR Wellone retired yesterday.

PJ Oh.

DR Yesterday was his last day with Delta airlines.

PJ Oh.

DR 5o he, he is-he's retired now, and then the brother-was Tony and Joe, Joe was-he,s a computer
8uy.

PJ Oh okay.

{pause 2:15:29 - 2:16:00)

PJ so if they can get that church stuff out by this evening that would be okay?

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

set up or?

What...

They could get it all

I mean I don't know...

{inaudible) get it out today.

Yeah, I know but I mean, if they got it out this evening, like earlier evening would that be
enough to get it all up? I took to semis loads out yesterday. Did you see that?
Yeah. Boy there's-is there any, well yeah they just don't need that hassle. They want to get it
done.

(* /rtt,
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PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

{pause}

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ No they're all full of fat and-.
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Right, I mean if they say they started at five o'clock, how long would it take 'em to get it out of
here?

lf they start at five, they wouldn't, l've helped many times, I would say...

Even though they got...

...depends how much help they get.

Okay.

That's what they were worried about, but it's-it could take three hours.

Even though they took two semi loads out yesterday?

Yeah. lt-it depends so much because you gotta wait...

Um-hm.

'..and some people don't volunteer because they were there [ast night and they didn't need 'em,
and-.

You're not diabetic are you?

No.

Oh 'cuz you're just eating so healthy I thought oh.

l've been, l'm trying to lose weight.

why?

Because when I broke my foot...

I was gonna say you're pretty thin.

l'm-l'm probably the worst eater. This is the best I get.

Oh I thought that's how you always ate, that's why I thought oh you diabetic or you're just that
much into running that you don't eat junk food,

I eat more junk food then (inaudible) but you saw what I was eating...

Well you're eating power bars, though that's what athletes eat, I guess t didn't think that was
junk food.

But when I broke my foot, I really got into the Coke and the chips and then, and I weigh more
than I ever have and-.

So then do you have to buy all that food yourself then, your junk food and your-. I mean how
does that work, you're gone all day long, don't you bring food to school or?

I bring a lot of food to school.

Oh. Okay.

School tunches are not, I eat a lot of school lunches and that's not too good either for losing
weight.
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(pause)

' PJ So we 8ot a good rapport here going between me and you, that's not going to hurt it if he comes
back with a warrant for us to go through that house, is it?

DR All ltold him on the phone was...

PJ l'm talking about for me and you? When we're all said and done, if they come back and say
we're taking those dogs though house, how pissed off are you gonna be about that?

DR ino audible response)

PJ Okay.

DR Just so the dogs don't poop on the floor.

PJ No. Would you be wilting to show us what's in your room? Get that...

DR (inaudible)

PJ ...get that whole thing about he could have a, trophy of Jacob tucked away somewhere in your
room, you willing to just show me everything that,s in your room?

DR It would be impossible.

PJ Why?

DR Think about it.

PJ Well it's a bedroom. Why you got that much junk in your room?

f DR (inaudibte)

pJ Well l'll think-l'm thinking the, that will-wouldn't be a bad idea if we do some of that, if you're
willing to do it. lf you stand there and show me what's in all those boxes, because if we get a
search warrant and they...

DR The problem would be, well first of all be realistic, you think you're gonna have to do that? lf
they find something probably would,..

PJ Right.

DR Right, but if...

PJ l'm thinkin' if they get a warrant and they get a chance to go in your bedroom they're gonna
wanna look to see if they have anything of Jacob,s in there.

DR Well the problem is, is that t have a so, and you have to see it to believe it...

PJ Okay.

DR ...I'm not a hoarder, like some people are, l-you can call me a hoarder.,.

PJ Um-hm.

DR ...it's pretty bad, but it's organized and it's not, it's not entirely, some stuff is junk l-l admit i! but
it would take, the point l'm trying to make, you would not get done in one day. Just in that
room, you would not get done.
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PJ Are you kidding me? Seriously, l-we want to get out here. lf they come back with a warrant,
they're Eonna wanna go and through that-into your bedroom. And they're gonna wanna say
yeah we checked Dan Rassier,s bedroom.

DR They won't get done.

PJ Are we talking boxes?

{short pause}

DR Yeah.

PJ Up to the ceiling boxes?

DR Yep.

PJ Of?

DR You have to understand l,ve [ived at home afl this time...

PJ Yep,

DR And. School I have a lot of stuff, for school basically...

PJ Um-hm.

DR ..'a lot of books, records,'but most of the stuff in my room is-. lt's embarrassing.

PJ well l'm not trying to embarrass you, l'm basically trying to make sure that me and you have a
good relationship so we can talk to Mr. Hamilton, l'm just telling ya if they come back with a
search warrant, they're gonna go in that bedroom and they're gonna wanna look around, and
that's why I just called, they're gonna wanna look around in that bedroom. lf we can get going,
if there's anything that you think that we could get going on, l'd rather do it and get it over with,
I would like to be out of here in good time. lf you-if you-if there's any systematically way that
me and you could say we went through your bedroom, with you there, versus, if it,s a search
warrant they're not gonna let you stand there in the bedroorn. They're Eonna make you stand
in the-.

DR Well my-my question now is why...

PJ lf the dogs woutd hit or...

DR Oh if they hit, if they find something.

PJ But if they hit on one area in that bedroom they're gonna wanna go through that whole
bedroorn.

DR Oh the dogs. 0h.

PJ Yeah the dogs, if the dogs hit on one area of the bedroom the cops are then going to go in after
that. ls my point.

DR Okay.

Pi Because that's just like that chest there. The dogs hii on that room, everything came out of that
room.

DR Oh. But your thing, if they hit on something...
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P)

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

(pause)

DR

Then they're gonna wanna go through everything in the room.

Everything? The whole room, oh man. l'il show you the room, so you know why l,m going ah.

And-don't-it's not an embarrassing thing, it's that it's L:30 and you want us out of here thing.
It's not to embarrass you. lt's-but l'm telling you we took everything out of that room in that...

Yeah my parents said they couldn't figure out why, because you got one hit on something.
What would the dog hit on in my room?

I don't know. what do you-do you got junk in there that your brought from outside of the
house that could have animal blood or anything on it.

A mouse trap.

I mean is that paper junk...

l'm thinking the mouse trap that's in my room I don,t believe ever had a mouse in it.

Okay.

Um. What else would give them a hit in there? Food?

I don't know' l'm just, l'm just trying to not to irritate you when it happens, if it happens, and I
just would like to get going if we can get going.

I mean Iike, mean do it now?

I don't know, do you think there's enough stuff that you can-that we need to go through it or-?
I don't think we need to, unless it's-unless they say we have to go through it,
lf they come back with a warrant, they're gonna wanna go through it. what l,m saying is, if
that's what happens l'd rather get started if you think it's as bad as it is. But I don,t know if we
have a warrant yet, so we can wait.

And if, the only reason they would come back with a warrant would be why?

Because that chest was upstairs...

And it has some sort of blood on it.

Right.

Boy that makes me think now, boy, if somebody got rid of chest because it had blood on it, and
now, the blood is detected...

PJ Then they would be able-if there's enough blood that we can get DNA we,d be able to get
Jacob's DNA out of it. lf there,s enough.

DR God that would be amazing. something would be on there allthese years...

PJ Yeah, blood does I mean if it doesn't get disturbed, if you don't wipe it up correcgy, and it,s not
washed, blood lasts for yea-l mesn that you can see on CSl, that,s-that,s fact.

DR Yeah. Huh.

(pause)
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PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

(pause)

DR

PJ

I don't know, I don't know what we're dealing with,

with what?

With your room, I don't know what we're dealing with.

Wellyou wanna go look at it?

Well. l'd have you sign a consent and I would have somebody else go with. I don't wanna, but-.
what do you think? You think we need to see what we,re talking ahout?

l-l just, I guess what l'm saying is ah-.

(inaudible) ripping that room apart (inaudible)...

Or do you want me to see if \ /e can get the dogs over and you sign the consent before hand, but
that's kinda, the courts might not like that. l'm thinking, that, ldon't know if that's an ad-that,s
really not an advantage I guess if...

DR The advantage, what your kinda bringing up here is, you,re trying to...

PJ l'm trying to say if...

DR ...save time.

PJ Right.

DR So, if they, how long {inaudible)...

PJ Well ljust called him and he didn't know yet. That's why-that's why I said should I do a consent
or?

DR They're doing a-they,re trying to figure out...

PJ lf they can...

DR ...the blood.

pJ ...and then they're Sonna see if they can get-if it comes back that they can get a search warrant
they're-they try to get a search warrant so they can run the dogs through based on the blood.
And they're trying to Eet the judge to sign a search warrant and l'm waiting for them to tell me
they got a search warrant, my thinking was, with that much stuff, rather than sit here and wait
another hour, if we thought we were gonna get a hit, I would rather get through that stuff so we
get a hour through the stuff, is what l'm thinking but-. That's not your problem t,m trying to
move it along, we can definitely wait ,til I know for sure.

DR I guess if we don't have to do it, l,d rather not start...

PJ Okay, then it's just wait.

(phone ringing)

DR {inaudible} l'm kinda thinking well, unless-.

(pause 2:27.A4 - 2:28:38)

DR ls that a load of stuff already?
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PJ I don't know. No I think it's that white truck that sifter truck came back.

DR Boy it looks like they have a full load again.

PJ Well, somebody's gonna have to tell 'em to knock it off.

DR They're in the same place. But you know, it's not a bad, I don't think it's entirely stupid.

{pause 2:29:08 - 2:31:11)

PJ How 'bout just this then, we'll just do this. You sign this consent, you walk up, show me where
the chest was, open your door and we'll come back out?

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

Yeah.

That work out?

Yeah.

So what it says here is that you know I don't have a warrant, you're letting me in, and we won't
take any-we'll go up, you show me where that is, you open your bedroom door, we'll come back
down and then I can tell those guys that...

DR Yep.

PJ ...how much stuff you have in there rather than me and you, oops, rather than me and you
sittin'here.

(pause)

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

yet.

PJ Um. To early in the day?

DR {inaudible). So okay.

PJ Okay.

(pause)

PJ Yeah this is an old stairwell.
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Let's just do that and we'll get that out of the way. That your family again?

Ah, my sister...

oh.

...my-my brother's girlfriend basically,

You want your dog in or?

I think l'll let her, come on in Cassie...

She'd probabfy like some cool off.

{inaudible} get her to go downstairs if she doesn't go, Why don't you go in the kitchen. And we
go tike this watch what she does now. (inaudible) Cassie, there you go, now she usually heads
for the basement...

Oh 'cuz you say sorry Cassie?

(inaudible) she'll go to the basement 'cuz the doors open, (inaudible) she's not ready to go down
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DR Yeah. So, this is where, this is where that, her...

PJ Chest was?

DR The chest was.

PJ Okay, in the common area. And who's bedrooms were here then?

DR Ah that-that's just you know...

PJ Extra bedroom...

DR ...(inaudible)..,

PJ Um-hm.

DR My mom sleeps in there a lot.

PJ Sut in'89, you were the only bedroom up here?

DR '89 I was the only one up here anyway

pJ Oh okay. Your brothers were gone.

DR Now you can't laugh.

PJ I won't, don't worry about it. 1...

(door opens)

PJ Oh you got a lot of stuff, okay. How come you don't just put some of that in the other room?

DR l'rn not allowed to.

PJ Oh. Wow you're organized. l'll give you that.

DR I have to be to find stuff.

PJ You are organized.

DR So.

PJ Okay.

DR I know...

PJ Oh boy that would be forever. lf we had to go through those boxes.

DR l-ljust don't even want to think about it.

PJ You wouldn't like it for that and just because you organized...

DR lt would take so much time and the embarrassment of everything.

PJ No, you're not a hoarder, a hoarder is somebody that has it where you can't even, there's no,
like if I asked you where something was would you be able to find it?

DR Yep.

PJ Yeah, that's different. Okay.

DR I could-l could pull out, ah, you want me to get that picture of that car?
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PJ Well you can-we can bring-you can bring that in when we talked to Hamilton, Then you won't
have to mess those up. Okay, yeah, oh, okay.

DR (slight laugh)

pJ l'm thinking that dogs gonna have to hit on something or we're not going in there. No way.

DR well, I know what ever happens I probably don't have much to say about [t.

PJ Well if the dog hits on something, no, then it-then it's a done deal. But he-if we get a warrant
they rnight not hit on nothing anyway so-.

DR I mean your*your purpose of going in there then would be-see she went downstairs.

PJ To see if there-if it hit on...

DR She did go down didn't she?

PJ Yep. lf it something because of dogs hit on, um, decomposed bodies or bones or-.

DR I can teilyou there's nothing like that.

PJ Okay.

DR You know clothing and...

PJ We should probably get this out of here.

(pause)

PJ Well l'm gonna go get a water over there and drop this off over there and then I'lf come back.
l'll um, put my folder away. And you'll stick around until we know that then so we don,t have to
worry about Eettin, into the house?

DR l'l[ be around here.

PJ Okay.

(pause)

PJ Hi, I was just gonna come and get a \uater where are you at?

(pause)

PJ Okay, whoops excuse me.

(pause)

pJ l'm gonna head over towards the water if you want-

(pause)

PJ l'm gonna get a water.

End of tape.
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VOICIB.MP3

PJ=Pam Jensen

DR=Dan Rassier

S?=Shane ?

KM=Ken McDonald

PJ .,.hours. Going back over to the Rassier residence,

(pause/inaLrdible 0:00:04-0:06:29)

PJ Oh-made me jump. Yeah, they got the warrant do the dogs will run through the house. ls there

a nything...

DR 5o what does that mean?

Pl They'll just walk 'em through the hor.rse. The lady will go in with the dog and me and you will
wait out here and they'll walk'em though the house, and thev'll have a camera with them...

DR I can't go up there with them a little bit?

Pl lf they-they ask you after they do that, they'Jl come and ask-they'll ask you like where your-

which one's your bedroom and stuff, but while the dogs Bo they don't-we can't be in with 'em

because we might-they like you just petted your dog and so they're on the way back from that,
so, is there anything that you can think at all that they would be interested in all that you would
be embarrassed in your room that you'd want to just get out right now, you don't have like,

anything at all that you would,..

DR Well there's stuff in there that's embarrassing, yeah,

PJ Um.

DR What,..

PJ I mean about, about the crime type thing or about the case. Like do you have your own
Wetterling file you want to bring out and show me, is there a picture of the dog or anything tike

that or?

DR Yeah.

PJ I mean would that be something that would be embarrassing or?

DR Why, how much are theygonna go through? 1...

PJ I don't know we'll see if the dogs hit on anything. lf they were to go through, if they wanted to
go through that bedroom...

DR I just-(inaudible) strangers go through..,

PJ I know, I know. That's what I told them, I said they-he is very organized and very private with his

stuff. The only thing lwas thinking is with they brought it out and just put it in the hallway, just
brought it out and put it in the haliway? No?

DR That would be just so...

PJ Ahh...
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DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR ,.^that would tal<e so long, they would, my parents would never get to come home today, they
would never get done today...

PJ No we're done-l'm saying we're getting done today, I want to be done here in the next couple
ho u rs,

DR So if the dog doesn't lrit on anything than I don't-we doir't have to go through that room?

Pi Hopefuilyn-theycouldiftheywantedto. lftheygetawarrantforthehousetheygetawarrant
for the house. That's why l'm iust saying if there's something that you thought that they'd be

interested in if you could just go get it out now we'd be good.

DR That Jacob Wetterling file...

PJ But that prob-if that's just file stuff from magazines and newspaper that don't mean nothing. lf
that's-you know what I mean?

Well it's got the picture..,

Yeah, but I have all that, that isn't,,,

No lmean the picture of the car...

Yeah, but, other than that. Like I said I just wanted to forewarn you, I wouldn't even had-we
wouldn't even had to have this conversation, but I know-l l<now how your stuff is, I l<now how
organized you are and how important that is to you. Where some people it isn't that big of a

deal, But that's your personality. You're neat as a pin. lt's not-let me tellyou this thing. lf they
go through a box and it's fullof paper, they don't look at the paper. They would go through the
box to see if there would be anything of Jacob's in the box, such as clothing. They're not-they
wouldn't-they don't look at the papers, I don't know if that makes any difference to you, they
don't care about paperwork. ls that basically what it is? paperworl<?

{pause}

DR I got a cigarette collection, even though I don't smoke, there's a box of cigarettes.

PJ Okay.

DR I mean fullthing of...

P.J Um-hm, whoops...

DR .,.1 mean a full box of cigarettes...

Pi Like if my-if you go in my husband's room, he has lures and, knife collection, and Buy type stuff
is that what you mean?

DR Yeah. Um...

Pl Wlrat would be the oddest thing they'd find in your room?

DR The oddest thing...

PJ Yeah.

DR ...would be that cigarette collection.

PJ 0kay, that's not so odd then, but I mean that-that would be the strangest thing that somebody
would thinl< was strange you think? Am I embarrassing you?
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DR Well it's just the thought of, kinda the scenario running through nry mind that they, I don't
i think-what could the dog possibly..,

PJ That's what I was...

DR Yeah, I mean...

PJ So that stuff in your room is since you were twenty-in your twenties?

DR lt's all my life, I stuff in there from..,

Pl A little boy?

DR A little boy,

(pause)

DR l-l know where everything is, um, if you want me to pull something out...

PJ Well that's, I guess I was trying to get you to think of. What would be something that would
draw attention that people would think is odd if you had anything in there and it doesn't sound
lil<e you do.

DR Well-l got a box like labeled kinda the Jacob file.

PJ Yeah but that's just clippings, lot of people have that, right?

DR 0bviously ah-.

PJ How 'bout-how do you store your clothing?

..'.' DR lt's in the-most of its in the plastic crate.

Pl Okay. So they wanted to see if you had a tee-shirt, a St, Cloud hockey tee-shirt. The tee-shirts
all in an order?

DR All the tee-shirts are organized...

PJ Okay.

DR ...but I mean, it's my word against theirs, lotta Grandma's Marathon shirts, they're all in one
spot, Twin Cities Marathon...

PJ Oh okay.

DR ...lmean-,..

PJ Why are you embarrassed by that? You shouldn't be embarrassed by that, that is..,

DR lt's-it's...

pi ..,to be organized is nothing to be embarrassed by...

DR They went through my room once already...

PJ Right.

DR ...at the time there where-my dad said when I was gone they went through everything.
pi So of all the stuff that went on in the last two days that would be the most frustrating for you

would be your room? Would that be fair to speak?
J:

ii,,\'. 
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DR lt would be because I know that-that ah, ah, ldon't have anything in there that, and-and it might
be the time and the ah, the whole, lmean this whole thing, all the time, it's-. lguess rf they-if
they have to go through there they-there's-l'm not gonna be like my dad and...

PJ I wouldn't want you to 'cuz...

DR ...{inaudible),..

PJ ... no.

DR And it's-it's, I hope they don't have to hear or see that they're going in the house,

PJ Well if they-the dogs won't tal<e very long.

DR Pardon?

pJ They won't take iong to run the dogs through.

DR And if the dogs get a hit, on something...

PJ Then they-...

DR ...(inaudible) thing over there, you know what? I think they're gonna get a hit on that-the
dresser that's in,..

PJ The spot?

DR Yeah because lgot-l have a bunch of old, it stinks in there, kinda like in there, it hasthat smeilof
real old wood...

PJ Um-hm.

DR ,..and...

PJ You mean the dresse r that's sitting there now?

DR Yep. And I got a whoie bunch of, besides another place, old food that l'm not gonna eat myself,
but l'm saving it for like going to Lal<e Sag and.,.

PJ Unr-hm,

DR ,.,put it in the water and the fish eat 1t...

PJ Right, right. So I mean like bird feed,..

DR Would the dog get a hit off of that?

PJ I wouldn't thinl< food, no, I wouldn,t thinl< foocl.

DR (inaudible) I mean if they're gone and that pile mice tips him off, maybe mice...

PJ I mean ll<now that's whatyour mom-when your mom said that and lsaid well, maybe there was
a bunch of mice in there for the blood or whatever...

DR Yeah.

PJ ...1 think she took it meaning that they hit off on all mice.

DR (inaudible)

PJ I asked'em about that, I said well how many loads are you gonna go, well we're under, we're in
the dirt now he said.
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DR Wow.

PJ So. lt tool< them that many loads to get to the dirt.

DR At least, yeah.

PJ Yeah he said-they just got to the dirt.

DR That was a lot of stuff I mean, boy if they find a body, l,m gonna
what?

Yeah.

We got those hig ants. Man.

Um-hm,

lool< at it this way, ol<ay, now

DI

DR

PJ

(pause)

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

(pause)

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

P]

DR

Huge ants and then some of them fly around.

I just saw your anxiety level go up, is that because of the house you think or?

Well l-the whole idea of my room..,

Okay.

...it would be like if they go oh well we,re gonna go to my school now...

No.

...and go through all that stuff...

Na.

...why not? I mean I got more stuff out there then here,

But we don't have any-the only reason they get t0 go to the house is because of that chest
They don't have any reason to go to the school.

I picked this up off the-the road the other day,

Ah...

It's all dented up on the side...

Um-hm.

"'but it was laying right at a point where I had to merge into traffic, no cars were coming so l
swung my door out, and it's laying there with this..,

I wonder why somebody would throw that out?

Oh it fell of their car...

Oh, ol<ay.

And tpicked it up because lgo man if a car hits something like this, it looksvery,.,

Um-hm.

...thicl<, maybe cause and accident ldon't l<now, picked up. Kinda nice, can,tthrow it away.

It
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PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

P]

DR

PJ

UK

P]

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

(pa use)

DR

PJ

Yeah.

These chairs...

I suppose you found these in the ditch, right?

I found these...

Did you see 'em...

...on Division Street, laying in traffic, when lwas running and 1..,

Well here comes the warrant.

(ina udible)

Can't help it can ya? (laughs)

ln school I have ah-one of the schools chairs that's really old and worn, lwas driving down Tenth
Street about, I bet it's fifteen years ago...

Um-hm.

...thirteen maybe, no fifteen, and there's a cushion on the street, ten o'clock at niBht...

Um-hm.

...Tenth Street past Ninth Avenue and Tenth Street, right down that street right there, Drive by
that and I go, ah I know what that..,

Well what do you spend-just out of curiosity, nothing to do with anything, what do you spend
your money on?

Ah food...

l mean because your brothers well he's tight you tell me your tight, what*what do you spend
your nroney on?

Food and marathons and-and ah I buy a lot of stuff for school. lspend a lotta money for school
stuff.

You mean like instruments or what?

lnstruments, nrusic, and...

That just you use or?

My kids use it, and my job changing so much now I'm realizing that's probably not a good thing
to do anymore.

Why because it's just too expensive.

They've made so many cuts that, my jobs going to be so clifferent next year and- (inaudible). So
they're gonna come in the house with dogs and we have to stay out here?

Um-hum.

PJ

UN
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," PJ You'll hear the dog barking and l'll ask em-one of the dog barks when they ah alert, I don't knowi 117hich dog they're bringing over here. lf they're going to go into your bedroom, I will make sure
they come down and tell us that-lf they are going to search in your bedroom.

(pause)

PJ I don't think-ltold them what you-that you let me look ln your room and ltold them how it was.

DR What was their reaction?

Pi I don't think they-they said-l said it's very organized but it's-it's from the top to the bottom. Of
what? lsaidboxes. What'sintheboxes? lsaidwell lthinkjustmiscellaneouspaperwork.

DR Most of it, when you really look at..,

PJ I mean t didn't lool< to see what your labels were, but-

DR Most of it are'are the majority are in plastic from Office Max (inaudible) ctear where you can see
it's shirts...

PJ Okay,

DR ...1 lrave'em- a lot of 'em I have labels...

Pl Um-hm.

DR .,.you can see what it is, um, my laundry,s in there, ah...

PJ 5o most of them they'd be able to just, shirts, that, rveli, I mean...

. DR Wellyeah...

Pl Yeah.

DR ...1 mean...

PJ Yeah...

DR ...what if they're actually looking for, like, say, something that I would have as a guy and I got a

souvenir from this whole,..

Pl Yeah.

DR ...(inaudible), rhen you gotra go through it all.

PJ Um...

DR Shirt by shirt basically. Box by box.

(pause)

PJ And do you ever get to the point where you kinda prioritize the stuff that you know you're
gonna get into sooner or later? Like, this here stuff, do you ever, move that to the back and
move something up to the front?

DR Well, yeah. Like right now l'm wearing shirts from radio stations.

PJ Oh okay.

DR {inaudibte)

,r;j PJ Sure.
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DR

PJ

DR

P]

??

P]

??

PJ

??

PI

DR

PJ

DR

P]

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

np

PJ

(ina udibie)

Okay.

(ina udible)

Okay. Are you gonna bring one or two dogs over?

I think just one.

Okay,

(ina udible)

Okay.

{ina ud ible)

So this weel< you do radio stations all week or what?

Oh, 'til the box runs out and...

And then you bring it to the laundry and-, or your mom Iaunders 'em. your mom...

(inaudiblelwash.

Oh really?

They don't let me do it here. (inaudible) live at home, but l-

You basically sleep here?

I sleep here...

5o you're kinda like an apartment, really.

Basica lly.

Yeah, I mean you do your laundry, you buy your own foocl, eat out-

Yeah. And of course the question with the acquisition they're why isn't the guy married...

Well that-that's irrelevant.

Trish got into that little bit, and twas honest with her but it didn,t do any good.

No, a lot of people aren't married, a lot of people are divorced. That's-that is a-l mean that,s
kind of irrelevant this day and age, maybe back 30 years ago, people-but to me that,s irrelevant
anymore. Your brother's not married.

DR My oldest brother isn't, my youngest brother, he has a, pretty nice girlfriend...

PJ Um-hm.

( pa use)

PJ Well.

( pa usei

PJ Does she thinl< you're-you have that compulsive or_disorder?

DR Put it this way..,
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PJ

DR

I mean l'm not being insultive, but I mean do you think you are or whatever?

When l-when I read these bool<s, there's this one bool<, lvhat is it called Locl< Out, something, on
the back of the bookyou l<now howthey'llhave-do this, this they had aboutten things,..

Yep.

...and then on the bottor-n it said if you do any one of these things...

You are.

Yeah, and l-l looked at it, I go, but l-l know I have that problem and l,m working on it,

I think that's-that's something I think you,re kinda born with. Don,t you?

It's-it's not-kinda howyou're brought up too, you know, saving stuff, not wanting to throw away
something because you think it could come in handy,..

Um-hm.

um, I don't want to throw away shirts that l, got from a marathon, because,.,

well that I would want to keep, 'cuz that's something you ran a nrarathon for.

It's kinda the-it's the-l don't throw away letters...

Right.

...and things like that, (inaudible).

(ina udible)

Yep,yeahwecanmoveoverthere. Wecanmoveoveroutofthesh-intheshadeoverthere.

Yeah (inaudible),.,

I explained to him that the dogs going through...

(inaudible) somewhere?

I put it in my car. Um, we went up, Kenny wasn't here before Dan, and when I was those guys,
and he showed me where that chest is there's another chest there, and then he showed me
where his room was.

Did they need to see wlrere it is before, are you going up with them or?

No Ican show you where the chest (inaudible) but, um, he's got a very full room of boxes are
very organized, such as like his and-that's what causing the anxiety is-is the organization of his
room...

Ah,..

...he's got tee-shirts...

..,there's just so much stuff in there.

Yeah, He's kinda embarrassed about it, ltold him not to be embarrassed'cuz it's all clean and
organized, it's not like it's ah, (inaudible) or anything. But, 5o yeah we went in he showecl me
that and he showed me his room, that,s the only place we went.

PJ

DR

P]

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

KM

P]

KM

PJ

KM

PJ

DR

ntrJ

na

PJ

(pause)
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PJ

S?

DR

PJ

S?

ND

S?

DR

5?

DR

5/

DR

5r

DR

S?

PJ

51

DR

S?

DR

S?

DR

( pause)

na

S?

5o.

We didn't actually meet this morning, l,m Shane.

Oh nice to meet you.

(inaudible) trucl<s loads of stuff we got out of there now, what are you on four or?

I believe that's six-

I would-l would say six, yeah.

I believe it's six.

That's a lot of stuff, we don't want it back because that stuff is bad news right.,.

Well if we bring it back, we'll try to put it in exactly the same way, we took pictures on the way
in, so we'll mal<e sure,..

Nothing's gonna leak out of the bacl< of those trucks is it?

No,.,

Like a nail or two?

No, they're-they're se...

It's pretty..,

Yeah.

'Cuz he's worried about the driveway, the road all the way...

No they should be fine, they ah, those are, we kinda made sure that's a sealed...

okay. Yeah. lt's just ash from-we burn wood and then the garbage burning...

well l'm hoping you're burning wood because you got about a million.,.

Yea h...

,..pieces,

...it's smaller than it used to since Dad's not in such in good shape anymore. yeah.

Yeah. So a lot-like I was telling Dad that-lot of that maybe the dogs got a hit off of all the
animals that could be in there. I know...

Yeah, there's any number of reasons those dogs could be interested in that ancl we'll figure it
out. That's...

DR Yeah. You l<now, I know we-we'd throw in those burning barrels, it's possible that the dog
would drag in dead animals you l<now. Dead parts of deer, you l<now, throw it in there
(inaudible) dumped there, so.

S? ls that the only kinda dump place?

DR For many years, that's been the-the place for everything. lmean, before that it was, in the, by
the rocl< pile, that's been cleaned up quite a bit as far as metal, but it's still a lot of stuff
underneath that that lwant to get time, not lately, Idig through that and pullout..,
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S? How do you-how do you dig through it, how do you cut through it though? Do you use a tool
o r,.. ?

DR I use...

S? ...{inaudible)?

DR ..,no i'm not allowed to do that.

5? (laugh)

DR Flat tire,

5? We'll he's probably a little proud of that bobcat.

DR Well he spent some money on it this last Spring. But ah, i've done my share of digging, but l, I

l<now there's a ton of stuff utrderneath, there's a sink hole from the old gravel pit, 40, 50 years
ago, sink hole, but there's so much stuff.,.

5? ls it like ah are we talking like old combines and farm equipment, orwhat are we talking about?

DR Old-old-yeah you could pull out anything, like lpulled out an old, couple years ago Tony
(inaudible) behind his house, and old milk can. Still intact, it...

S? Wow.

DR ...was full of rocks, got it all out of there.

5? Would that-what is a milk can fullof rocl<s worth? (inaudible).

DR I remember it was tough moving it, getting it out. But it's kinda-l l<inda enjoyed digging it up.
So.

Pl How many metal detectors do you have?

DR No, none.

PJ None, oh you don't-you never bought one of those?

DR (inaudible) some magnets in (inaudtble),

P) Oh, okay. I coLrld see Vou going around with a-

DR I did that with-when the burn, when the sheds burned down l-before-well I didn't get it all done
because Dad didn't like me doing it,

PJ What was he worried about?

DR lt takes so long.

PJ Oh,

DR To get allthe nails out.

PJ Oh. Okay.

DR lt took a long time.

PJ What..,

S? {inaudible) big like (inaudible) magnet?
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DR Ah speaker magnets.

S? Okay.

DR And then lEot a magnet, wetl the magnet I use mostly was a speaker magnet, you l<now, on a

Pole.,.

S? ls it powered, like battery?

DR No, no, this-pretty low tech.

S? Yealr. That would take awhile 'cuz you can get those big brick ones that are powered, and
they'll suck up nails from five, well not five feet, but three or four...

DR oh now I didn't have one of those. That's l-l was telling Pat I went down there once this Spring
when Dad wasn't around and saw a pile whele he dumped before 1 got to it and i was doing that
with a magnet and realized man lcould, Ifound almost a pail of junk that day of metat out of
that, but now it's gofle, can't do that anymore.

PJ so you didn't bring that to Fi-Python than, is that what you do with all it?

DR The metal I bring to phillips...

PJ Umm.

DR ...or Midway...

S? Well we could set those aside, maybe we could set the nails aside...

DR No.

S? lf you wa nt 'em,..

DR No.

S? We don't want to take your nails from you.

DR No. No it's not that, it, it's something about having them in there, rusting away, somebody in 20
years drives through there, I don't l<now. l'm sure there's still nails gonna be around. Not quite
{inaudible},

S? Yeah.

(pa use)

S? How're your foll<s doing?

DR Pardon?

S? Folks doing a little better?

DR I hope so, boy that was-

(pa use)

?? (inaudible)

DR Yeah it's blowing off the road over there,

(pa use)

?? (inaudible)
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that run,

(pa use)

?? Am I interrupting here?

PJ No. Nope. They're videoing in there.

?? oh.

S? (inaudible)

?? What's that?

S? They're videoing (inaudible),

(pa Lrse/bacl<grou nd)

S? (inaudible)?

DR l've been lately because they, they sponsored me for a little bit.

S? There you go.

DR So-. This one I don't (inaudible) they're pretty bad and I broke my foot so (inaudible) broke my
foot twice and I wasn't wearing it when I broke-well (inaudible), running a long one and jumped
a tree at the end couple miles left, I heard it, it was about his loucl.

Really, what-what brol<e?

The bone..,

oh hh.

...right there.

Bobcat done now?

(ina ud ible)

(ina ud ible).

Thinl< so, think that was the last one,

ls that the truck going out?

The bobcat or whatever the digger, backhoe.

I only ask 'cuz l've gotten, I don't wear Under Armours, but several buddies of
some guys like 'em some guys don't, I thinl< it,s like any other shoe.

I got-l'm wearing a new pair, well it's actually getting older now, but, have two more pairs brand
new sitting there waiting.

{inaudibte) sponsorship.

Yeah, that's part of it, that was it...

Yeah.

...but now, now ldon't-with being slower lwon't be able to do that (inaudiblelkinda a onetime
deal, I mean,..

where they looking for guys that run at a certain pace at a certain age...

13 of 14
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DR Right.

S? ...wear the shoes.

DR (inaudible) certain pace, all kinds of politics involved. Friend, not friend you know, people taking
over..,

Ind of tape.
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votcE10.MP3

PJ= Pam Jensen
DR=Dan Rassier

PJ Time is 1335 hours.

(pause)

PJ Can I ask you another quick question about that basement?

DR Yeah.

PJ When I talked to you before, I evidently talked to you about some concrete you poured in the
basement. You said you had put in concrete in the basement?

DR

P]

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR That's-that's a new deal there...

PJ Like...

Page 1 of g

Concrete in the basement?

what-we poured...

l'm not sure...

...what.,.

Pardon?

Something that you guys would have put concrete in the basement? Did'you guys fix a hole or
anything?

Were we-oh you're asking me now?

Yeah. Did we-

(inaudible),..

Yeah.

But before I can't remember talking...

I don't remember either and they said well we looked at one of your reports and...

Oh yeah maybe from years ago...

Yeah, but do you remember just fresh, do you know anything about...

Oh you want to go down there and I could-that would be the easiest? Point to places that have
the newest concrete?

Yeah, I could ask Kenny, you want me to do that-but you don't remember us-l don't remember
us having...

The newest concrete down there would be the remolding probably they-they did that-that
bathroom down there..,

Olr I didn't go in the bathroom, okay.
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DR ...in...

PJ ...new within?

DR Well since Jacob was taken.

PJ 0kay.

DR Um. other things that woutd be different down there would be that cement-wise, that-l mean
there used to be a rain cellar in there, that-that was gone...

PJ Okay.

DR ...way hefore Jacob's time. That-that ah potato cellar/s been there forever.

PJ Yeah, but they-they said they've heard of potato cellars before so I guess isn,t so odd. Okay.

DR {inaudible)dig it up...

PJ I couldn't rernember that either...

DR ...that would be...

PJ ...they said you guys talked about cement, I said oh I'll go ask Dan, I don't remember that...
Dfi Willthe dogs sniffthat? And then...

PJ Yeah they were sniffing around there.

DR Yeah. Nothing.

PJ Wellmaybe now...

DR {inaudibte)

{pause)

DR Yeah l-

PJ Ican't remember.

DR The newest cement down there, would be that remodeling bathroom area.

PJ And who would have done that?

DR My dad and this guy from St. Joe.

PJ Oh okay, not you?

DR No.

PJ Not you and your dad?

DR lmean-

PJ You guys don't do any projects like that together?

DR Not-n0t me. l-l-l'm a klutz.

PJ Oh t-t...

DR I,..

PJ ...1 hire people to do stuff myself, but...
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DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

DR Yeah.

But ljust thought maybe that was kinda the idea that farmers usually'.'

DR That-thaf s the thought right now...

PJ Yeah.

DR ..,but.

But then why would you want that big of house, I don't know.

That's true. It's got a lot of window-window issue...

I think you're mom said you guys are gonna get a new window, or get some windows...

Yeah they talk (inaudible) brand new in the shop there...

PJ Um-hm.

DR ...the new shed there.

PJ They said-that's what she said I am so upset because l've been thinking about these windows

and then you guys come over here.

DR Yeah.

(pa use)

PJ So.

(pause)

PJ Ah, come on I said four o'ctock, we got 20 minutes, lefs go.

(pause)

DR So they-did they run the dog through my room?

PJ Yep.

DR tinaudible)

PJ They-they sent a dog in there and they're-did they bring the other out, they sent-they sent two

dogs in.

Page 3 of 9

l've learned now especially that, if I would ever own a house.".

Do you think you'lljust buy this house then?

Welt the-the thought is that, I would, but...

It's a lot to keep up, are you gonna do that?

l-l was considering buying something with that eight-thousand dollar tax credit being the tight
person I am...

Um-hm.

...but I never had time to get serious about it...

We'll they're thinking about offering that again, did you know that-well you probably wouldn't

need interest rates but the interest rates are under four now.



DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ They're mad.

DR So.

PJ Why would your brother go to Europe with ya?

DR Well he-l-l flew that time I flew on tike a buddy pass.

PJ Oh.

DR Because he works for Northwest.

PJ Oh okay that's right. yeah you said that.

DR Yeah.

(pause)

Page 4 of 9

They had a black dog out...

Did they bring the other dog out?

Yeah they're both out.

I wasn't in there since the second dog went in, but. oh cassie's drinking.

You know what happened in that floor? rhat-where my room-my room is once?

Um-hm.

When I went to Europe the last time in '94, part of the deal was that I move all kinds of stuff out
of the room.

Oh that's what your folks said to you?

I did all-l moved all these books out, heavy books...

Um-hm.

...before I had such a mess and the amount of shirts and stuff.,.

Um-hm.

...and I moved all the records out, thousands of records, and so by mov,removing all that weight
over the summer, the wood lifted...

Okay.

...and the ceiling in the kitchen came down.

Betcha you got it?

Part of the kitchen came down.

Did you get it-l bet-betcha...

I remember my brother...

...they were pretty mad at you...

...coming to Europe toward the end when I flew back with him and the end of the summer gotta
tell ya that this happened and...



PJ Everybody's tired and hot like you are.

(pause)

DR Yeah. (pause) He looks familiar now, his face is kinda registering.

H Um-hm. lwas gonna say maybe he's a little heavierthan he was l'm thinking.

DR Oh he was sitting down the whole time...

PJ That's seven years ago though. Or six years ago...

DR Probably dressed up a little,

(pause)

DR Does Sheriff Sanner always dress up like that?

PJ Yeah he wears his uniform every day. I suppose he figures the media was gonna see him drive
in and drive out. Yeah he wears his uniform every day.

(pause)

DR How old is he?

PJ Fifty-six.

DR Sixty-six?

PJ Fifty-six.

DR Fifty-six?

PJ Yep. How old are you now? 53?

DR He's only fifty-six?

PJ Yeah.

DR I would have guess sixty-six.

PJ Oh I won't tell him you said that.

DR Really? He's that...

PJ Yeah.

DR That's weird when I think of people and I go wow he,s my age.

PJ Well I think l'll see somebody on T.V. and t'll go oh, they're my age and l'll find out that they,re

DR

(pause)

PJ

like 20 years younger than me, lt's like pam, you,re not that yCIung anymore.

Yeah.

It looks like they're loading the dogs up. That gal there, that's driving, she's driving to New york
now, she drove here from lllinois...

DR Oh man.

PJ She's an older lady too.
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DR With her dogs?

PJ With her two dogs, 'cuz she couldn't, the other one flew from Vermont, the littler gal...

DR Yeah.

H But they-you can't bring two dogs on a plane...

DR 0kay.

PJ ...so, this gal drove...

DR Man.

{pause}

PJ And they're volunteers, the National Center for Mlssing Children will pay their way...

DR Really.

PJ ...and pay for their food and gas and mote[...

DR Wow.

PJ ...but they're volunteers. And that's why it was, and I know you're family doesn't care about
that, but that's why we got them today, this-during this unfortunate time...

DR Yeah.

PJ ...was because thafs when they could come.

DR Yeah.

PJ The rest of us are all here all the time, so.

{pause}

DR Did the dogs go in the attic?

PJ l'm assuming they did, I didn't-how do you get there?

DR Ah there's a stairwell...

PJ Uh-huh.

DR ...around back. But we reshingled the roof ah, could be two years ago now, and I noticed that t

was up there-they got new windows put in too up there and I noticed-we vacuumed that whole
attic, it's a pretty good attic for...

PJ Um-hm.

DR ...how clean it is, but I noticed that it's amazing dust, pieces of wood, just keep coming down...

PJ Um*hm.

DR ...you know you're house gets older and...

PJ Yep.

DR .'.stuff breaks, disintegrates, falls on the floors, shingles through the little cracks, um-

(pause)
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PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

Yeah we don't know what's gonna happen because we won't have anything to say about some
roads that could go through here like that barn could be cut in half...

lsn't that something to do with your Riverbat thing or something or?

Riverbat Stadium.

Yeah or is that done?

0h no, this is-this is St. Joe...

Oh, okay.

...planning and like a road going like extending over by the (inaudible) going right across...

For what reason, why would you need a road doing that?

Because future expansion, stuff like, (inaudible) but now l'm almost looking-boy at 54 I might be

dead or very-an older man-l mean a really old man before maybe it happens, especially now
with the economic...

Yeah they-there no money for new stuff, so-

They got that whole area over there that's in the city now in for Waite Park and 5t. Joe and
nothing, you know.

There's quite a bit of houses that came up down an 127 though, by the school, right? Through
the last few years or?

DR By the new school?

PJ Um-hm.

DR lt's not much...

PJ Oh isn't there, okay.

{pause)

DR l've been chopping at that stump but not lately.

PJ Oh okay.

DR And then Dad drilled holes in it.

PJ Piece of garbage to pick up.

DR (inaudible)

Pj That would have been the stump I think you're mom said we could, or did you say that we could
take that out.

DR Yeah, she probably kidded about it. You can take that away. But I haven't-this Spring I was
chopping-l got all of that...

PJ Um-hm.

DR ...it was like this, I got that, and then I was starting here, then Dad (inaudible)...

PJ Well that's still way in the ground don't you think?

DR lt was big tree.
Page 7 of 9
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PJ Don't you think there's stitl a lot of this in the ground?

DR Yeah, oh yeah, yeah. lt was planted in about'85, and it was a double tree...

PJ Um-hm.

DR ...it came from down there. And it just got so big...

pJ Ah, I hate cutting trees down though.

DR Dad wanted it down. He was worried that it would.,.

PJ I suppose...

DR ...and it was so big it woutd take out that...

PJ ...1 just love trees...

DR ...and you see that bird bath over there with the big stump?

PJ Yep.

DR That was a triple tree the same kind...

PJ Awww...

DR ...and it-and one broke off last summer from a storm,..

PJ Um-hm.

DR ...and then he had tree people come in and take both of these down, And he-you know what
the other thing was that was enticing, to get him out of here?

Hum?

It was bad. All, both trees had, the-the...

sap?

...the furry stuff. Just...

oh.

,.,like the...

The cotton stuff, you mean?

Yeah, but it looked like it was snowing.

Oh, okay.

It was bad.

Dad's gonna try to sell that playhouse.

That's what your mom said that one of your nieces was gonna make a picture of it and put it on
like Craigslist or something.

He had a nice-a nice on stilts next to the-close to the shop and by the time realized there was a
fire, I ran down there at two-thirty in the morning, it was just, almost like a torch...

PI

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

PJ

DR

(pause)

DR

PJ

DR
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PJ Umm...

DR ...it was a torch, it was just-, nothing there.

PJ What did you do with that search warrant that they gave you for the house?

DR lt's in my pocket.

PJ Okay.

(pause)

PJ They gotta give you a receipt yet...

DR Oh.

PJ ... when they leave okay?

(pause)

PJ There's another bo-water bottle they must have threw out, I don't know who's that
Pepsi can.

{pause}

End oftape.
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TRANSCRMED ONIBY:

ICR# 89006407

VOICEMAIL MESSAGE LETT ON CAPT. JENSEN'S PHONE
BY DANIEL RASSIER ON 7123110 AT l t;05 HOLRS.

JTILY 26, 2OIOI T146 HOI.]RS BY BJM

Hey Pam ah Darl Rassier c.alling sorry-to bother you. This might be almost silly but ah I don,tbelieve we brought this up before *lhul ,torrtnuryou touo*oirp ah the **t, *o tt 
" 

d.irt, maybo
the dogs hit on it because my dacl's thumb is basical'ly i" tfrrt pi1e. ue lost his thumb in the shop
ancl ah it was ah ground.un nrettr good but all of that matter ended up in that pile somehow andah it's possible. 

frat's w.!a! the dogs picked up, Just a thought, Just so you know that. umprobably shoulcl have said that earlier but I never e*ghi oiit intit u .o,rpt" iuju aga. okay. Ahthanks a lot, bye,

This is a phone call ah taken by pam Jensen at 1 r :05 hours on Friday, Jury z3d.
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rcR# 89006407

STATEMENT OT':
DATE OF BIRTH:
ADDRESS:

PHONE:
STATEMENT TAKEN BY:

TAKEN ON:
TAKEN AT:

TRANSCRIBED ON,tsY:

SCOTT JEFFREY MEYER
1212U1960
8550 CR 7s
ST. JOSEPH, MN
320-333-826s
DEPUTY NATE WATSON, STEARNS COTNTY
SHERIFF'S OFFICE
r1t16t20t1 1809 HOURS
RESIDENCE

JANUARY 4,20121T452 HOURS BY DT

o

A

o

o
A

o
A

a
f1

o
A

This will be a witness statement in reference to ICR 89006404, The following is a digitally
recorded staternent of Scott Jeffrey Meyer, date of birth 1212111960, of the aJdress of g550
County Road 75, is that a St. Joe mailing address?
Yes

Okay, ah, I'm here talking with you today about the, the V/etterling abduction case, we had a
short conversation about it, um, did you live in your house in 1989 onbctober 22nd?
Yes I did.

Okay, the interview is being conducted at 8550 County Road 75 by Nathan Watson, a Deputy
with the Stearns County Sheriffs Office. The date is November 16, and the time is now 1809
hours. Ah, Scott, for the record, can you please state your full name?
Scou Jeffrey Meyer"

Okay, can you spell your last name?
MEYER

And what's your date of birth?
t2t21t60

And your home address?
8550 CountyRoad 75, St. Joe.

And your phone numbers, do you have a home phone?
Nope, just that one

Just the cell phone
Yeah

And what is that?
320-333-8265

a
A

o
A

o
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STATEMENT OF: SCOTT JEFFREY MEYER
CASE NUMBER: 89006407
PAGENUMBER:2

a
A

o
A

okay, and do you remember anything about the night of ah, october zznd,lggg?
No, I realiy don't, all I remember is hearing about it the next day

Okay and wore you home that night?
Iwas home that night, I'm not sure what tirne I got home fi'om the cabin, usually we,d get home
about 5 or 6 o'clock from the cabin,

Okay,
7, somctimes earlier.

And, so you said that you were, you were at your cabin, where is that?
By Park Rapids, Minnesota.

Okay and you were there probably the preceding weekend then?
Ah, no, usually we went up like a rveek or two weeks before deer season to do our deer stands
and stuff.

Okay,
And I went up there a few times duck hunting too, but, I couldn't tell vou, I lvouldn,t (inaudible)
now if it wouldn't-a been for that abduction I'd have no clue rvhere I would have been I just
remember tve v/ere at the cabin.

Okay
As I heard about that the next day.

Okay, alright, and you said earlier um, that your, your brother was up there, what,s your brother,s
name?

Terry Meyer.

Terry Meyer and ah, was anybody else with you?

$v d$, r'm sure my brother-in-1_aw was up there, I'm sure A1 Hanson, was up there, he deer
hunted with us then, my other bro-brother-in-law Frankie was probably there.

Okay, and ah, coming back now to this address, was there anybody else that lived here with you,
in 1989?
I don't think in 1989 nobodv did.

Okay, and ah, do you knorv anything about the abcluction?
No, just what I've heard

Okay
On the news and hearsay around

Yeah
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Town

Ir:r t{- media, okay, and where did you work during, during that, in that timeframe? h 19g9?I think I was working, it was either the Eisenschenkbrother*s or Ron Eisenschenk construction,
because I know Ronnie bought Frank out, I don't know exactry *Hut y.ur.

okay, and ah, the recorcls that ah, that, that we've goften show you bought the house in 19g7 isthat about right?
That, I have to look, bui I, I know I was here.

About right? okay
In'89

okay, and ah, is there anything_erse, any, anyl any, any information that, that you possibry have
lhat th-, thq we might need for that investigation? or
I couldn't help you at all, I sure wish I coJd.

lny ?h, 
any strange people around during the time? or

Just the neighbor here, and he was invesilgated.

Okay, and you spoke
That rvas a Lahr.

Okay,
And I, I, I only talked to him once or twice,

Okay
And I seen him uptown he, he rode his bike all over the place.

Okay, and ah, your interaction with him, I
He just seemed a little odd, but he,s nice,

mean, how did that go?

-Okay, 
alright. Okay,

But another thing I remember about him is I don,t think he drove.

Didn't drive anywhere?
I don't think so, I think he rvas always on a bike, bu-I take me (inaudible)

Yeah
Granted, but I, he was always on a bicycle. So,

Okay
I don't know if he had a
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Any other
Driver's license

Other strange occumences or anybody tike that? I know it's you know a long time ago now, but,
Yeah, no.

Anything that stick out in your mind? As far as that night? Okay
i got a bad memory the way it is.

Okay,
That was 20 some years ago.

Yes, well I think I got all the information that. that I
that you rvant to add to tliis statement?
No, I really have nothing.

really need from you, is there anything else

Anything you feel that is imporlant that I might have missed?
No

a okay, that will end the statement of Scott Meyer, and the time is now lg14 hours. No one has left
or entered the intervierv room.

IEND OF STATEMENT]
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STATEMENT OF: SCOTT JEFFREY ME,YER
CASE NUMBER: 89006407
PAGENUMBER:5

I, SCOTT JEFFREY MEYER, I'IAVE READ TI{E ABOVE STATEMENT CONSIS'TING OF THIS
PAGE AND 4 OT}IER PAGES. I FIND IT TO BE TRUE AND CORRECT AND I AM SIGNING MY
NAME AT THE END AND HAVE INITIALED EACH PAGE. i HAVE ALSO INITIALED ALL
CORRECTIONS.

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

SIGNED:

RECEIPT

I, SCOTT JEFFREY MEYER, DO }MREBY ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF A COPY OF THIS
STATEMENT WHICH WAS GIVEN TO ME AT T}IE TIME I MADts AND SIGNED THE
ORIGlNAL.

IN T}M PRESENCE OF:

SIGNED:

DATE:
TIME:

tluqsa-



TMNSCRIPT

INTERVIEW DATE:
OFFENSE:
INTERVIEW OF:

REVIEWED BY:

December 12,2A13

Duane Hart (DH)

BCA CASE
EXHIBIT #:
INTERVIEWED BY: SA Ken McDonatd (KM)

Captain Pam Jensen, Stearns
County SO (PJ)

MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFEW

BUREAU OF CRIMINAL APPREHENSION

KM Today's date is.December 12,2a13, the time is 11:15 AM. we,re presenly atMinnesota, l'm Ken MeDonald, Agent with Minnesota BCA. erso fireslni is captain pam
Jensen of Stearns County Sheriff .s Department. And we're speaking with Duane Hart. Ah,Duane, before I turned this recorder on I explained to you briefly wrrJt t wanteo-what wewanted to talk to you about. And ah, and ah, you agreed that yiu would at least stad outtalkin' to us to see if we could run some namei by yiu and whitnot. And I explained to youthat you are in a locked-facility and based on thafwe are going to just read you your
Miranda warnings okay?

DH Alright.

KM Ah, Duane you do have the right to remain silent. Anything you say can and will be usedagainst you in court. You have the right to talk to a lawyer now and have a lawyer present
now or at any time during questioning. lf you cannot afiord a fa*yer one *ifr u" appointeofor you without cost' Do you understand each of these rights as l've explained them to you?

DH Yes.

KM Ah, do you wish to talk to us at this time?
DH Yes.

KM Okay' Duane um, like I said we are looking into the ah, Jacob Wetterling abduction andwhere were you living at that time, lggg?
DH Up by ah, Brainerd.

KM Okay Brainerd, Minnesota obviously?

DH Right, Brainerd, Minnesota.

KM And who you tiving with, anybody?

DH Yeah, lwas living with ah, ah-
KM I know it's a long time ago so-
DH Yeah um,

KM (inaudible) that's fine if you don't re.m.e.mber. Ah, it might come to you as we go atong here.l'm the same way, as soon as I start thinking the nami I usually cin't come into my head so-um, Parn had some narnes that were from [hat-well l'll backtiack. you iaiO you wereIiving in Brainerd correct?

DH Well, close to Brainerd, yes.

KM close to Brainerd" Did you ever go to the St Joe area or Paynesville area or st cloud area?

McDonald-1 989-535-A01 Page 1 ofg
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DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

Paynesville area.

Paynesville?

And St Cloud once in a great while.

okay do have friends or relatives in paynesville or why would you go there?
Yes, I have my moiher was living in the ah, trailer court.

ln Paynesville?

In Paynesville right. And then I have an aunt and uncle that live there as well.
Okay is your mother still alive?

No, she passed away about two years ago.

Okay, sorry to hear that- Um, so she lived in there out in Paynesville in the October lggg?
Yes.

And you'd go there to visit?

0n and off, yes.

How would you get there?

Car once in awhile.

Do you remember what you drove back then?

I had a brown Ford um, it was a four-door ah, I can't give you an exact model, the name ofit, but-
Okay.

I was driving that for a while and then at the time that ah, the abduction with Jacob ah, Ididn't have a car then and ah, so I mainly depended on tne people that r war rirtng with orfriends to get around.

Um, Pam had some names of people in that area that you may or may not know and we,lllet her run those by her and go from there.

Let's back up even before ah, '89 ah, Paynesvitle, like in 1g87 there was somebody that wasum, grabbing boys, do you recall that? I goJ a Paynesvitle articre, coming up'o'"iiio oov.and grabbing their crotches and does thai ring a bett at all?
DH No.

PJ ln 1989 were you hanging out with Danny Hindrick? Was that one of your roommates?
DH Ah, yes.

PJ okay what do you remember about Danny? Do you remember*did you remember that thelaw enforcement talked to him about Wetterling?'
DH I don't know if they did or not, he was living with me in ah, the town of Hollack at that time.
PJ Okay, remember who else was livin, with you guys then?
DH Um, right off hand, no. Ah, I don't believe that David-Dave, Hindrick, I don,t believe that ah
PJ lt's Dave or Dan, they,re brothers right?

DH Mmm, yeah' Ah, Dave was the one that was living with me at the time. yeah.
PJ Okay.

DH Ah, Dan ah, i, know of him but ah, nothing personal. $o if there was somethin,, some kind ofah, story behind that there I wouldn't know anything about that.

KM

DH

KM

PJ

bibq?
McDonald-1 989-53S-Ao1 Page 2 of g



PJ

DH

But you don't remember anybody talking about someone grabbin' up young boys in '87 in
Paynesville at all?

No.

PJ How about ah, prior to Jacob Wetterling a boy getting abducted and getting sexually
assaulted in Cold Spring, does that ring-do you recall that?

DH No ldon't.

PJ None of the kids that you talked to back in the day talked about that or-
DH No um, I heard that one time that ihere was some guy driving around ah, after ah, some

boys in Cold Spring but I don't know anything about the guy or what happened. I heard that
white he was driving around one of the boys had said something aboutihere was a two-way
radio scanner, police scanner that was underneath the seat or whatever and ihat's aboutalI
I know ofthat.

PJ You don't know of any guys back in the day that you think ah, that's a litfle bit off and might
have done something like ihat? 'Cuz you ran with a couple of the harder guys down theft
didn't ya? Was there some guys that you hung out with that you'd say weleh't exacly the
nicest guys-or not necessarily?

DH Not really.

PJ No? You don't have anybody in mind if you were to think back in the day who would have
maybe assaulted some of the boys out by Paynesville-Cold Spring or Jacob or?

DH No, ldon't.

PJ What law enforcement talked to you about Jacob Wetterling back in the day?

DH Yeah the FBI came by.

PJ Where were you at then?

DH Thai's when I was living out by ah, towards Brainerd. And ah, that's when lwas anested for
the crimes that I had committed as far as abusing ah, young males. Um, they wanted me to
take a polygraph test at the time and ah, because they had lied about their investigation and
ihat there ah, I didn't trust 'em so I didn't take the test- Later when I went to prisori ah, they
had their snitches running around trying to find out about Jacob and that theie and I gave '
'em a false name ah, just to get the FBI to come back and tell 'em to lay off with all this stuff
'cuz I didn't have nothing to do with it, So then they asked me if I would take a polygraph
test and I said sure, I don't have anything to hide and ah, they said well we'll sei it irp ii, two
weeks time. And they never came back. And I was willing to take that polygraph.

PJ And that was ihe last time anybody ever asked you about it?

DH Well no I was aired about on TV you know from the time that I was arrested 'til two years up
in here so it was about'98 ah, but-

KM They wanted you to take a polygraph since 'gg?

DH No, that's when all-all of the TV airs that finally stopped. But othenruise back there people
asked me about Jacob and ihat but I don't believe-l don't know the family. My heart goes
out to Patty and her husband and kids.

PJ And they were asking you that because they saw you got convicted with those other boys?
That's what allthe pressure's about?

DH Well they asked methey asked me about the Jacob because I was there on the media all
the time.

PJ Mm-hm, but you were aired because of the other crimes with those other boys? That's why
everybody was interested in your case was because of that or some other reason also?

McDonald-'t 989-535-A0 1 Page 3 of I
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No, I was-l was-when I was arrested and ah, I was aired for the Jacob Wetterling case
only.

Oh, okay.

See l think I can speak, I don't remember you being on__:l don,t remember seeing that so
that's why l'm a little*-

well I was one of the number one suspect on-three of us I guess.

okay, do you happen to remember who the FBI agents were who spoke with you?
No, (inaudible)

So you're talking the news now you're talking back in 1g8g or when did you get arrested?
4 00n

1990? And that's when all the news stuff was out about you being the number one suspectyou said?

Right.

Okay.- Iimagine you said this before, ah, we have to ask straight out because we weren,t apart of all that. Did you take Jacob?

No, no I didn't. I didn't know anything about Jacob or the family untilthey were shown onTV, otherwise (inaudible) didn't t<now the family, l,ve never heen in that town.
How about do you know of anybody that could have? You've thought about thai through theyears and who's, who was around the area and_

DH Not right off hand.

PJ Anybody that was invotved in your*your case that could have done Jacob?
DH No, no. No, ah,

KM Would you tell us if you did know?

DH oh yeah, definitely. You know if I had a clue that (inaudibte) that was going on or had beengoingonbackthenldefinitelywouldIetyouknow'Um,likelsaidahj

DH

PJ

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

PJ

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

'cuz you got a little emotionar with pamera there, it seemed-
Yeah it's because ah-
That seemed sincere, so that,s why l,m asking it.
No, that's because ah, I guess because my ah, drinking and doing drugs and alcohol andcovering up my emotions, (inaudible) and iome in herJand go inlo treliment arr, iinauoinre)three years as far as what I put others through, you know, liriaudiute; once. (inaudible)
Well, sounds like-sounds like you're learning from it though, sounds like it,s sinking in. lsit?

Yep.

And that's-that's a good thing I guess in the rong run right? you say before you,re notusing drugs or alcohol to mask if you're dealing viitr, it ri{rrti l'm no fisyctroto{iii brt-on"other thing Duane is ah, you seem real sincere if you kn-ew anything'about Jaiob and that,swho we're here for and back when you were arreited ah, our iecords reflect that nobody got
3 lNA.sample from you. Um, whefher it happened or not, *r cannot find it. To show ustoday that just so we can eliminate Duane Hart from this would you be willing to liu" ,. ,sample and use it for that case?

Sure, yeah.DH
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DH

KM

What we have here today is just cotton swqbs and they're sterile cotton swabs and we just
opened them up, all you do is swab the inside of your itreet< and it's all voluntarily.
Sure.

And ah, put it back in there and then the ah, we have your DNA sample. so l,m not gonna
touch it'cuz I don't wanna cross-contaminate it. Just iake those two sticks out and swab
the inside of your cheek a little bit, saliva, both at the same time if you want. l,ll have you
stick 'em back in there. There we go we appreciate that.

Yeah.

That just helps us ta one way that we can eliminate people from some of these cases that
we're investigating so um,

You know back in the day when you were parlying with allthose guys and adults andyourself and you ah, would go down to wherever lou guys wouto party, you don,t
remember anybody else like showing up or cruisin' arounO trying to Oring guys to tfre party
or anything? Any other guys? Adults? Or not even_
No.

So the people-the kids would end up coming down and partying with you thatthat was just
your idea, there wasn't another guy that wouid*
No, that's-that was my idea and then I--l ah,
abusing at the time.

okay so there wasn't anybody else that would try to come into the party or anything like thatthat you can recall?

No, no.

So when Jacob happened did you think back then at the time did you think of anybody thatyou thought was kind of a suspeci or a freak at that time or anything?
No.

Paynesville and Cold spring isn't that big of an area. You must have spent some time downthere then if that's where some of the evLnts happened there you got charged with right?
WeJl most-of our partying was like out in the country ah, we didn't party right in town. Andas far as Co[d Spring was concerned that was just "pasilng 

trrough gjn{to St Ciouo.
Okay.

You've been a-[t's fun talking to you because you got a little different perspective and itseems like you're be.ing.real forthcoming with us anJ we appreciate ilrdt. nnyuody sinceyou've been in facilities like this-you've been in for awhile now, you ever think, hm, Iwonder about that guy or*
No.

What type of-again you have different insight-what type of person do you think we should
be looking for for Jacob? I mean if you weri to profile irrat peison what would you telt us?
God ah, um, like I said before the ah, the one boy that was supposedly supposed to be
abducted from Cold gplng and kinda got away I guess, heard itrat t,ere *is a two-way
shortwave underneath the seat-

PJ Mm-hm.

DH The only thing I can think of is maybe. somebody that has knowledge to ah, police work,police scanners' Because it seems like that indjvidual gets away in awfuliot, like he knows
the calls and can understand the calls as far as being chased.

DH

KM

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

KM

DH

lived with ah, two of the buys that I was

DH

KM
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DH

PJ

DH

Okay.

Otherwise than that I don't-
Do you remember anymore about that cold spring case with that boy?
No, I heard that there was a couple of boys that were ah, being abducted or-or somebody
had been trying to lure 'em in the car and that was aboul it.

Do you remember where you're getting this information from?

Hm, gosh' somebody had told me about and who it was I don't know, I can,t remember,
that was clear back in Stillwater.

Am Pam mentioned, you know she went back to '87, the Paynesville area there. I think sheasked this already but anybody back then that you can thinkof? Was your moif,er in
Paynesville then?

Yeah.

Did you go visit your mother there?

Oh yeah.

Okay"

These weren't sexual agyu]ts though, these were just boys were walking and coming upbehind 'em and just grabbin' 'em. Nobody was sexually aisautteo during those um, duringthat day in '87 so I don't know what the inient was, do you remumber thJm taLt<ing anoutthat?

No ldon't.

ln '87 how old were you-what's your date of birth again?
Pardon?

How old would you have been in ,97?

Oh, let's see,40.

So you might have been-you would have been out of that age then of the young. young
guys then.

Did you do anything like that in paynesville at that time?
No.

okay sometimes we just need to ask some of those straight up questions you know so-r
Yeah, and most of the time when I went to ah, visit mom ah, it was because of you knowshe needed help with the furnace or ah, puttin' the air condiiioning in or fixing water pipe orsomething like that in the trailer house. But otheruvise than that ah, wetl I stopped by everynow and then but not that often. Didn't stay any long period of time.

KM Did she live by herself?

DH Yeah.

KM ls your dad in the picture here or*
DH He's been gone ever since he,s been 3.

KM Gone like died or gone went somewhere?

DH No, Mom and-Mom and Dad got divorced 'cuz Dad was an alcoholic and drank up all ofthe checks so ah, my sister and I darn near starved to death and that's how we ended upcoming to Minnesota.

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

KM

DH

KM

DH
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DH

KM

PJ

DH

PJ
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PJ
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PJ
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PJ

DH
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DH
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DH

KM

DH
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PJ

DH

PJ

DH
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PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

KM

PJ

DH

ls your sister the one that lives on Larpenteur Avenue?
No, my sister lives in New London-Spicer.

Who lives in that address on Larpenteur then?
We stopped there looking for you one day and she said she was your mom and she told meyou were here. Well I knew she wasn't old enough to be your mom. Doesn,t matter, l,mjust curious who she was since she says she wajyou, *o*.
I don't know anybody.

That's the address that's listed with your name other than this address.
Did you have some ah, identity theft?

Yep.

I wonder if that's part of it maybe.

You don't know of anybody, a gal probly 60 that lives in St paut?

No.

So you never lived in what,s that address?

No.

Understanding that ah, Thane,s helping out a litfle bit?
Pardon?

lt's our understanding that Thane Murphy*
Yeah.

Was helping you with that a litile bit?

Yes, yes.

$o maybe we'll run that by him a litile bit.

Yeah 564 Larpenteur Avenue.

I thlnk that address might bel.ong to the guy that,s here that ah, charged ah, close to tengrand on my credit card and then the crdoit caro .o*p*v & a hold of me and that(inaudible)

That's why she-
The address I think that belonged to him that he was using at the time.
That would make sense.

Yeah 'cuz she said that she was your mom and that you were in here.
No.

And I said to him I said she,s not old enough to be your mom.
No.

Okay l'll tatk ta-
We'll let-we'll let Thane know that.

Yf-hT Alright' so you think any more when I asked you about the Hindricks as far astheWetterling case or-
No I sure don't.
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PJ None of the other guys you partied with or bought the dope from or anything like that thatwas interested in the boys?

DH No. Um,

PJ Who abused the boys that you abused with you? ls there another male your age orsomebody that hung out that arso abused the same kids or?
DH Not that I know of.

PJ okay l'm just lookin'for people that you know are around that area.
DH Mm-hm, nope, not that I know of.

KM And again if you did any of that groping in Paynesville in 'g7 would you tell us?
DH Definitely.

KM okay'cause obviously young people, you know statutes probably on that maybe I don,tknow but-
PJ

KM

PJ

KM

PJ

KM

Yeah, I don't really have a complainant on it so*
So um,

Yeah I can't think of anybody-the-
As long as we're here.

Any other names out there that we don,t ah_
Any of your-l haven't read a single one of your past crimes, nor have I looked in yourcriminal history but I know obvioulty why y1u're 

1.ru ort ,ny 
"i1,"r,,i"iiil'*Xu" youever approached them and-and ah, one-of the first things you oo is grab their testicles?

No I usually got to know the individuals for a period of time (inaudible) abusing but-
Never a fun question but it's some of the things that we need ta-then it puts you in or outof the picture you know?

How about Belgrade, l? voy know anybody-do know a Mohs, rast name Mohs fromBelgrade? M-o-H-s? Used to party over by paynesville and cold spring, be about yourage? Ring a bell? Wore a cowboy hat a lot?
No,

No? Trying to think of the names that have come up for-
You talking Loren?

I don't know if it was Loren or was it Dean?

Dean or Loren Mohs?

No, doesn't ring a bell.

(inaudible)

lf we leave here today which we will obviously, if you think of something would you bewilling to teltThane about it?

Sure.

That would be hetpfulto us?

Let me run one more name by ya. James Miller.

Jim Miller?

Yeah.

DH

KM

PJ

DH

PJ

KM

PJ

KM

DH

PJ

KM

DH

KM

PJ

DH

PJ
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DH l've always known him to be a straight person, ah, he never you know*
KM (inaudible)

DH I know him when he had (inaudible) l've always known him to be a very straight person.
PJ Okay. Was he in the back in the day with you back then?
DH Yeah he did some partying with us.

PJ Okay so Dave is the one that you lived with and you lived with James right?
DH James.

KM Jim.

PJ Or Dave Hindrick.

DH Yeah.

PJ Jim Miller.

DH Yeah Jim he partied with us on and off but he never lived with me.
PJ How about Allen Smith?

DH Allen Smith, yeah a litfle red-headed guy but ah_
PJ You're describing (inaudibre) can you think of anything (inaudible)
DH Yeah ah, JR is what we catled 'em we ah, he was married, he was a straight guy as far aslknow.

PJ okay' Boehners? Richard Boehner? He was from Paynesville. There's a coupte differentbrother Boehner boys. Their name's been brought up a lot with the Wetterling case.
DH No, l've heard of the name but t don,t know ,em.

PJ okay, (inaudible) think of out in that stomping ground then. Okay sorry I interrupted
(inaudible)

KM No, same objective there, just running some names by him. Are you done?
PJ Yep.

KM Again we do appreciate you taking the time to speak with us today and it ah, helps that youknow-
DH Well I sure hope that Patty has some closure to this one, it's been hard on that family.
KM We couldn't agree with you more, so like I say if down the road if there,s something thatpops in your head you think it might be helpfutjust tell Thane, *. ,ppr*l.ie that and againthanks for your time today and you have any questions for us othenuise we,ll*
DH No, l'm done.

KM okay, I'm gonna shut this tape off and the time right now is 11:42 AM.

End of statement"
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MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFEry

BUREAU OF CRIMINAL APPREHENSION
TRANSCRIPT

Alright, it is May 12,2A14, it's about g:30 uh myself, Eric Jaeche with BCA, Ken McDonaldBCA we're here with uh uh r rilntf
Yes sir.

And uh, , can I get your full name and date of birth from ya?EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

Yeah

Yep.

EJ What's your birth date?

Date of birth,

EJ and we're here at

Yes.

EJ

Correct.

EJ ls it ?

yes.

EJ Okay in

. PO Box, yep, it's a pO Box,

EJ Okay and do you have a phone number

Yes...

EJ Go.
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...1 have

EJ Yep.

EJSo?
Yep.

that's my cell phone.

EJ Okay and is there a home phone at all?

Home phone is ..

EJ (lnaudible) that,s home okay.

Yeah that's home.

EJ And anybody etse live here with ya ?

EJ

JM

EJ

JM

EJ

JM

EJ

JM

EJ

JM

EJ

JM

EJ

JM

EJ

Just John.

okay John and John you're sittin' in here just to hetp her out right?
Yes and it's J-O-H-N.

Yep.

My middle name is August as the month.

Yep.

And last name's spelled M-U-N-Z.

M-U-N-Z as in zebra?

Yep.

And what's your birth date John?

July 1 1, 1961 .

Okay.

7111t61 .

Okay and do you have a cell phone number?

My cell phone number is 763-732-9251.

Alright, okay and . like we talked about, you have some information that you want toshare with us and you sh- you actually shared iibriginally through a letter that John wrote?
yes.

EJ You said on your behalf?

Yes.

EJ And it was sent to the BCA it was sent to President Obama it was sent to thecommissioner...

Yes.

EJ ...things of that nature right?

Yes.

EJ And it was a quite lengthy letter?

Yes.

EJ And about

Jaeche-2014-73-A01

some of the things that you experienced through your lifetime right?
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EJ

EJ

EJ

Yes.

And,

Okay

Um-hm.

Was it also

Yes it was

. were you born i

?

. at one point?

um what's your maiden name?

KM

KM

JM

KM

EJ

EJ

How do you spell .?

And (inaudible) you live here too?

I live here too yes.

Okay.

Okay and which did you marry?

Did they hang around together?

Um I seen him with him but 1...

Ok you saw Dale and Donald together?

He told me I couldn,t say anything.

Oh okay so you saw Dale and Donald together...
Yes.

EJ ... at one time?
' 

Yes.

EJ Was that before the murder of Katie poirier?

EJ Okay when did that marriage?

Marriage happened in

EJ Okay and how long did that tast?

Uh it only lasted uh a couple years.

EJ Okay.

; And that would be

EJ 
;,[frffi*fn:l#?r:J[?:l#flr"* rerated to Donard Brom the main man who was charged

I was told he was.

You were told he was.

But l'm not, I cannot...

Okay.

... prove it.

EJ

EJ

l--

EJ

EJ

EJ
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EJ

EJ

EJ

That was before yes.

Before, okay.

He told me just nevermind, it's none of my business who he is.
okay alright so that's kinda the foundation ol lrg people in this circumstance that you yaknow observed, these murders take prace with Donard and Dare?
Yes.

Anybody else with them two?

There was other guys invorved but r don't know their names.
Don't know their names...

No.

...but these two um..,

But those are the two main...

okay and the way I understand it, I don't wanna put words in your mouth but the the stuffthat you saw and observed was on Donald,s proi"rtyi --

Yes.

Okay, okay.

In the backyard on a post.

so why don't we do this, why don't we start when you saw ya know some things that wererelated to Donald and Dale with these homicides ,ino ,no io, think that ya know they wereinvolved in Wetterling possibly Jacob wetterling, which otherones uh Miss Watson orsome...

Miss uh a reporter that was ah missing.

0h ah, which in was it.,.

Um, j- uh, I think her name was ah, I-1...

Okay.

...1 have ADHD so 1...

Why don't you start here, why don,t you start...
Yeah.

"' when you first observed something out of the ordinary with Dale and and Donald.
well when I saw them together they were very hush hush when they were talking to eachother"

What time period is this wher

This was before I was

Before you'r

Yeah.

Okay and,..

Yes.

What time...

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

:j
EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

'Cuz I got involved ir

Jaeche-2014-73-401

when, I was ah 13 years old.
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EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

:'

EJ

EJ

EJ

Okay 13 years old with Dale?

Yes.

Where was that?

That um...

When you met him?

When I met him I met him in Monticello.

Okay.

Uh out on um we were living in the country. I was with my mom.
What's your mom's name?

She's remarried now but it was

EJ Okay at the time?

Yes.

EJ okay so then th- was was how did you come about to meet Dare?
I was walking down the road and these neighbors were moving in horses and 1...EJ Um-hm.

...show horses.

EJ Um-hm.

I did and r said wefi mom ret's go over and kinda meet ,em ya know...
EJ Um-hm.

... I kinda said okay ya know this is cool.

EJ Sure.

Went over there knocked on the door and.l said I see_you got horses um, did you just movein and that's how we started even talking 'cuz it *mblt*'. sister but I didn,t know it at thetime that that was his sister um and he was staying *itt-, h", I guess ,* il;;;-i; i;;' '""National Guards at the time.

EJ Um-hm.

And he was 25 years ord when r met him, that,s how it got started.
EJ okay, okay so then did your mom ret ya go s- with him, with him praces or...

My mom told me I couldn't sleep with him I couldn't really be with him because I was aminor.

EJ Um-hm.

And so she was telling me not to ha hang around him and be around him but as me when Iwas like a child or whatever I wouldn,t yiknow institated a littte bit.

uh...

- s her middle name...

Yep (inaudibte).

...and

at the time.
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EJ

EJ

So you'd go with him...

Yeah,

... in his car and stuff or?

lwould go out with him and...

Go out with him.

... because he was in the National

Sure.

...1 thought it was cool...

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ Okay.

ln her house.

EJ Okay.

Jaeche-2014-n-AA1

Guards at the time...

Alright.

...and l'm like oh lfound somebody ya know...
Yeah.

...and...

So what as thlngs progressed what happened then?

H[r:.ut'n*d 
going over to the neighbors which was his sister,s, spending a lot of time over

Can you remember her name?

Uh Lee, yes.

Like L-E-E or L(inaudibte).

Yeah L:E-E and her name, last name,s Scott.
Lee Scott?

Um-hm.

So that's Don's sister or Dale,s sister?
Dale's sister.

okay so then you starf going over there a tot and then what?

|,:XH: 
,"ing over there because of the horse- mainry because r was focusing on the

Um-hm.

"'um 'cuz she wanted me to take care of 'em ad ride 'em and um .cuz she really couldn,t Iguess because of her health problems...

Sure"

...ya know that...

Alright"

...she had so...

so what kind of things happened then and that were start sort of...
I started sfeeping with Dale.
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EJ

KM

KM

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

KM

And my mom told me I couldn,t do that.

Okay.

And you were how old?

lwas 13.

Did he know how old you were?

Yes he did.

Okay, then what?

Then after th- after awhile I started meeting his family...
Um-hm.

...uffi, I met his other brother Barry.

Ah, Barry, what's his last name?

Barry ah, Blom. B-L-O-M,

Okay. , Alright.

And um he was goin'through a divorce and everything sou,,vsu,r (, urvurue ailQ everyIntng so was ya know being with
3,iy:l!:tTlls jire with him and um, then r'r"tir.,ir other guy thai was Donard thar r

rv"'v '"rq vYIUr ililil clllu uIIl, Inen I mgt InJS Other guy thai was Donald that Ididn't had no clue who.he was or ya know cause Dale told me nevermind it was none of rbusiness. He's just a friend and l,m like okay.
'Kay.

But when they were tarking they were rike hush hush tarking.
Um-hmm.

And ya know I couldn't be around, no one could be around. They would like go out and liketalk in their vehicle or disappear for while.

Okay. 'Kay. Then what kinda things.

Then after awhile I um, throu.gh the years ah when Dale was in the National Guard, I hebrought me up and um to a, i[was like a gatherinJ nino, ri[J wnat do you call open house..,
Family day.

Family day, Brought me up there and um, r was this is where it gets hard.
Um-hmm.

Um, goin' around and Dale was showin' me what he did, what he was taking care of like theweepons area, the.

Where is this at?

This was at Camp Ripley.

'Kay.

Um.

When was this?

This was when I was um, 13,

Okay.

What year would that be?

(inaudible).

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

KM

EJ

Ktu

EJ
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KM

KM

KM

You were

, eh.

t.

Where you still 13?

lwas 13 when he brough{

JM

KM

KM

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

Jaeche-2014-73-A01
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me up to Camp Ripley.
So roughly.

', 'somewhere I dono.

You were born in , right?

lwas born in yes.

So.

gY,:i 
fi|nxxfflr,t?il|i'ers 

come up and um, he said rhat I enticed them to actualy do

Okay.

And I didn't.

You don't know who ihese officers were?
No.

Where did ya have (inaudible)?

It was in um, unit... rt was rike in ah, ah they calr it, they got different units up there.
Um-hmm.

And it's the section unit 3. (inaudibre) these grey shed area kinda sma, areas.
Um-hmm.

And they took me in ta the shed and then.they-, they started sayin,that oh your pretty you,re
I;#"- 

come on. we want vou tr, um ta*e otr v";r;i;ih;;]we want you to pose. ya

Um-hmm.

And.

(inaudible) happen?

They took off all my 
9l9ilr.es and they took r-ope and they tied me up and they showed their

lXffi 
t"u* they had their, I don't know wr",ai rino a iiffi;; can ,em, 

But, iheir training

Um-hmm.

And they pointed them at me and they said your gonna do what r say and...
Um-hmm.

l'd kept tellin' no I ain,t doin, nothin,. I ain,t.
Um-hmm.

::iHffi J*"#"J#;l?iil:' 
me' hittins me' Ah, thev brind rorded me and they took turns



EJ okay' what about the timeframe then regards to this stuff I mean you met Donald you,rethirteen you go get you know you're assairrted at camp'niprey um you get pregnant andthen you get first to..get out to,this place that yor, *t''o;. piJ..is it that Siou g"iiut to whenis, when does that first occur?

fhey didn't tell me it was Donald,s,

They didn't teli you it was...

No.

Did eh how far did you have to drive from the cities to this prace?
I don't know I was blindfolded.

oh' okay what age do you think you were when you first went out there? How old was yourchild do you recall I mean...

(sigh)

...would that help ya?

She was...

When you first went out there.

She was very young. Um, (pause)

Was she living with you?

Yes was living with us.

(inaudible)

But he had his mom take care of her. His.mom was always there taking care of the kidsbecause they said my mentar iilness r courdn't take care or;"*.
What was his mom's name?

Rita Carter but she's dead now.

Rita Carter?

Um-hm.

okay so they the first time you went out there you were blindfolded?
Yes.

And is this when they're talking then kinda sequence that she's the one or whatever?
Yeah,

okay so te[[ me, tell us about that then ah why did they blindfold you and stick ya in thetruck?

cuz they.don't, they didn't want me knowjn' where we were going. They thought it was rikea game thought it was gonna be fun to ret her you know mea'nin{m* *iiuggr;";ih u".rrr*if I saw where they were goin' they knew I *ouid .or" ort ,no t*y knew I would saysomething.

About what?

Whatever they were gonna do.

Okay.

can ljust fire one question and hope (inaudible), was this when you ran away?
From Dale?

EJ

EJ

EJ

EILU

EJ

KM

KM

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

KM

EJ

JM
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JM

EJ

JM

EJ

JM
EILr,

Yes.

. But I didn't run away at the time I was with (inaudible)

orwould you rather have her (inaudibre) and |il sit out...
Not a problem

Okay.

ljust thought it may help cuz...

Yeah welt...

The first time I did not run away but yes I ran away...
EJ Okay

i ...from Dale a lot.

EJ At one, at one point.. 
Yes.

EJ okay so keep on this what happened then why did, they just stick you randomly in the vanand say we don't want you to see where *",* g;ing or what we,re doing?
Because they,re, cuz they said they were gonna have fun.

EJ Okay. Atright.

And l, I was crying I was upset I was kicking and screaming. And they told me to knock it offand do what...

EJ Okay

...was told to do.

EJ Alright what happens?

- Those two took me out behind I heard chains.
EJ How far did you, you don't know how far you went or where you went or where, did yourblindfold come off so you could see at some point?

I was kinda goin, like this you know trying to get it off.
EJ Sure.
- i 

ffjr:l 
one point I did get it off and that's when I saw the post and it was behind a the, the

EJ What kinda house was it?

It was like a I don't know at the time I, said it was like a he had a hidden cabin behind thehouse.

EJ Okay. Okay tell me what you saw then.
(pause)

when they, tied me up on the post they ah said r had it comin,to me.
EJ Um-hm.

And I was asking, begging them saying why did I have it coming to me. And they saidbecause I ruined Dale,s career being ii tfre, tfre g;;;J,
EJ Okay.

And they um started, just makin'fun a me calling me you know four eyes and calling me youknow that I was no good for nothin' tramp and altut ano a *horu and um and of course IJaeche-2014-73-A01 Page17 of27



didn't know, understand what those words meant
and then they started like throwing things at me.
um they were kicking dirt in my faie um- and then
my clothes.

EJ Um-hm.

Um, and they said that I was a, a perfect

EJ Okay, what happens next then?

They starled kissin'all over me like.taking theirtongue and licking on me and um (sniffling)just ah, (cough/sniffling) saying that I want it
EJ Okay

And I didn't' 
,They took off my pants they took off my shirt they iook off, everything on methey stripped me...

EJ Um-hm

..,down to nothin, I was cold I was shivering um
EJ What time a year was it do you think?

It was raining out, it was muddy

EJ So, okay there wasn,t snow on the ground or anything?
No.

EJ Okay.

It was just rainy and icky out.

EJ Okay.

And then they wanted me to take turns sucking on their dicks,
EJ (inaudibte)

Like lwas...

EJ Did that happen?

(no audible response)

EJ Okay.

Sucking on their dicks and then they um penetrated me
EJ Okay
' 

Then they had sex with me.

EJ Okay.

And then they walked away and
can't say how long.

KM Who's they now? ls it Date and

Dale and Donald both.

EJ Anyone else?

No.

EJ Okay.

cuz they were whispering. r courdn't hear what they were saying.

at the time because I was so young. Um,
Like I had mud all over me I had you know
um they started to ah, ah take like rip off

um person for them to torment.

they left me there for a litfle while I don,t know how long I

Donald?
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EJ Okay what happens, next?

(pause)

They just left me there for a while.

EJ Qkay, How did it, how did it conclude did you get un-blindfolded or did ya leave or did you
stay there or what happened?

No they, untied me and they brought me back to the apartment like nothing happened.
EJ Back in was it this van that you rode in...

Yeah

EJ ...that you described?

Yes.

EJ And did they un-blindfold you so you could see the area that you were at?
After we got back into

EJ okay so when yo.u were on this post being sexually assaulted you didn't see the, any of theproperty so you don,t know where you weie?
,No

You don't know how long it took you to get home then?
No.

To'
No.

Okay.

Nope. And they told me to go clean up. Told me to take a shower and,
Alright. Did you ever see anything happen to anyone else? (inaudibre)
They kept bringing me up there and there was other kids.
Okay like he picked up or were there already?

Like they were there already.

Other kids, same age as you or?

They ljust heard 'em screaming and crying and asking why is this happening to me"
Were you always blindfolded? How many...
I was always blindfolded.

How many trips did you make up there or go up there with 'em? Was it always these twoguys that you went up with Dale and OonaJU oi was it...
It was mainly those two.

okay. so how many trips did you make up there and heard kids up there?
i lwould have to say about maybe six times I was up there.

And you don't know, you couldn't tell us how long it took you to get to this property?
No.

Any of these tirnes the six times, were you sober or were you on meds or...
They had me drugged up on meds.

:j
EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ
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EJ They did?
- 

Yes

EJ was it your, was it your prescribed meds that you,re getting?

3X'* 
*as taking meds from Hennepin county facility and, and putting ,em in me, injecting

EJ Okay

... so I'd stay quiet.

EJ Injecting you with do you know what?
I don't know what it was it was like ah...

EJ Dale was injecting you with meds?

It was like a um...

EJ You motioned putting it in your arm or where did he put it?
He put it all over me.

EJ Alright. Did you were you also on meds?
Yes.

EJ What kinda meds were you on?

I was saraquir, depacote, trasadarand adavan, disparitor um...
EJ Okay,

...1 was like on six to seven different heavy meds.
EJ Would that stuff make you, co, incoherent?

Yes

fJ The meds that you took. Would it, would it cloud your...
Yes

EJ ...thought process?

Yes.

EJ would it make you see things or hear things that you, maybe aren,t there sometimes?
It did but I know this...

EJ It did?

...happened that it was real.

EJ Okay. But you would s$, have thing you would see or hear things that weren,t theresometimes. 
rvv r"vr I'vrr

Sometimes yes

EJ ...with your meds?

I admit that yes

EJ Okay cloudy thought process and...
Yes

EJ . .. maybe people wree talking around you but...
Yes

Jaeche-2014-73-A0i Page 2A al 27
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EJ

EJ

...you didn't know what they were saying and...

Yes

...stuff like that? Typicat?

Yes

okay' But these times, this times that you.w-ere sexually assaulted by these two were you
clear thought then or were you still on meds?

I was clear thought yes,

Okay. Were these other times, not so much?

No

Ah that you didn't, were thought or clearly can think clearly...
Risht

...sometimes. Okay.

Yes.

EJ so you thought that you heard kids up here screaming when.
Yes

EJ ...you were up there? Were you always btindfolded?

Yes I was always blindfolded.

EJ Were you ever up there and not blindfoided?
No,

EJ Okay so tell me about the times you heard kids.

I heard kids that were um when they would bring me to the post, chain me to the post Iwould um...

EJ They'd always chain you to a post?

Yes they always would, put me to the post.

EJ okay and like a dog corlar or how wourd they chain you to a post?
They would wrap the chains...

EJ Around...

.around me.

EJ Around your, you motioned around your arm?

- Well my wrists and my ankles.

EJ Okay.

And then tighily kinda puil it where it was wrapped around the post.
EJ Allthe time? Every, every time the same?

Yes. And l'd keep digging allthe time to try and get away.
EJ Okay.

And I did escape a couple a times but Donald would chase after me and bring me back.
EJ Can you tell me about these other kids that you heard or did you ever see ,em?

EJ

Jaeche-201 4-73-A01 Page21 9127
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EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

HJ

I never saw them. I heard their cries asking why are they doing this to me. I want to go
back home.

Like multiple...

lwant my mommy and daddy.

".at once or different at different times was it multiple kids you'd hear each times or was itjust one that you'd hear crying?

Different.

Different, how d okay explain to me that you'd get there once and how many kids?
I heard the one, I heard a couple of ,em.

One time you heard a couple kids, on one occasion?

Um-hm.

Okay boy? Girl? Could you make out.

Boys.

EJ Boys? Okay. And what were the kids saying?

They were saying help me.

EJ Okay.

Why are they doin'this to me. I want to go home. Teltthem to stop. Don,t let ,em hurt me.EJ Okay, Would you talk to ,em?

I talked to 'em and they said why, why did they kidnap me. why are they doin,this to me.
EJ They tell you their names?

No.

EJ Why not?

- They didn't teil me their names because they were scared.
(pause)

EJ were they like right next to ya or where were you talking to ,em from?' 
I was one side of the post and the other person was on the other side. we were like back toback.

EJ Oh on the same post?

Yeah we were back to back.

EJ So you wouldn't hear a name you wouldn't say what's your name or they wouldn,t saywhat's your name?

No.

EJ Never?

No.

EJ Okay. Could you touch ,em?

- I could try you know I kept goin, like.".

EJ Um-hm.

like ihis...

EJ Okay do you think...
Jaeche-2014-73-401 Page 22 ot 27
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...(inaudible), tryin'to get any clues I could to see what was goin' on and I just couldn,t.
EJ Do you think in this my in this in your mind that this was real and it wasn,t part a your um

drugs that you were taking at the time?

I know it was real.

EJ You think, you know it was real?
this than...

Because I had to take care of

Okay why do you say that? Why, what was different about

- , I couldn't be drugged up like I was all the time.
EJ Okay.

It was in and out ah me having my meds.

EJ okay sometime other times than this-time then you were up there could it, could you haveimagined some of this or been part of your drug'psychosis?
I know it was real.

EJ Wetl t mean other times that we talked about you said that it was right that we talked aboutearlier that...

Yes

EJ ...you did have some psychosis.

Yes.

EJ Was some of this not do you th, I mean this you said was real but was there other timeswhen you said you heard kids could it not.,.

It's possible.

EJ okay' And how f.Ty,-how many kids did you see every time you went up there? Wouldthey chain, would it be the sameihing chain you to irre post...
The same thing.

EJ Kid behind ya.

$ame thing.

EJ Okay. And one time it was two kids?
yes

EJ Two boys.

But otheruirise it just kept...

EJ Was it always boys?

...repeating the same thing. No there was girls up there.
EJ Okay.

hlo.

EJ Yourage?

It was when I knew it was some girls is because they were really screaming and...
EJ Okay

,.. really,

EJ Did you ever ask the boys how otd they were?
(no audible response)
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EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

No? Never told ya?

I couldn't really question them because they were, in an area where they were watching Iknew they were watching.

Um-hm.

I had to be carefulwhat was bein,said,

okay. Did Donard or this was Donard and ah Dare there every time?
Yes they were.

Did they do anything to you or the boys that were with (inaudibre)
Every time I tried talking. or the child, started talking they would come over and slap us andtell us to shut up othenrvise we,d be killed.

Okay. Did they do anything to you guys on these...
They would hit us. They woutd...

lmean...

... kick us.

Okay. Okay,

They teft us out there they wourdn't give us any water wourdn't give us any food.
Okay. Anything else happen?

(no audible response)

How long would you be left out there?

Quite a while and that,s alt I could say.

What did...

I don't know times I don,t know...

would it be the same thing would it end in one day and then you,d be goin, home again?
Yeah it'd end in one day and then be home.
Allth, all during the day not...

Um-hm.

... during the night or anything or? Okay.

No.

Same time a year?

Same time.

Not winter?

No.

Be kinda the rainy time?

Kinda rainy time yes.

Alright. Alright anything else Ken?
(no audible response)

Anything else that you have to add or we didn,t ask ya?
(no audible response)

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

EJ

KM

EJ
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EJ

EJ

EJ

:,

EJ

So that's kind of it on what you thought could be related to some of these cases?
Yes.

The girls and the boys but no names that were ever discussed...
No I never"..

...or ages or...

...got, no.

0kay.

Nope.

Okay.

I don't know anything else.

Okay. Alright.

How did, how did you get the names of the ones that you tord me?
(sigh)

Wellwe didn't want to...

(inaudible)

.. . interject we just want to know what she knows and. . .

Yeah.

... and stuff so.

'Member my memory is..

lknow.

... not good

I know

um-hm' f1d we just want to know what you remember we don't wanna dig back if she toldsomethin' else because you said you jusf got off of the...
Um-hm

... narcotic or is it a narcotic that you were taking?
It was...

Based or not?

I don't know I mean it was just medication to keep me quiet.
was it barbiturates? Any a this stuff that you said cuz l,m not a real drug...

EJ

JM

EJ

JM

EJ

JM

EJ

JM

JM

EJ

JM

EJ

EJ

EJ

It was...

EJ ...person that.."

They said (inaudibte)

EJ Give me the names of the stuff that you said you were on.
Trazadone

EJ Trazadone

Seraquil

EJ How do you spell that?
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. SEQUERL.
EJ Okay trazadone, seraquil

Um depokote

EJ Depokote

Risparadol

JM Oh slow down

Sorry

KM Yeah depokote l'm stillat depokote

JM DEPOKOTE
KM Okay.

EJ And how do you spell risparatol (inaudible)

oh R E...

JM R E S.,.

P...

JM PRIL...
...R... Ate

JM I believe so

risparatol

JM lt's been a while since l,ve worked as a nurse

Topamax

EJ Topamax?

Yeah just the way you spelled it right there
EJ Okay.

Um adavan

EJ Adavan?

Um-hm.

EJ A D 0VA N something tikethat?

Somethin'like that

EJ Okay. Anything etse?

Um-um, nope that's it.

KM Are you on any medication right now?

- Nope they took me off of it.

KM How long you been off?

l've been off for a good, almost...

JM Ten months.

Yeah almost Iwas gonna say almost a year.

EJ How's it goin'?
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It's goin' very well I went through a lotta withdrawats with it I got sick a lot and my memory isstartin'to come back now with what I can remember.
EJ Okay.

l'm scared though because l'm looking over my shoulder there has been attacks on myphone, hacked into um I have been followed um Jerry Kaiser was a pr* Jit
EJ Who's Jerry Kaiser?

Jerry Kaiser was when I was with Dale, Dale had him living with him when he is a sexoffender.

EJ

EJ

EJ

He's a sex offender?

Yes

Okay.

He was try...

Like back in the day or?

He was tried up in Duruth for three kids that he sexuaily abused.
EJ Okay. Atright.

KM Okay.

EJ So he's just part of Dale,s deal?

Yep he's Fart of Dale's deal and that's how they got me um on my charge for supposedly

EJ Um-hm.

And I never did.

EJ okay' Let me a?k y.a this um (clears throat) when you were going through allthis were yougetting routine shocks too?

Yes.

EJ When, when these kids...

Yes

EJ Okay. During these episodes?

Yep in and outta hospitals.

EJ Okay.
- 

He kept using my mental iltness agalnst me. saying I was crazy !t,s not you know no onesnever gonna believe you.

EJ where is it usuaily m, HCMC and Regions that you were in?
Down in, yeah those two mainly. yes.

EJ Alright. Anything else you can think of?

I can tell you more about Jerry but..,.
EJ Yeah, yeah I know it's about 10:1g and we,ll conclude on tape here.

END OF REDORDING.
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MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFEry

BUREAU OF CRIMINAL APPREHENSION

Today's date is Bllz af 2014. The time is 11:1s a.m. l,m Ken McDonald, agent withMinnesota BCA also.present is captain Pam Jensen with the stearns cou"niv sn"r:r,sDepartment (inaudible) 
. 
presenfly at and we,re speaking wiihDuane Hart. lt's D-U-A-N-E, Hart, H-A-R-T is that correct?

(lnaudible).

Alright' Uh Duane ,llu- m-entioned to you that we've spoken with you before, I think it wasback on December 12 of 2013 and we had talked-to vou , riiir" bit about the wetterlinginvestigation and you provided uh a DNA sample for us at that time and at that time un youwere very cooperative with us again we appreciate that and we asked you if you came backat a different time if you'd be willing to talk io us uh you indicated that vo, *orrJ and that,swhy we're here today um, and as i-mentioned to yo, b*for." t turned this tape on that beingyou are in a locked facility.um I am going to read you your Miranda warninj,o vo"understand that and then if you have questions for us feel free and we'll, we,l[ answer themokay? um, you have the right to remain silent, anything you *ry.rn and will be usedagainst you in court, you have the right to talk to J rr*[o now ind have a lawyer present
now or at any time during qu.estioning. lf you cannot aiford a lawyer one will afpointed ah foryou without cost, do you understand each of these rights l've explained tnem io youl
Yeah.

Having these rights in mind or understand them do you wish to speak with us?
I don't know, it depends on what it,s about.

okay well anytime that um you don't want to just say it, how does that sound?
Yeah, well.

okay? Are you willing.to start talking with us and and kinda get the feel of the conversationand like I say you're ah, you're a big boy you can, you can tell us you don,t wanna talk oryou can tell us ah you don't wanna after that or you can ask us questions, that sound fair?
I suppose.

Well l'm not trying to force you in any way Duane I maen it ah...
Yeah I know.

... it's ah, it's certainly your choice.

I don't know what it's about until you start talking...
Okay.

...1'llknow.

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH
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KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

Should we start?

Yeah.

okay um, last time we talked to you we did explain to you we were, we were investigatingthe wetterllng case and other cases kinda thaithat are similir I nature and we had talkedabout how your rnother was. in the Paynseville area ,no tnri vou were in the area, back inthe yeah, in the B0's, in the late 1990'; okay? And you rraoioro us that you had uh noknowledge of where did not take Jacob weiterring is *,atcoiiectz
Right.

And in fact looking at reports you've been interviewed many times about that.
Right.

Andf think one time where you even offered ah, I don't know if you did take a polygraph on

I offered 'em FBI um polygraph test but then they never came back to do it.
okay yeah 'cuz it when I looked in the file I did not see a polygraph but uh I know you hadmentioned that last time and then we also asked you about u*, *u didn,t get in to real detailabout ya know your your prior crimes of of why ydu *"ru in n"r* but we also talked a litile bitabout um if you had approached any young bois in ilre pavnusville area and I don,t think wer- gave you specific names at the time but ihere's on" n"ml we we just kinda want to run byyou okay?

Um-hm.

And um, the name I'm referrihg to um is a
sound familiar to you at all?

I have no idea who that is.

okay well this young. man was approached back in May 17rh of 19g7 and by the way, thestatute of limitations has run on tlris and there wouldn't be a criminal crrargi. pu,t or this iswe're trying to um put crosure to some of these cases ot<ayi 
-

Um-hm.

It's kinda like some of these, wellthe Catholic-priest investigations, they,re, they,re clearingup the ones that have gone past the statute of limitation*'.L, they know ttr*V .irn't o"charged with anything, that's a little bit similar what we're tiying to do with some of these,does that make sense to you?

Yep.

And. when this boy was approached and ah ah I don't know if sexually assaulted is the wordbut he was grabbed and fondled um, did I provide the date, this was 6ack in May 1iir, ig;iin the, in the Paynesville area um, this, the person that the perpetrator was, grabbed abaseball 
.cap 

okay and back in 1987 um we'did not have much, if any uh to',ioiti wit nrrinand and that type of science. Since then o.bviou.s]v we have progresied on that a long wayand um if we show you a basebail cap is, I would ask ya it it'it;s yours.
Okay.

Okay um.

Did you wear baseballcaps back in the day?

No.

(lnaudible). Not with something you,d throw on?
No.

. Does that name

DH

KM

DH

KM

PJ

DH

PJ

DH
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PJ Something at allthat you could,ve possibty...

DH (lnaudibte).

PJ Did you wear any type of cap back in the day?
DH I have wore a cap yeah. (lnaudibte).

PJ Really?

DH (lnaudible) that's too modern.

PJ Blue..

DH (lnaudibte).

KM (Laughs).

PJ Don't know if there,s any writing on there.
DH It isn't a baseball cap it,s just a regular cap.
PJ Yeah' I wouldn't call it a baseball cap, it's a little m- like a seed hat that men wear or...
DH Yeah.

PJ But I can't see if there...

DH I don't own anything tike that.

KM Have you been talked to at all about some of the uh young men that were uh I don,t know ifsexually assaults the word I wanna use but kinda ah attacked and grabbed and fondled inPaynesville area, have you ever been interviewed about those?
DH Um, just you two um..,

KM Okay.

DH "' I mean nobody's reatly come down and talked to me ya know in any kind of detail.
KM Alright.

DH So l'm...

KM Are there any that happened in the Paynesville area that you, that you did that you haven,tlaw enforcement about?

DH No.

KM Okay being now that statutes have run on them and and the situation you,re in, would you

DH

KM

PJ

tell us?

Sure.

Okay.

These are just, these are like the boys are coming from papa's pizza,do you remember thatpizza place in Paynesville? Back in fhe linaudible)..
DH Oh yeah (inaudible).

PJ "'okay so these kids would kinda congregate around this pizza store and...
DH Right.

PJ "' and then they'd leave and whoever was doing this like we talked to before, would just
come up basically behind the boys maybe stick their hand in the, uh crotch area over thecrotch area, squeeze theirtesticles or iomething and take off, we're not trrrring about um, tosome of these kids then back in the day would al*ay. say oh, I don't t<now it was right afteryou got convicted or when that other what you're in 

-here 
ior, ihey'd arways say it was
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Duane' Did anybody back in the day when you were being interviewed wh-on the c6m sexones that you actually got charged iay bring up that or?
DH No' No, the the only thing is the FBI guys.they're yh, ya know they mentioned that there wasuh sexual abduction with young boys-in like iold spring um in in ihat area and they askedme about that but I didn't know anything about it anJ trin *unt on io .rplin that um, therewas a 2-way ham one radio underneath the seat that one of the boys had recognized orheard and that's how they figured the guy;;;ilrt; getting away because he knew ahpolice ah calls.

KM Did you ever raw enforcement that you courd uh envision things?
DH No I had a crazy dream one time that um um about ah the Jacob wetterling case all it waswas a shadow of buildings and I kinda drew that out and I showed '"* *no that was about it.PJ That's the one that this Bloom was mention. who,s this Broom guy?
DH I don't know.

PJ You, that you were talking about some Bloom that was with you or last name Bloom thatsound familiar at all, when you're doing this visions ,nq rlgf*r.,". t["v'irit *o to you wayback in the day you broughi up his naile. ning a beH at drr
KM He a good friend of yours yeah?

?? (lnaudibte).

KM lt just doesn't mention a first name.

PJ B-L, I think it,s B-L-O-O-M?

KM Correct.

PJ Or...

KM He was a buddy of yours and he would actually ah seek out and and ah fondle some youngguys, you told them that.

PJ You were deluding that there was a lot of sexual assaults going on with juveniies in St.cloud at the time when you got arrested for your sexuar assaurts.
DH Yeah.

PJ what was that-about? Back then you.told 'em well you guys are picking on me but there,s awhole croup of peopre that are sexuary assauttint vorng boys and...
DH Oh yeah that was in ah...

PJ ...what was that about you remember?

Dl-l That was in the St. Cloud Children,s Home...
PJ Okay.

DH "'when r was a young kid when r was being brought up and
PJ That's what you're talking about?

DH Yeah.

PJ And you never told anybody at the time about that?
DH I did but ya know then um predator was more or less slapped on the hand and victim wassaid oh you were in the wrong place at the wrong time and trrat's prouanrv 1l, know prettymuch where it went.

KM Wh-wh- your mother lived in Paynesville, she, that's what you told us correct?
DH Yeh.
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KM okay back, how about 1997, did, is that where she rived?
DH 87', God I don't remember when she exacily, when she retired um.,.
PJ What trailer court did she live in before paynesvilfe?

DH um, uh, in st. croud it was ah white, r can't remember exacfly.
PJ Was [t Troy County in Waite park?

DH Waite, Waite Park. lt was up, it was actually coming out of st. Cloud and you had the ahum...

PJ Right by the bridge there?

DH Yeah it was just before that overhead bridge and there was a, there was a trailer house or atrailer court over on the left hand side.

PJ Did she ever live in St, Joe?

DH No.

KM ls that the trailer park you,re thinking of?
PJ Yeah that's Troy county that's the one waite park right by the (inaudibre).
KM Okay.

PJ There's like six trailers in there and then she moved there to paynesville is that correct?
DH Yeah, yeah, she moved from there to paynesviile.

KM And I'm sorry, interrupt you back in 1987 you were trying to associate when she retired?
DH Yeah and l'm really not sure if uh she was back there in 87, could very well been, could verywell of been in 87' She might have been there a little bit before thal even-
KM Okay.

DH 'Cuz it was 1990 is when I got anested so and she was there I don't know, several years
before that.

And you cannot recall this Bloom guy?

No.

Alright one of the other reasons we stopped by or back here is ya know 1ast time weobtained your DNA sample and we did test a hat...

Um-hm.

The results came back is that we cannot eliminate you from that hat and we were just
wondering if you had a explanation for that?

DH Not really I mean r don't see why my DNA would show up on that?
KM That was gonna be my next question, exactly that is ya know why, why would your DNA beon that hat that was found at...

PJ (lnaudible) see the labeling on it to see if it ah, a name on it or something.
DH Yeah ldidn't, I didn't hang out around that pizza place at alland ah...
PJ Did ya follow boys around when they were out like camping and kinda spy on ,em and stuffwhen you 'cuz at that time you were pretty active with thesi otnei riios ariyrrow but...
DH Yeah.

PJ ... in between your victim kids did ya kinda follow some of these kids around?

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM
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DH No, no when l.was in Paynesville t was there just ya know to hetp out my mom every nowand then she had um chores that she wanted me io do and they didn't tit<e rery long butwhen I was done with ,em then I left.

'Cuz that's the paft I kinda have a hard time with is, I ended up talking to a bunch of thevictims...

DH Yeah.

PJ " ' kids that, the ones that we, that you said you were victimizing and other ones that cameforth and they all said that you woutu wander around or you'd jump in other people,s
vehicles and here again I'm talking about cases that weian't prosecute you on and all.They're all old but if it's not you then we need to know who it was.

DH Well I don't have any idea, I really don't.

PJ So I mean when there's, when you had. this appetite for_these guys and that,s not probabty
the appropriate word. b.ut when you had this sexual stuff with 

"ii 
tt,u.u kids when there was adown time you wouldn't go driving around just to, to watch, watch the kids or?

DH No.

PJ So it'd be, you had them, you had the sex with them and that's the same group you stuck tothe whole time, the viciims?

DH Yeah.

PJ 'Cuz they were all about well Duane drove around and he'd go to get smokes and he,d goget this and he was always jumping in other people's vehicle-s, doJs that sound right?
DH Well l, when I didn't have a car yeah I rode with oiher peopte back and forth to ya know goplaces and that but, but...

PJ But (inaudibre) would you be with other guys driving around?
DH Yeah.

PJ okay so if you saw some young kids you savv 'em but you're saying you didn,t never go upand try to scare'em or spy on ,em or?

DH No.

PJ Okay.

DH My Mo on that there was uh to get to know the person and to get them to to trust me and toget 'em to know me over a period of time before even sexuallyibusing ,em.

KM Um-hm.

DH And as far as these stray people ah running around jumping out, grabbing ,em and thatthere, that's not my MO.

KM Okay and that's what we,re trying to figure out and ah.^.

PJ But it'd be fair to say that there was probably maybe some of these victims were um
cooperative but would it be fair to say that there was probably a few more victims than yougot convicted of because these guys are coming forth now, they can't do nothing anouiit outthey're claiming?

DH No.

PJ I mean 'cuz I literally have talked to probably seven or eight guys beyond the guys that yougot convicted of all saying that you molested 'em and t meai tlrey're basically"co*ing .jriof
the woodwork going and _saying well yeah I mean ya know, ljust partied with him and he didthis and that and some of 'em ithink were probabty old 

"nough 
id-;ry};'b, no .o we won,t

PJ
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DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

KM

PJ

KM

get into that tech now, techn- whatever um, is that possible that you had a bunch morevictims?

I uh at this time l'm not reaily gonna say a whore heck of a rot.

Oh okay.

I mean ['ve given you quite a bit of information and...
Okay.

... as far as me ya know jumping out and grabbing these guys, that didn,t happen.
Oh okay, (inaudible) curious on...

Okay.

... people were jumping on the bandwagon.

okay um well I'll switch it back to Jacob um, do you recall um, I know it,s a long time ago butyou were interviewed about where you were at when he was iaken, oo you ieriemuerz
DH Yep.

KM What where you were?

DH Yep I was out in the country in um uh blue country uh house, living in with people l, two ofthe people thai I victimized um, at that time ah there was like 16 plopr" in,ire that day whenthis apparently took place when Jacob was abducted and I let the FBI know about that andah nothlng else was said or done.

KM Okay.

DH And the people that I was living there with they vouch for me as far as me being there allthat day.

PJ Was one of those Carol Stamps(Sp?)?

DH Yes.

PJ okay, I talked, I talked to her not too long ago (inaudible) she couldn,t remember I mean youcan't go ask people 25 years ago ya know, t-hey,re not gonna...
DH Yeah, well l, I.remember'cuz they had like quite a few ah of her friends that had kids overthat were really really young and ah and there where her boys and uh trei rrusnand and uh afew of her other friends um that were there at the house at the time.
KM Anything about hunting or fishing or?

DH I went out fishing that day yeah...

KM Okay.

DH ".and uh was uh four little guys who came back, we were only gone for a couple of hours.
PJ Do you remember those guys names?

DH 0h it was and

PJ Okay the ft
DH (lnaudible) yeah and ah, I think one was and I can't remember, he was the other victim

uh...

PJ

DH .--(lnaudible) no I don't know if was there that day or not, I really don,t know.
PJ Because I've never heard that they were with you before, that's interesting. I heard you werefishing but I never, they never said who you **r" fishing with.
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KM What's and last names?

PJ

DH

KM Do you remember

DH (Sighs).

PJ Was he one of those that got you got convicted on?
DH Yes.

PJ I don't remember a

DH Yep.

KM

DH

KM Okay,

DH

KM

PJ

DH Yep.

PJ Shore fishing?

DH Um-hm.

PJ Let's see if I got a

DH No.

PJ No.

DH (lnaudibte)

PJ

DH (lnaudibte).

PJ (lnaudible). Okay, you have

DH Um-hm.

PJ (sP?)

Do you remember where you went fishing or?

We went fishing there by New London um...

..,we always went fishing by the ah

Alright.

Oh so you were just shore fishing?

DH

PJ

yeah.

KM So it was

PJ

DH There...

McDonald-1989-53SA01

KM that's right, okay and did you fish later into the evening do you remember, I know itwas a long time ago but. rv, rvlr'lvr

DH No, it was, it was in the afternoon, mid afternoon, we came back and ah I can,t remember ifwe caught anything or not.

KM 
ff5flrt" 

during the actualtime of the ab- of the abduction of around g:30 in the evening you

, think you got the name right?

um, that one little bridge the south side of New London.

name in here. Wasn't

was ah (inaudible).

,(SP?)...

and was it you said?
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KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

KM

DH

PJ

KM

DH

KM

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

KM

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

At that blue house?

...at the house yes.

And who, who owned the house or who,s you renting it or?
They uh, were renting it at the time.
Okay, do we know where that,s at?

I know um would Carol Stan still be living there?
No, no, after this happened they all moved to Wilmar.
ls this one of the houses that burnt down?

No I don't recall it burning down.

No? Oh okay.

Remember what road it was on or anything or?
It was a gravel road so...

They'd probably have that at the, the (inaudible).

Yeah l'm sorry, what town did you say that was by?
Belgrade.

Belgrade?

'cuz you ended up tiving with somebody after a house fire, somebody,s house...
My own.

Okay.

Trailer house burnt down.

okay, ljust remdmber that somehow, you somebody ended up moving because ofsomeone's house fire and they were a[l living togethlr.
(lnaudible).

w.ell it, the only,thing that puzzles me now is can we we think of anything why we cannoteliminate your DNA from that hat r mean, it's getting to be-.
Any of your buddies have, would have a had that you would've lived with that could havebeen doing this and that you would've had contaciwith that hat? Any of your friends at all

l[!::r##rk 
of that wourd have been doing what *. ,r" ,*[ing yo, about as far as groping

Only one, the only, there was two guys that that ah
original dad.

)

Yeah.

Yeah.

He had quite, he got drunk quite a bit and hung with another guy and they ah, when theywere always kissing and ah, groping one anot6er but ya know r don,t know...
Do you remember what his name was?

No I don't. Ah it's been such a rong time and them are the onty two guys that hung, thatactually lived around Paynesville at the time um, lived up by the middle school, not toofar away from this little white church um, he had a ginfriend .i*'6 time and rre was always

which was and
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DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

:Ll:tt'', 
around. I don't know ya know l-l can't say he had anything to do with any of this.

PJ Uh just kinda wondering lf uh you knew everybody back then, that,s what we were kindahoping that you'd think of somebody.

Ya know but the hat don,t look famitiar at all.
How about a striped um, the guy that wourd do this wourd wear something, a coupredescribed as like a orange ganciy striped um shirt or jacket oi remember those old blueparkas that everybody used to wear, old blue part<aswittr a uig cottar that were reallypopular...

(lnaudible).

' " did you have one of those or do you remember any of your buddies having a blue parkawith the orange inside, you know wtrictr ones |m tarking ju"ut...
Um-hm.

.'.everybody yeah, d,o you remember any of your buddies wearing any of those? or notnecessarily buddies but somebody that ioutd Oe doing yeah...
DH (lnaudible) the only people that lwould know, no.
PJ well do you remember everybody hanging out? You know this place down by the river?DH I don't wanna think that what's his name had a uh ah blue parka tike that with a orange liningand I can't remember what they had 'cuz Jim, he liveo rignith; ilp;ynesvitte, I don,tremember what his last name was though.
PJ can you remember what he did or how we could figure out who that was?
DH (sighs) he was. a younger guy, iinaudible) he was probab ly 2a, 21um, he hung around withquite a few of the guys that I knew but I can't think'oflwhat the heck his last name was.PJ Did he work somewhere or? (rnaudibre) make you ring a beil or?
DH No, I don't remember if offhand urn, hm, I can't think of what his last name was. I don,t knowknow if [t wourd've been a Mi[er, r'm noi sure troujrr finaudibte).
KM Was he the same age as you or?

DH No he was youngerthan I was.

KM Okay.

PJ Let's see if I come say out some other names and you think his first name was Jim?DH Yeah.

KM Was he trouble?

DH No he seemed like he did a lot of ya know hunting and fishing and I don,t know him rightnow, right about the time that he was working I hlve no idea um, I worked on his car oneday um, I fixed that' Um, by um sisler would know him b".rrr" uh he used to stopover at their trailer house in (inaudible).

PJ sister woutd know him?
DH Yeah^

PJ Do you know if he was into boys at allor?
DH I don't know l've seen him with boys or I mean I'd seen him running around with the guyg aIot but l've never seen him with the women um. -"""'v
PJ But you think...

McDonald-1989-S35A0i Page 10 of20
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DH He's the only one I could think of that had a jacket like that back then.
PJ okay, that's something, l'm picking your brain. They got a couple different names of theseBlooms, I got a ah, Steve Bloom, you know, nAarf fito"oml

No.

Okay.

Donald?

No, I don't recall any Blooms.

okay that must have been just (inaudible) l've got a bunch of names here if I have a . ,
' I don't see anythinq [ut, they goi pictuies of that um area where you used to hangout, does that look familiari Down by t[e river?

DH What river?

PJ or lake, is that, is that, did you have like a fishing shack, would that be the fishing shack?DH No.

PJ 
)."J-:Xf:X:?:T' " 

crap when thev tell me that was a rishins shack where you suys wourd

DH

PJ

KM

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

(lnaudible) warm water and looking fish house, that looks just like a tarp strung over a...
okay see I don't really have any good pictures of it, so that doesn,t look familiar at all?
No.

okay, let's see if I got any other names, t need Jim and in my notes here from those, fromand uh, I did go talk to your sister the other day to *** *hrt she remembered.
DH She won't remember any...

PJ No, she, (inaudible) matter if she didn't and the only thing I did telt her that you, last time Isaw you ya looked 
,9.9o9, 

healthy wise and she kinda teared up about p,at so she still, thatmade her feel good that um, thai you're doing well. I coutd tell, still tettifrai even though Idon't know how your rerationship was, that she cared about ya so.
DH Not much.

PJ She seemed like a realty nice lady. I know but she did ah I mean at least she wanted toknow how you. were doing and what you look like and if you look like you,re healthy so. Butno, she didn't know anything, she, you guys weren't together much ai att wrren you wereyounger (inaudible) and um her huiband iaid that he saw you a few times when you vrere,before you got arrested but they didn,t know nothing oi...
DH Yeah.

PJ So, they didn't have...

DH (lnaudible) you guys go over there and (inaudible)...
PJ well actualty I think she,. actually I think she kinda felt good about it because she,d beenbothered by some um, like Esme Murphy ano ,ome or*tn*m ,r, yorinrr" nro came up onthis Paynesville stuff and it was on the nlws at one time and she felt kinda bad about thatand I told 'em well we already talked to you about that so I think that made her feel kindabetter that she didn't have to talk to 

_rgme or any oitt',oru people so actuatty I think it wasprobably a good.th.ing that I did go talk to 'em and told her thai *rrrr*Jv iarr<eo to you andstuff so but um, talked to a few or 
1ne other peopl" tnrt had known vo, ni.r, in the day. Firstup, talking to us a little bit but he didn't really frave anytfringlo 

"uv.DH How's he doing?
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PJ

DH

PJ

DH

DI

DH

DI

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ
remember him?

DH Yeah, vaguely.

No.

No? And the other one I talked with was

He works hard, he seems like he has a few issues in his, in his life, I don,t know him thatwell, he seems like he has a few hang ups in his life.

Prior to me or?

Um, I think he's still kinda struggling, I think he'd like to tatk to you someday about that.
Um-hm"

He's got the family he's had some kids but um..
(lnaudible).

(lnaudible) kinda yeah he's got a few issues I think um, talked to him and then I talked tosome other guy the other day too just trying to get some background. I don,t know if he,sactually a victim anymore or he was a plrtner o1yours, trying to see what his name was. Hewas wondering how you were doing too, he.just got oui oi pi*on Got too rnuny rotO"rs here.But he didn't have anything to ah add to it eiiheriut, you wr,at, what do you think about that
, you think I can believe the stuff he says? why do you think he, why woutd hesay he thought you did the paynesvilte gropings?

I don't know uh, I have no idea.

No and he's, he is...

Ya know and as far as |m concerned ya know he was a past victim and that.
But he's really the big push. to.be perfectly honest with ya, he's a really b- big push that saysyeah, you would go (inaudible) and he'd probably would do that in Oetween ffiil sex withthose other boys and, he felt pretty strongly aoout that. He had no *rio"n"* * rnltning,that's just something...

No.

...that he would say.

I think he's just shooting in the dark because uh of his past with me.
Um-hm. Was he your longest victim ya think or?

what's his story? You

PJ okay and he said that you molested 
.hiry for a few years but, he he also said that maybe thePaynesville thing but um, I know a lot of these guys have their o*n ut", linruoiur"l so uh...

KM Ya know one thing just the short time we've spoken with you it seems like ya know it,s beena lot of years but it.seems tike you do have some reaction or or some concern about someof your victims and it seems like you do feel bad about some of the stuff and that,s one thingthat's I think that's impressed me about you where I think you're, vor;iu t"iiing us the truthabout stuff'cuz it seems like you are genuine as far as your victims and...
PJ Like

KM "'mistakes were made, that's nothing can be done about that now and that,s one of thereasons we ya know talking to Pam was to come back to you it's like, y, Xno*, I think ifDuane had some of this, he does have some concerns, hi would tell us and that,s why webrought up this hat and those other victims, they're still out there, the statutes run on it, youwouldn't be charged with.anything on it it was just, it seems like you oo nave some genuineconcern that's why we felt it was worthwhile coming back and trking to vou again, ya know?I don't, I don't see you as this monster or anything it 
" 

il'tnt I see yorias a a victim asprobably when you were younger and it progressid and I'm sure chemicals, alcohol or

) /".{ 3
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DH

KM

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

PJ

DH

3:g:1,9:'1.!.:ll_11,1-h-"-r- 
we.are and.that,s why we,re, here we are asaiin and it's like wewould beg you and hope you if you did know somethiing about this to let us know so we

;:XS [?:1jl:'"i::p:p^1itl"]::rt, I1o*, .nq tr.,,i;ririu o,i,v'p,i=l,i,d o,i',- *" ,,llo, r*
|1:ylT:,y::,dl1pl,-"-1,:t the scenl of this.." n"v gltiirgliif#;;iffi'goi;;; iil;
ill llry:fl.t?-" :1i*.inated. r even brousht tre r6f,ort i";;rl;;" vir'i,i,itll tJ #jibut, that's the thing that we're, we're not putting ,ny'pun.h"!-what you,re doing.
Yeah.

Ya know that's why we'd bring this and I'll show you, we're not, l,m not here to bullshit you'cuz l, I don't, one think.l can bullshit you um, you're not some young kid that stole a piece ofbubblegum um, you've been around the block, you know the system probably better thananybody but that's we're just kinda preading to you on itr"i ya tnowz
Like you coming up with that Jim name, that could be helpfulto us ya know.
I don't know I think his last name was Miller, I'm not really sure.
Okay.

I think that's what his last name was.

I think that, I think that, that sounds familiar to rne, Jim Miller. Besides him maybe havingthat parka is there anything erse you can teil me about him?
NIot really.

so if we walk out of your (inaudible) we feel pretty confident you would tell us?
Yeah.

Okay and then we're.not obviously gonna sit and try to beat you up or interrogate you oranything like that, we're just appealing to you as a person.

I don't understand.

'cuz let's face it, you've been in here for a long, long time you have nothing to lose by tellingus at this point in time and ya know. I know you've thoughiabout it a million times over.Anything at all we haven't.asked you that you think we'ri missing on this whole paynesville
possible connection with Jacob Wetterling and all? Anything at ail you can think of that thecops just aren't getting or, somelhing thafs been overloorJo orz
No, not that I can think of ya know I racked my_brain trying to think of anything that ya knowcould be evidence in some way or another asfar as .laco6 was concerned um, I never knewthe family' I think l've been in that town maybe one time ano irrat was with my uncle Jerry.He was a TV apptiance person. We picked up a TV um, I have no idea where we were at orwho's place we were at and t didn't deliver it with him so but Jerry was ah he was my uncleand he was a good person um, taught me a lot but as far as Jacob,s case I wish I knewsomething some kind of closure on it'cuz I do feel that (inaudible)...
Patty l'm sorry.

Yeah any time somebody loses a family member it,s very hurtful, painful.
And you'know that because of the way you grew up l'm sure. you guys were kinda just left,you were left at that home school there ln St. Ctouo and sent to fostei home and never reallyhad that parent structure' Your mom had some mental illness issues it looks iir<e ano sneprobably didn't get any help back in the day.

DH That's about it from me.

KM okay if you're racking your brain and you think of how or why your DNA would be on therewould you tell us I mean if we left you a card? I mean...
DH Yeah, definitely.

KM

DH

PJ
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PJ Like who's house could have you been at or?
DH Yeah.

PJ Who's car could,ve you been in that...

DH (lnaudibte)yeah.

PJ ... that would've maybe had something like that.
KM Do you understand that's ritile bit of a sticking point for us.
DH Yeah.

KM As far as this I mean...

DH Yeah, l-l have no idea, back then well ya know I did a lot of drinking and drugs and thatthere and um, I was in and out of vehicles or going pLr", and that but I don,t ever recallwearing a hat like that.

PJ were you ever with somebody else. that did something like that uh we were asking you if youdid but were you ever in the car with somebooy etie t"hat grabbeo up some t<ioszDH No.

PJ so when there's any of these assaults going on were you ever just a bystander andsomebody else was doing the assaultsi
DH M-must have been because I don't, l,don't recall any of these ah incidents happening as faras over by a pizza place in Paynesville.or grabbing any kids o, rrruingl jacr<et with a didn,thave a brue parkawith a orange rining in itlr neueihrd on" of those so,..
PJ That's why I was wondering if you.had happened and you might have been with the guy thatwas doing this and here we're talking to vbi.r and thatCwhy, tiat's wr,y you said that JimMiller had this jacket but...

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

Yeah he was always out hunting and stuff like that there. I recall him wearing a jacket like it.
Some people take pride in not telling on other people.

Yeah...

Uh are you beyond that?

(lnaudible) yeah if I knew anything as far as something like that I sure as hell would saysomething to you in order to clear my own name.
Um-hm, so your acts pretty much you,d say were by yoursetf then?
Yeah.

There wasn't an accomprice or somebody that we courd go tark to?
No, no sure wasn't.

Anything else Pam?

Hm-mm, not unless you had any more questions for us or?
No, I have your cards from last time.

okay um if any of those victims tried to contact you woutd you talk to them? I don,t know ifthey are, l'm just saying, what do you think?
No, I don't know, I would have to, I guess I would like to know what kind of a structure theywent through if they actually seeked out some help ya know...
Um-hm.

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

KM

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ
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DH

PJ

DH

KM

DH

KM

"'uffi, rather than just coming in and asking me ah questions of being uh thoroughly pissed
off which they could, they have the right to be.

Right.

But uh...

More structure to it?

Yeah.

That's.another thing too is um, Pam and I are are as far as BCA and a sheriff,s office theones that are working the Wetterling case and these Paynesville ones and *" rr" tr*enforcement and keep in mind that uh like Pam mentiored earlier it has been kinda out inthe news a little bit and and there may be other people that want to talk to you about it butwe would hope that if you had information uh, we think you've been candici with u. urt if youdid that you would let us know versus uh...
Do you...

...private citizens or a private eye...

News people and is a...

N.o I won't talk to any of them, I had, I don't know uh, channel g news wanted to talk to meabout a month ago.

You see that's this stuff, that,s what...

And then l, I told them no...

Um-hm.

" ' um 'cuz other people have talked to the news around here and they have a tendency tosay what they want to say.or what the public wants to hear and they i.rue , iot, a tot ofthings out which is pretty damaging...

Um-hm.

...so ljust told 'em 
'lo, 

I didn,t want anything to do with them.
And that's why we're just try_ing to keep it ya know, our investigation clean and not muddedthat way too 'cuz I agree with you, they could take one little excerpt or one litle word you
say and take it out of 

.conlext an-d, we're just hoping that ya know, that if you do have stuffyou would talk to us, the law enforcement that kee[s thiicases and it's a closed file until it,ssolved, we don't give any information out of anybody. We don't ah go and say we tatt<eO to
Dr1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,9ne today and things like that so whereas ai meoia or private investigators or that,sdifferent ya know so...

Hm.

,..w- we can't tell you what to do...

We're just (inaudible).

...we're just we're hoping ya know.

l'm just forewarning you that they might be trying to talk to ya.

Yeah.

And I know that that nad told me that he thought maybe he'd come talk to ya, Idon't even know if they'd let him anyway because he,s airictim so...
Right.

...um...

DH

KM

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

DIIU

DH

KM

??

KM

PJ

KM

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ
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DH

PJ

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

DH

KM

And that's ya know that's something that usually they look at as far as the victim,sconcerned, thev wanna know that they have some kind or structuie;; i;; il;i; in the pastand thal they can approach this in theappropriate way.
Right and it being a positive thing for them too I suppose,
We kinda eluded this question a little bit but ya know we as law enforcement kinda have away of thinking all our careers as far as crimi and what not ano pam asked you a titile bitare we missing something. From your perspective and being [n here ano i,m'surJ you,uubeen around a lot of othei people that done some things...
Yeah.

ls there a way of thinking or something that you think we're missing? I know you don,t knowour whole file but if if you were given t-he caie, what type of person would yoir ne looking

(lnaudible) no, I have 
19 

idga, You guys are professionals at what you do and that there I yaknow, I wouldn't know the first thingiabout it.

Okay.

As far as what to look for.

well I know you can't s.ay what goes on in group and I don't want you to but you must haveheard other things or other stylJof of Mos.irom oir',u, p*pie that'are sex onenoers, lustwondering if there's some type of personality or perso; ih;it., think we should look at or orfrom your experience.

Especially the person that would take somebody off a road, not a groomer.
Right, no I haven't 

"f:i":::-1:ryllirg tike that.in any of our groups as far as ya know umguys actually abducting a person and and molesting them;;, people that were strays orthey didn't know or whatever.

Okay.

Or even being around paynesville.

There just seemed like there was a lot for Paynesville in 87 to gg, I can,t beiieve that DuaneHart did everything in 1g, 1996-1ggg, r can't berieve that,s ail Duane Hart.
No.

No' and that's what I was looking for okay Duane, they could say it was Duane Hart, it,s not,one person didn't do all that and I know tlrat and you (now that. That,s what weire'lookingfor, who would be the.other guy, who's the guy we're missing and that,s frustrating. l,m sureit's frustrating for you 'cuz now-you're talkin[ tt us ,gri;nri]t *r. like a litfle (inaudible)place out there back in the day but things were diffeient back in the day, you would,ve gotby with probably grooming one t<io bacli in the day and that would have been the end of it.And nowadays l'm saying because kids talk abou't it anJL|;-ih" parents are different,they're pretty much just tet the kids do whatever they wanted back in the day but...
Yeah.

PJ

DH

KM

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ Things are different now.

DH Yeah Ijust wish they wourd've have treatment (inaudibre).
PJ Think that would,ve made a big difference?
KM How old were you when you realized that...
PJ You needed it.

KM ... need, you needed it or now reflect back?
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DH 25.

KM 25 years old?

PJ You think that,s because you were
DH Oh yeah.

PJ . .. that they say that,s how it started.
DH Yeah.

PJ So if you wouldn,t
different turn then

DH

KM

DH

PJ

KM

DH

KM

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

DH

PJ Your own stuff?

DH (lnaudibte).

McDonatd-1989-S3SA01

folv Vou can't do anything about that, it,s a litfle boy
definitely paid the consequences that;s for sure.

PJ

, thefl, would that be...

have been put in that structure your whole life probabty would,ve took aand you had no control over ihjt, you were lusi a litfle boy,
(lnaudible).

How much did atcohol and drugs affect it?
Big time, it was a crutch, something that I used as far as not dealing with my emotions andfeelings, vvqrrr rv Yvrrr I I I ly El llutl

left alone back in the day and you

well D-Duane, once again we do appreciate you talking to us and I really do think you,rebeing candid with us and l-l hope so.

Yes.

obviously l've been lied to before.ya know 
!,u.t 

l,m.hop.ing that you,re not and l,m hoping thatif you think about sornebody that hlt or anything about '',,ir,*t **,ru investigating I mean yousay you have our cards.

You don't hlve any property from back in the day, would that, wourd have any of yourbuddy's stuff or like a storage shed or a, your mom's propertf or any of that property that wecould, that would be of interest to us do ya?

No.

I mean when you lived with these people,s...

Pretty much all my stuff was stolen, all my tools were stolen, my fish house was stolen, allmy fishing equipment was storen uh and ihat over on out there 
"ny 

um (inauoiure).'
So you got arrested and then...
(lnaudible) got arrested then the stuff started turning up (inaudibre).
So when you got arrested what house were you living in?
(lnaudible).

okay and then you left, you just left your stuff there and you never got back to it?
No.

Then what happened to all that stuff then?
It got stolen.

But there wouldn't have been anybody else's, Jim Miller or anybody else,s stuff mixed in thatwe could we maybe want to look at?

No, no it was pretty well all my own stuff.
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PJ

DH

KM

DH

PJ

DH

PJ

PJ

KM

DH

DH

PJ

DH

It wasn't like a big community place or something?

No.

Did you stick anything in storage?

No' I couldn't afford it ya know ah, I don't even know where (inaudible) where to go at thetime ah I was in jail and that I had no idea,.didn't.care really tecause stuffs are m-issingwhile I was still in jail and ah, was nothing in courd do anout ii, was gone it was gone.
(lnaudible).

On the outside world you don,t have any property left?
No.

No heirlooms from mom and dad or nothing?

No.w!9n my trailer house burnt down when I was in (inaudible) there ah had all my pictures
and all that stuff was ah. g.ot all burnt up. They said uomenoo/ purposefully ah arh- arsonedit so I don't know who at the time would've done someihing li'ke that but...
Ya know on that arson subject, did you start a lot of fires back in the day because that,ssomething else that would talk about was some fires and there aglin I don,icare aboutthe fires or...

Ygaf I was (inaudible) burning ah um that wild canary grass, it got so tall l,d burn that stuffoff ah keeping control of the fiie and that at tfre time yeih.
Did you burn some houses when you were pissed off (inaudibre)?
No no, no.

PJ But who would've done that?

DH I don't know who's talking about what houses were burnt down, I know when...
PJ Supposedly a couple of your victims started on fire and they said you started ,em 

on fireand...

DH I came to close to that um, it was um, fire that started clear across the field where this highcanary grass was and the flames were up about 30 feet in the air and ah, the fire
department came and ah they were.kinda green at it and I told 'em V, r.nb* we should go towork and start a fire here and have it backfire and meet out in the center if we don,t do thatthis is gonna overcome these two farm houses and with these 1,ooo gatton Lp tanks it willblow and there wouldn't been nothing left of that so we did that and ah it saved the
farmhouses.

PJ Yeah, so that's just a bunch of crap they're talking about then as far as fires and?
DH Yeah.

PJ You left your stuffthere, it all got stolen and...
DH Yep and was not, nothing I could do about that, ya know it was locked up and after

everything on the news and that there no one winted to have anything tL do with me
anyway. I was the worst predator out there at the time.

PJ And that was right after Jacob when they said that ,cuz 
I never saw..,

DH Yeah.

PJ Did do ya have,. do you have any friends that keep in contact with ya? your sister doesn,t
keep in ton-contact, do you have anybody that comes to visit ya oi s-anyttringz

DH No.

PJ So why...
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DH All retation have passed away and um, when you're in this kind of situation nobody wants tohave anything to do with ya. My best friend.J.oet Beazticky(sp?) he uh, he pr.rlir*ry ,year ago and that was it. Yeah friends, ha. lt'd be hard to'even make friends if I ever do get
out of here, that's another story.

Yeah, I wasn't even gonna bring that up 'cuz I know that's all still up in the air right?
No.

You getting out?

Yeah, chances are that are I don'i know, It's taken almost 20 years now. 20 years intreatment and 5 in prison.

K, anything else Pam?

No (inaudible) is it your lunch hour almost or did you m-miss your lunch?
(lnaudible)

oh is it (laughs)? Well, you're not big and heavy tike some of the guys that sittin, in here soyou must, you must kinda do something to keep yourserf heatthy Io ya?
DH I walk two miles every day, I watch what I eat.

PJ You're not eating all that starch?

DH No well it's a good thing I ain't bakin, and cookin, ,cuz 
I really get into that.

PJ Oh

KM (l-aughs) speaking of that do ya, do they have jobs for ya in here or?
DH I work in the kitchen as a baker.

KM Oh.

DH And ah...

KM You can't sample then?

DH Pardon?

KM You can't sample?

DH No, that's something they, they uh, they quit doing, they wouldn't let us do that anymore,
cost us our job if we do so.

PJ Oh.

KM Hm.

DH Yeah otherurise. of.that I do prep cooking and help out in the kitchen wherever they need mebut usually I bake bread about s6, s0 roaves of bread a day.
KM Wow, must get good at that huh?

DH Yeah, I ain't too bad, machines are pretty good.

KM okay, well, again thanks Duane and you have our cards and...
DH If I think of anything l,il get, ['m gonna get in touch with ya.

KM Okay, anything else pam?

PJ Nope.

KM l'm gonna shut this off, the time is 12..0g a., p.m. now.

END OF RECORDING,
McDonald-1989-535A01
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NB

MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

BUREAU OF CRIMINAL APPREHENSION
TRANSCRIPT

Today's date is February 19, 201s, the current time is z:14 p.m. uh this is specialAgent
Nathaniel Brovold, also present is Kris Kolstad from Willmai pp anu we,re here *iff p"t",
Hoagland?

Um-hm.

Pete, is your fullfirst name peter?

Um-hm.

What's your middle name?

Ctaire(SP?).

And spelt your last name for me please?

H-O-A.G-L.A.N-D

And your date of birth?

06128147 , you could just write old but...

(Laughs) well that wouldn't be very nice.

(Laughs) can 1,.

Older than me a little bit alright?

Eh.

And that makes you how old today?

uh,67.

67 okay. Current residential address?

416 Southeast Lakeland Drive.

And that's here in Willmar?

Yep.

562A1?

Yep.

Contact phone number for ya pete?

235, oh my home is 235-6233.

And cell?

I do but I don't, well right now I don't (laughs).

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH
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NB I mean but do you own one though?

PH Oh yeah, yeah but I don,t know what the number is.

NB 'Kay.

PH Ah 'cause I never call myself.

NB l, ye- people ask me the same thing I said I don't normally look at it, I can, I look at I can tellya' Um, I told ya (inaudible) kinda just filling in once you [ot in here Kris klnda what we,redoing um, advising that I would tuin this onl hopefulty it'Jwort<ing lt ir u*, I work for thestate okay and I understand these guys uh I have an office right"back here, tlust happen tonot work for Willmar pD.

PH Um-hm.

NB And I do um investigations, criminal investigations just like some of these guys do and l, Ireview case$ um that come across our desks and i've got cases or flrat, initi have got asteady caseload that I continue to work on and often times when situations or inves{gations
like this come up um, they may or may not fit something I've been r""r,i.g ,t and that,s theonly reason t-Xnlto talk with you today okay? Um, you are here becauje of, of something
that willmar pD's investigating, you understand that iuily right?

PH Yep.

NB They talked with ya yesterday and I think a little bit today and said that you,ve been very
decent to tatk with um, understanding you don,t have toialk to us rightd

PH I understand.

NB Do you mind if I ask you some questions?

PH No go ahead.

NB Okay.

PH As long as you, you don't mind if I go ah, I don,t know what you,re talking about.
KK (lnaudible) okay?

NB And um, I'm not accusing you of anything, l'm not saying that your involved, Ijust have
some questions that l, that I really feel based on on my ituf thai I need to ask okay?

PH Um-hm.

NB You're not the first person that l've talked with about any of this kinda stuff but I want you to
know you don't have to talk to me. Same rights that ttrey tatt<eO to you 

"Uout 
yesterday

(inaudible).

PH Sure.

NB lf you say you know what, l'm tired of listening to your voice, you t- want me to leave you just
tell me that.

PH Um-hm.

NB Fair enough?

PH Yep"

NB Okay um, Pete, how long have you uh lived in Wiltmar?

PH (Sighs) we went over that this morning"

NB lknow.

PH 42 or 3 years.

NB Okay and I might ask you redundant questions.
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NB

PH

KK

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

Maybe 43, l-l don't, no maybe, yeah, how about 43, that,s close enough for rock and roll.
I may ask you questions they already asked, I wasn't there yesterday and I haven,t...
No that was, that was a this morning question wasn,t it?
Um, I don't know if we discussed that or not, maybe.
Well, I haven't reviewed what they talked about.

Some, somebody asked me today and okay go ahead.
So bear with me if I ask the same question.

Sure.

Um and if you don't knoqspecifically or exactly I don't expect you to, just give me the bestanswer that you can and if you say I have absolutely no idea tell me that.
Um-hm.

Fair enough? Those 43 years have you um, had more than one residence in Willmar?
ln Willmar, no.

So...

oh, oh, wait, I see what you're gettin' at, no, that,s 43 years at that address.
At that house?

Yeah.

Okay and you own that house?

Yeah.

Okay um have you lived elsewhere in those 43 years?

No.

Have you maintained a second residence of any kind?
No.

lrlo? Okay.

I me.a.1 unless.well, you were out there, (stutters) nah, it's really not mine anyway but the,
wou.ld have a lake place that we go to but I wouldn't say I maintained it, I don,t know ifthat's...

Okay, well you have a, do you own other property?

(sighs) well I suppose yeah, 'cause we have a a joint (inaudible) we call...
Joint ownership or?

Joint ownership or whatever of the, of the lots out at the lake.

Okay.

We, we did ihat just before my dad died and we thought it was the thing to do now l,m not sosure but...

NB Okay.

PH ...anyway. So, so yeah lgot a...

NB Yep.

PH ...maybe it'd be fair to say I have an interest. There ya go (inaudible).
NB Sure, financialjust nothing else right?

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH
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PH Yeah well, yeah t-t pay a third of the bills.

NB So you got a liability then is what you got?

PH That's what I have yeah.

NB (Laughs) okay um, I noticed something when Ijust pulled up something from the s- your
record from the state, your drivers license, there was a memo on there about Hawaii. Haveyou ever, it and it appears ljust did it, it it appears to me that there's a memo on there, didyou ever vacation to Hawaii?

I have never been off the continental US, ha.

You haven't?

No.

Well l'll look into that and and that's the only reason l'm a question is because it said
something about Hawaii um, in fact, I can probably...

I wanted to go there but I never ever gone there.

And and trust me, l-l know...

- As a matter of fact, if getting closer to it, never been in california,
The reason I ask and just to show, tell you that l'm being straight up, it says a alternate,
looks like it's alternate address and it,s got this Hawaii..]

PH Huh.

NB And this is, this is you and this is...

PH Yeah"

NB ...on June of2013.

PH l-l-[ don't wanna drag him in there but ya know there's a fellow that lives in Willmar that has
an alternate add- l'd call it alternate'cause he's there from like November to April, ha...

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

??

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

Friend of yours or somebody...

He and I well, I guess you'd call him a friend, he's also a customer but yeah.
So do you...

But but not, not even the names aren't even close, ha.

But so no idea in your opinion why that Hawaii would be on there?
None.

Do you know, I don't know Hawaii, never been ihere myself...
No l-1...

(lnaudible).

I couldn't tetl ya which island it,s on or anything,

Who, what's the name of the guy you,re referring to?

Uh Phil Kvam I don't wanna get him in trouble.

No, n- and just because this isn't causing any trouble, it's causing me just confusion it,s alt it
is. Phil you said?

Yeah.

What's his last name?
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PH

NB

PH

K-V-A-M, there's two ways of spelling Kvam in Willmar, Minnesota and that,s one of ,em,
Kvam"

Okay.

And and ya know he's quite a, ah I guess l'll call him a characier but uh he gets such abetter rate on his cell phone. tha.t hiJcell phone, if vou oiaitris phone you,r*".r1ring Hawaii soto speak and then it comes back and of course...
NB Okay.

PH '.'the cell system is smart enough that once it knows that he's in Minnesota it doesn,t go
across the ocean and come back it routes within the switch here.

NB Okay.

PH But nonetheless I always but he said, I get such a good deal out there it,s just, it,s worthcalling long distance.

NB ls that kinda rike taking up a residence in south Dakota?
PH I don't know anything about that.

NB (Laughs) l've heard of peopte doing that (inaudibte).

PH ls that the tax...

NB Tax.

PH "..spin, no?

NB lt's an income tax (inaudible) so, anyhow, um, the 43 years that you,ve lived in theresidence here on Lakeland um, you own that home?
Um-hm.

And have you, has anyone ever resided there with you?

Yeah, actually ah in, when I firsi bought it there were a couple guys that rented from me forgee, I don't even know, three years, four years maybe.

Okay um, so three or four years of uh, of rental?

Yep I mean, l'll I'll be dead stupid honest, I couldn't afford, I don't even know how the bank
approved the foan whe1.I bought it but without those guys t'd have been screwed becausewe took the, the everything and split it three way$.

Sure.

And uh, boy that was a godsend for me.

well it got ya, got ya starled there in the earry 70's (inaudibre).

ph ygah and ya know if l'd have been, if |d had a brain l'd of gone somewhere else, r,dbought a different house or ya know whatever but ya know tha-t,s the way it is.
Yeah that's the way it is. um, so other than the, the two, two guys you said?
Um-hm.

Other than the two guys that rented from you, nobody else ever lived there? lt wasn,t afamity residence or anything like that?

Well n- I mean when I bought it, oh I can't think of the name of the peopte I bought it frombut I bought it from some folks who had tived there I think since it was new uh which at thattime was probably for three years or four at the most.

Okay.

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH
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PH And I can't think of their name to save my soul.
NB That's not important.

PH Oh l-l didn't know where you were going.

NB What l'm kinda tooking at and l'il get, l'll cut to the chase in just a littte bit here. Just trying toget a ritfle bit of background, r've never met ya before...
PH Um-hm.

NB And I and I don't knowthe ins and outs of what Kris and his partners here have been lookinginto and even uh fully understand why you're trer* ioory but I know trai some of the thingsthat I am rooking into um, geographicaily invorve centraiMinnesota ot"vi
PH Um-hm, um-hm.

NB um and that's kinda wlral I'm getting_ at with ya know where you've lived and ah you,veworked here all your life is that right?

PH Um-hm.

NB Right in Wiilmar?

PH Yep uh allmy, well...

NB Welt I shouldn't say all your life.

PH I mean I was just,gonna say.we probably need to put that in perspective because uh Iworked down in the Twin Cities um probably sixty, 66 and 6i ar 67 ;d-q I can,t remember.
NB 'Kay.

PH But ya know have I worked here all my life, no, uh not ail my life, most of my working tife hasbeen here.

NB So when you 
1el- 

when you go back to the late 60's in the, in the Twin cities, what kindawork did you do?

PH uh, I was an in plant electrician is the best way to describe it um, we built a big, big furnacesand air conditioners I mean we frequently worfted inside them when ** *"t" wiring them uhI mean they were like eight or ten feet wide and 6 to z reet ronj anJ ,r, io r."t high youneeded a step ladder when you were inside.

NB Sure.

PH And they were big honkin, roof units.

NB Okay.

PH So and we did the wiring uh on the machines and then they'd be shipped out and hooked upin the field and then ah listen I had probably more than you want to know um but then if theyhad an electrical problem in the plaht they'd callthe electrical department ano so we woulddo other things and we, we'd do in plant wiring, l've often wondeied if that was legal backthen but it probabty was, ha.

NB A lot of things were different back then.

PH Yeah yeah I and lwas, well I worked with a fella that was, was an old electrician and yaknow the old clichrS, there are old electricians and old electricians but there aren,t old boldelectricians (laughs).

NB Yeah when you came to s- to the Willmar area then, the 43 years that you,ve lived in theresidence that you,re in now...

PH Um-hm.

NB Um, what kinda work did you do at that point?
Brovold-1989-S35-A01 page 6 of2B
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PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

Uh, I worked for the sheriff's office actually.

Okay and your law enforcement career for how many years?
Hm, till 19, late 79, ca[ it 1gg0 for all intensive purpose.

1980 okay and uh is that the onry job you herd for that period of time?
Oh I did, that's how I got my business started is I did uh radio work on the side.
Okay and then what...

That, that, that's the easiest way to say it I mean 1.. .

Sure.

...worked out of my house.

And then when you left law enforcement in 1980 that's when you, did you go basically fulltime with the radio business then okay and have yo, n"un-ooing that since?
That's correct.

okay any s- uh, any work outside of the radio business uh ah since the g0,s, that th- I meandid you travel around and do any (inaudible).

::,:H.l:T_1t?l11f:t ylty*,, as,an adjunct t,m just tryins to give you the big picture

3:,ii:l':r:':"'i: :11ily:li::. :P rr *nna sprii,a h,,' t;'^* T;;,1i;;;;;fffi;
I:T"ffl*,1._111{iunct to the radio busin"*. *i,i.h tvpicany is two *rt;il; ;;i;5"do broadcast engineering.

I'm reflecting back
types of allegations

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

Okay,

And ah that's pretty restricted but uh I do travelaround, ha.

Okay.

or l-l did, I-l don't do as much now, pretty much now it's either wilrmar or Jackson
Minnesota, that's.

okay' um, again I don't know a lot of detail about the the ca- the cases that they,re lookingat here. I do know the the gist, the nature of what they invoive, involve...
Um-hm.

"'some contacts, some relationships, some interaction, how, however you wanna describe itwith some young men.

Um-hm.

Which are similar cases that l've looked at over the years okay um, been in law enforcement
for just 

3bo.ut 
20 years, been with the state uh for about six and um have done work all overthis particular area, started up in St. Cloud area and then now kinda cover the whole state ofMinnesota.

Sure.

so.the basically the reason you're here is, is a couple of incidents that
looking at from an investigative standpoint that involve r.ry ,iritar u*
okay?

AIright.

Um no one's convicted here, no one's guilty of anything at this point in time today um, that,snot what we're talking about but what I looli for ano wnlt these guys look for is exptanations
if there is one for, for what the behavior entailed, what, what occurred um, again I haven,t
read through any reports that these guys have done. I don't know the nature of what you

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB
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NB

discussed yesterday with them um but I just know again, the gist of the fact that it wasyoung men alright?

Um-hm.

Um, so.l'm looking at a couple incidents in particular uh that that are from central Minnesota
um and a couple things that I know about from the search warrant they did at your house,
some things that they found, some of your interests, sorne of your work experience tie into
these cases.

Hm.

That's why I asked for them to have you come down and talk with me.

Um-hm.

okay? um, so with that being said um, do you, have you ever been involved in any
teaching? Any um youth uh Scouts any...

No, nope.

,..teaching or coaehing of any kind?

No scouts, no coach, well, let's, ah you say, when you say ever that,s a very all inclusive
word.

well let's go, let's just talk about since you've been here, since 43 years.

Oh, then no.

Okay so prior to that...

Yeah.

... in your younger years?

When, when I was in high schoolthey had the uh high school basketball players go down
and eoach the little guys.

0kay.

And that's the first thing I thought of when you said have you ever done any coaching.
well and and I don't mean to be so literal if I, if if there,s an explanation"..

Well see l-f am and l'm sorry.

And that's good, that's okay so basically have you ev- have you ever, I understand you have
an interest in hockey?

Oh yeah, l-1,..

Okay.

'..1 better again I better be fair, I was extremely involved in hockey um, I don,t, it,s probably
not fair to say that we built the Blueline Center but basicatly we did ani ah I spent counless
hours out there running wire and...

Okay.

... putting up wall board and yada yada yada.

Did you play hockey?

Um, yes but uh you're getting the fult mea[deal here.

(Laughs).

Um...

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

PH

NB

PH

NB

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

PH

NB

PH
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As long as I get him ya know, as long as I get in dinner tonight it (inaudible) alright.
Yeah, wh-when I was in Bth grade um I was very uh today l'd say flattered back then I kinda
went huh um, the uh 8th grade hockey or no, no! no, r.ro, my grh graoe algebra teacher was
the hockey coach.

Oh okay.

And he just happened to catch me skating one day and said you really need to play hockey
and and some of the other kids in the class turned the heat up and ah this is silly but l,m
giving you the whole schtick um, in nine- oh I don't know what year that woufd,ve been, in
early 60's, 60ish, 61, ha, you had two choices, you could eithei shovel the rink or you could
flood the rink. Half the kids shoveled one day and the other half flooded and the nlxt day it
was backwards and I took one look at that and went ya know do I wanna go out and freeze
my tail so I decided to play basketball.

Okay.

I continued to play hockey but to be absolutely dumb stupid honest I've never played
organized hockey.

Okay and never coached it?

No, no.

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB Do you just have an interest?

PH l-1, oh yeah l'l-l wish I had the smarts to coach hockey ya know but t don't and l, and I never
have-

NB Okay um an avid spectator of hockey?

PH I was um, things have gotten so out of control for my time and l, I can give you more details
but ljust don't have the time in fact I was lamenting uh that I haven't s6en one high schoot
hockey game this year either boys or girls.

NB Okay.

PH And then that's, that's really irritationg and then as a skin ofl of that I have, there was a,
there was a bantam hockey tournament here twothree weeks ago I thought I should go to
that, I never did.

NB (lnaudible).

PH So lwas an avid...

(17 :23-1 8:38 disregard audio)

NB Okay, for my purposes um if we look at it from my, my approach used, had access to or
drove?

PH Alright well I can tell you what I own um, I own a a ,93 Chevy van.

NB Okay.

PH Conversion van and I own a oh crap, I don't know what year it is, it's a Datsun uh, 2g0Z I

think, that's probably a early 80's um, let me see so those are the, oh I also own a 1g79
Chrysler Cordova, white over red, ha but it hasn't been licensed for I don't know how long,
the tires are going flat, it sits in the garage out at the shop so those are the three I own uh I

also...

NB Hold on one sec, I'm sorry, one second you and so you have the the van was what year?
PH

NB

83,

83 conversion van?
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NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

Yeah.

Okay and what color was that?

Uh gray.

And a red or white over red Cordova,lg?
Yep.

And the other one was a in what year uh Z?

Uh I wanna say it's about an 82, give or take.

Now l'm, I know a little bit about cars but some of these, the Cordova, is that a two door or a
four door?

That is a two door.

Two door?

And again and I and I don't wanna beat this to deaih but um, well in fact the van is not
currently licensed, I used to drive it a lot but when gas prices went nuts I drive it twice ayear' I back it out, take the snowblower out, put the lawnmower in place and I drive it back in
and then typically 1'll take it around the block or around a one mile section just to warm it up
before I put it away so.the van gets very little use um, almost zero and nacf to your originat
question the other vehicle I had like forever untit it rusted out so bad you coutdn,t futanyihing in the back uh was a s-seventy five Ptymouth Trailduster, it'i like a Ram, a Dodge
Ram Charger thing I mean it's, it's a short littte 

-bitty 
it's two door, removable top, blah blah

but that's what it was called, was a Trailduster.

(lnaudible).

Yeah' four wheel drive type and and I bought it to have the four wheel drive capability and
that was a very very good vehicle for me but it rusted out pretty badly.
'Kay.

And that uh if you want lo make a hip shot of that or want me to make a hip shot that I sold
to a fella from the Twin Cities hmm, wow, probably in the late nine- mid to late gg,s.

okay, urn, any others that you can think of off the top of your head that you...

Well let's see...

...had drive.

'., uh Trailduster and oh um well it wasn't mine but I practically drove the wheels off of a
Cavalier station wagon, that's, ihat's what t had before the Focus.

What year?

4h...

Haven't had a Cavalier wagon for awhile have they?

I don't know, Iet me, I can, might be able to figure out what year.

Wel[ even approximately.

th, J-l don't wanna give you bad info and and like I say it had 386,000 rniles on it when I

flnally pushed it over the cliff um now let me think here s- Cavalier, I wonder if that wasn,t an
89 maybe, nah, I uh, use that as a ballpark, don,t go...

Well and you know...

... hang your head on it..

NB

PH

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH
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PH

NB

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

KK

PF{

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

... l'm not gonna hold it. on, I'm not gonna hord it against ya. um it,s my job to confirm it, you
could just give me the best, best guess and l,ll Oolne reit.
Yeah.

Um, that's not yours though, what color was that wagon?
That was blue but m3ltlv rust and l-l say that tongue in cheek obviously but that was one ofthose years where GM couldn't paint anything thJt dion't turn to rust and that,s exaely
what..

Possibly an 89, who owned that pete?

Who, oh the shop owned that.

So it would've been licensed in your business name?

Yeah l'm pretty sure.

What's uh l'm that's pete's Communication or...

Yeah.

... is that how your city has your stuff to then?

Yup Alg if it's of any importance when the tailgate fell off I botted it back on. I took it out to(inaudible)...

Okay.

Which is a junkyard.

Yeah ['ve heard of the name [, I don't, l'm not familiar with everything in this area but I do
know what (inaudible) is.

Maybe you, maybe you said this pete but what color was the Trailduster?
That was white over, kind of a tan, a litfle more brown in your pants probably.

And the Datsun, I didn't, I didn't get the (inaudible).

Oh now, let me just, uh, sorry, I didn,t mean to...

No it's okay.

...to freak out here but everybody gave me all kinds of crap about that, about the
Trailduster.

Okay.

Because I built and l'll sketch it for you if you'd like. I built a framework that came off of the
rear frame and went up and then there was a crossbar and then I built another frame that
sat in rain gutters and to split stuff up whether I was hauling pipe or ladders or whatever, I
put, you or uh, eyeholes in there so everybody thought I wis tire eyehole saleseman, that,s
what ihey, they joke about but that was, ihat was an-absolute distinctive uh piece...
Feature.

...feature of that vehicle yep.

Okay.

And l'm sure l-l can find pictures of it if it becomes important but again ya know that was
years, fundamentally around here especially as gas prices went u[.
Well no and and what l'd like to do and maybe I should've prefaced this when we started
talking today, ['m just gonna talk with you today and take some information from you um,
and we may talk for 15.minutes, we may talk for an hour, I have no idea, howevei, if if I look
at some of this and ya know like you just brought up, if something else I need ya know what
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PH

NB

PH

NB

Pete mentioned this gosh l'd like to talk about that would you be open to talking to meagain?

Oh yeah.

okay. lt would just be to clarify something that we,ve already talked about.
Sure.

Not saying that oh l'll tatk to you or not but um are you the ss, are ihere other names
involved in Pete's communication are we gonna (inaudible)

l, l'm fifty percent owner.

So if I were to look at ah, a
another narne that it would

PH

NB

NB

PH

anyone's vehicles or Pete's communications for instance is there
have been under, a private name or would it have been

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

(inaudibte)

No it'll, it'd be Pete's communications

Okay

And, and again l'm just trying to keep it accurate the um trail duster was in my name and
then when we in l'm, oh damn, see Pete's communications was a sole proprietorship to start
with.

Okay,

And then we incorporated um I think the trail duster was in my name but it could have beenunder Pete's communications to make it more viable as a buiiness expense.
Who is the other half of Pete's communications?

Ah Steve Linder.

Linder?

LINDER
LINDER
Yeah

Lind, Linder okay um any other vehicles that you can think of that you would have used?
Ahhh let me think ahhh, hmmm no, no

Okay

Wetl in 1999 that was just shortly after we had to get rid of the trail duster we bought a ah
tahoe

And we as in you and (inaudible)

The shop

The shop okay um so why you didn't have any recollection of why...
Yeah

...you would have been there unfortunately before

Right

Um how about ah frequent anything that you frequently do um outside of your business I
know you said you've been too busy to even enjoy sports the last couple years but...
Right
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NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

??

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH Um-hm

NB ...eighties and...

PH Um-hm

Brovold-1989-535-A01

..'b,yt I'm, l'm talking about going back you know ten, twenty years ago um did you have aroutine did you, did you go around anywhere in particular Oio vou go to St Cloud did you go
to events did you go to meets did you go to games did you,

Twenty years ago so that'd be ,g5-ish

Yeah you know l'd say between the mid eighties and, and um and ah the mid two
thousands.

(inaudible) ahhhh hockey sort of ceased being a big part of my life well I guess l, we urere
stilt building on the blue line but that pretty mulh cJased in the, probablyin the mid to late
nineties would be my guess.

Okay.

And ah but boy ljust I frankly don,t around much (laugh)

Spend any time in Cold Spring? Cold Spring area?

oh drive through there once in a while. Befo,re we got a Menards and a Home Depot I, l,d
head for Menards or you know [,d head for St Clou]
But and ever ss, ever stay around or have any, any friends or associates or family members
that you would frequent and stay for...

l'd stop at the SA there to buy gas

Okay

But no

Um are you in any ah organizations or groups? Any ah anything outside of work? Any,
(inaudible/multiple voices)

music groups or (inaudible) or church groups or, no? Ah Lions or Eagles?
No

None of that kinda stuff?

No

No bands or anything like thai?

No

9kry' Um and again the family wise nothing in St Cloud, friends or family that you
frequently visit up there?

No.

Um, I ask this question very standard question I ask of everybody I talk to when l,m looking
at cases like these I call 'em older cases or cold sometimes they;re cold cases.
Um-hm.

Um that if your DNA a sample were to be run through a database, you understand you
obviously you...

Which we did this morning, weil we didn,t run it but we got it yeah.

Af V9u, you've, you obviously understand a little bit our line a work at least you understood
it in the seventies and the.,.
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NB "'even ah (inaudibte) with your business around law enforcement a long time. um if, if andwhen that, that DNA is run through a database ah through our BCA or through the, thenational database um any reason that we're gonna get a hit? A match, of any cold case umassault on a child?

PH No

NB Um anything like that?

PH No

NB Absolutelyconfident(inaudible)

PH Absolutely and you know this morning when it was taken I thought to myself everything youhear is that DNA is such incontrovertible evidence and it's um iils so close to being afingerprint that it might as well be for instance now that,s my verbage-
NB Um-hm

PH But, I thought it'll be my luck that my DNA comes up somewhere for something stupid" Butothenvise there isn't a snowballs chance in hellthai it's gonna match (laugh). But otheruyise,well

NB I mean what, what your meaning is, is you just you're really quite thinking in your mind your
luck is that

PH Ah ['m, l'm thinking. that, that it you know how that song goes ah if it wasn,t for bad luck Iwouldn't have any luck at all but I mean just, stupid stui-f-happens to me *trether I want it toor not but not want it to whether 1...

NB Yeah

PH Whether l'm ah being careful or not or whatever the hell but, but no I don,t, that would betwenty five million to one or something screwy.

NB And, and you know Pete ah again l've never met you l, I don't know you at all l,m not here tojudge you at al today.

PH Um-hm

NB I in my nineteen, twenty years l've dealt with a lotta people and, and you talk about you
know l, l've dealt with people that are, are cold hearied and mean *pirit"o p"ople that...

PH Oh yeah

NB " 'that hurt others and ['ve deali with people that make, make mistakes and the end result isthey get 'em jammed up okay

PH

NB

PH

NB

Um-hm

And I have no where I have no idea where in there you,re gonna fit okay
Yeah well l'm...

Um so l'm not here to judge ya l'm, I'm here to just get faets and, and do justice to victims
that l've encountered in my past.

PH Sure.

NB Okay and, and..that's all l'm trying to {o !9.tg lnore up some things um twoutdn,t be doing
my job for families and for other people if I didn't come and tak 6 um people that have um
that...

PH (inaudible)

NB ... (inaudible)

PH say it fit the profile or whatever
Brovold-1989-535-A01 page 14 of28
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NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH Um-hm.

Brovold-1 989-535-40',

PH

NB

PH

NB

Well and l'm not profile,

(laughs)

l'm not a profiler l'm just l'm ah taking a very common sense approach to this whole thing.
Hm, um-hm

I look at, I look at the reason you're here today and I look at cases that l,ve got and l, and Idon't just say well everyone that comes in thai is alleged to t,are done something wrong l,mgcnna talk to.

Um-hm

But if there's certain criteria that they meet or if there's certain things that are similar I,m, l,mdefinitely gonna talk to 'em,

Um-hm.

Because I owe it to those people, Right?

I understand.

You understand that and again l'm not here to jamb you up aecuse you of something you
didn't do.

Um-hm

l'm just asking, sometimes they're tough questions sometimes they're not. Um, a couple ofthe, the cases involve young men and they involved young **n ,* that one in particular itwas alleged to have been taken against his wilt.

Um-hm.

Um which means you know he wasn't he was (inaudible) participant. Um if I were to show
ah this party a picture of you um is there any way that they wouid claim it was you that didthis to them?

Well...

Some twenty years ago. Eh legitimately.

Legit wetl yeah ah no, no

You, you recall encountering a...

(inaudible)

...young man in Cold Spring in the Cold Spring area, ever...
No

...in your life?

Uh-uh not even when we went in sA I mean ah no I mean that,s, that,s...
And these are things um when l, when I, I say that question to people and, and trust me I doa lotta homicide investigations you're not herb because of a homicide okay.
Um-hm, right

Um but, but we do a serious types cases and, and these cases that I'm talking about are
very serious as well.

Um-hm

okay the alleged ah you know um taking of a, of a young man against his will and some
sexual acts that allegedly weren't consensual. That, thaijust simpiy weren't consensual.
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NB

PH

NB

PH

Um, have you ever done that?

No.

No?

Hm in fact we touched.on that yesterday a little bit ah I don't remember who asked thequestion but l'l[, l'll re do it for ya if l, illultrate or whatever the, the question was if ah if mynephews we boiled that down to my nephews, if my nephe*r'r.'ro been molested would Icome unglued and I used the, the ah I ah think.it's a metaphor right I used the examplethat's a better one thal.if my nephew was out ptaying basenatt aid somebooli r.n ,.ross thediamond and grabbed him and hauled away, narited'nim away t would be a1 bent outtashape. But if it's something that was consensualthat,$, a different can a worms.
lt is and, and what l'm looking for is there's often times where things are reported to us. Umthat ah there's two sides f9 every story okay this particular case um we're clearly talkingabout some, young man that wai taken agiinst his will and he wasn't a willing participant.
Right, yeah

And I guess that's the best way I can phrase it to you

Yeah and no I (inaudible), that,s...

Have you ever um have you ever been invorved with a wiiling...
No

... male? willing participant from any of those cold spring, st Joe, st croud areas?
absolutely never'

Never?

No

outside of the incidents that you have discussed with these genfleman here um are thereothers that you know either I or they should be aware otz uir ttrat you haven,t volunteered
or that they haven't cov, covered?

No

NB So um in your opinion I or Kris or somebody else isn't gonna find another incident wheresomebody says you know pete was involved with me um
PH No.

NB And l'm talking, l'm not talking about adult consensual things l'm talking about rninors.
PH lunderstand.

NB And that's a no?

PH That's a no.

NB That's not gonna.happen, um explain l've only looked briefly in fact lwas told about it not byKris but by somebody else that they went to your house yesterday.
PH Um-hm.

NB And l'm assur, l'm assuming you know that.

PH Um-hm.

NB You may or may not have gotten a list of what they, have taken from you.
PH Ah it's a rudimentary, fundamental I don't know what you call it but yeah
NB Yeah they, they conducted a search warrant

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH
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PH

NB

Yeah

Executed a search warrant and took some things. Um and l, I haven't gone through any of itl, l've just been made aware of a few things. BrIt explain ihe, the Jacodwetterlinj too, we allknow Jacob wetterring and the case invoiving Jacob w"tt"iiing. ---". 'e

Um-hm.

Explain the tape that um the PD the police department took from your residence that, that,sgot some, some connection to Jacob Wetterling.

Huh, I didn't even know there was one. (laugh) (inaudible)

You're familiar with the case?

What?

You're familiar with the case?

well as familiar as the public could be I don't know any of the...
Would, would you describe you having a, an interest in that case above just pure...
Well other than it'd be great to find him but other than no not realty. I remember when ithappelgd though ah I asked the sheriff of, of all places from yellow Medicine County you
know if h9 had anything on it and if he knew anyitring about it and the answer was no. But
no and I didn't even know huh I didn't even know t frld a tape that had anythinj on there. ts
it a newscast?

I haven't seen it.

oh

Yes.

oh, yeah

Did you have, did you have anything to do with the disappearance of Jacob Wetterling?
Absolutely not.

(inaudible)

Absolutely not.

Okay. Go ahead Kris I (inaudibte)

Yeah (inaudible).

Um, so you, you mentioned that you talked to the Yellow Medicine County Sheriff about that
who was the sheriff at that time?

Rich Rollins

And why Rich?

Cuz we were down there doin' some work and it was the Wetterling thing was heavy in the
news and I knew nothing about it so me and my big mouth said he! wrrJt oo yo, t no* about
that Wetterling thing.

Okay.

And he didn't know anym.ore than I did (laugh) I don't mean to, I don,t mean to chop woo,
chop wood on Rich but ah you know he didn't know anymore than l, more than I did.

NB Sure. l'm just looking through some of the things that I have here (inaudible) notes. Do you
have any, I didn't mean to cut you off.

KK Nope.

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

KK

??

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

KK

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH
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(pause)

NB Have you ever um been

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

accused of anything like this before?
No.

Never been spoken to by a parent or a law enforcement or...
No

...anybody anywhere at any time?

No, no-no-no

so and I ask these questions because um you know it's, it's a gauge of truthful, truthfulnessI believe you've been very straight foruvard with us okay.
Um-hm

Um however I ask that question because you know my case work my investigation doesn,tstop. And into this incident now I, l'rn not part of their thing but often times people are veryhonest and I find out that they told me the truth and then Iometimes you know this from youryears of experience sometimes people tell something and I go back and I tfroughi wef fthat's not necessarily true because back on such and such i oate there was a r-eport orwhatever so

Sure

We're not gonna find anything like that?

I ah as you've been tatking about this I wish l, I mean I don't have a very good memory butthere's this ah composite sketch or whatever of the fellow that grabbeo ih-e wetterling boyand ah I was trying to think if I look like him I hope I don't (laugh) cuz l, I remember there
was a sketch but just seemed to me kind of a round face and dark haii was what I
remember

Yeah and you know l'm not here to talk with you about that case because there,s, of a
sketch um I mean there's just it's a, it's a very high profile case in our community.
Oh yeah

Ah it's one that...

Has been since then

And in my, personal and professional opinion it's a case that will be solved. you know
whether it's solved through DNA or whether it's solved through some other means but...
Um-hm

'..you. know again I wouldn't be doing justice that's not the onty case l'm, I was here to askyou about. I wouldn't be doing justice or my job to other victims if I wouldn,t have talked toyou about a couple of these things.

Um-hm.

The other one involved ah a young male from Cold Spring. And that's why I asked you about
Cold Spring.

Yeah. And, and I don't, I don't know who and I don't know what cuz I don't know anything
about whatever case that is.

Okay. ln your work with the radio business um the vehicles that you currenfly drive, your
personal vehicles are they are do they scream Pete's communicitions or 

"ru 
tf,*y...

No

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB ...like a, a regular...
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PH Um there, there's no sign on 'em the only thing that they have is antennas, multipleantennas usually.

NB AII the vehicles you've driven over the years have multiple antennas?
PH Um-hm.

NB Okay. And do they have...

PH well now let's be fair, eh the focus only has two normally it's got a third one but I screw thatoff cuz I don't use it as much. And they're pretty, pretty smallio they are rather unobtrusive.on the other hand the ah trail duster had ti'rree'oi four antennas right down the middle,eighteen inches long ah but again you'd have to be looking for thJm uicause it,s just a, thinwire you know

NB Sure

PH But ah just about everything that r own has antennas on it.
NB Okay and have...

PH Ah additionalantennas tshould say.

NB $ure' Um' speaking of some of the things that they took from the residence again l, I don,tknow the whole list and I haven't seen any of it, or much of it however um are there thingsand maybe they asked you this b{ ?f" there things that you have held onto over the years
um that would be incriminating? or that maybe yiu wouidn't really wani people to find.

PH ("*ignl I supposethere's aiways that chance but Kris can tell you my house is a disaster ah['m a very lousy housekeeper I always have been and ah I don't like it but it,s the way it is soif l'm looking for something t can't find it half the time. Ah but I don,t think there,* ,nvfi.,ing lnthere that you know...

NB Let me, let me rephrase it. l'm not here to judge ya on your housekeeping (inaudible)
PH No I understand but l,m trying to give you a perspective...

NB The question I gu.ess.is better rephrased as we, is there, is there something illegal, immoral
or inappropriate that lwoutd find illegal, inappropriate or immorar um x vour residence.
Meaning something that you know ah either was there at one point and iime ffrat you had orthat could currently still be there that you just really wouldn't want 

"*por*i.PH Not that l'm aware of.

NB Okay. Never kept copies of anything?

PH oh I don't throw anything away I keep copies of all kinds a stuff. Um
NB But along those lines. lnvolving interactions with young mares.

PH Ohh, not that I can think of.

NB Okay.

PH Um, hm

NB And that's why I ask you about the, the again l, I don't know I think there was a number of
things that they probably need to look through. okay and we're onty just you know a short
day after serving (inaudible)

PH There, there's tons of pictures but there's nothing inappropriate about them I mean most of'em are hockey some are ah baseball some are ih, soccer.
NB And thal's explainable I can I totally get that. The question is this you know being only

twenty-four hours after, you've been here for a day now um and, ind I was aware of thisJacob wetterling piece on a tape um while you'rehere t'd like to know iithere,s more that,that might surface that was, would pique my curiosity.
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PH

KK

PH

KK

PH

KK

PH

KK

PH

KK

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

I seriously doubt it but I don't even t<now about the Jacob Wetteriing thing. lf that was part ofa newscast that could have been a fluke.

(inaudible) what I was gonna say earlier it is part of a newscast but it was a segment that
was re, specifically recorded and since there was a segment of a different topiJ ihen tnere
was the Jacob Wetterling segment. ^.

Um-hm

...and then something else. Not like a continuous...

Sure, yeah

...TV broadcast. lndividually recorded...

Yeah

...them so...

Yeah

... individually recorded segment on Wetterting.

Hm and I guess you could say l've always had an interest
unsolved

Um-hm

But um beyond that, I don't have a clue.

in that case just because it's gone

okay' um, I was gonna ask you this earlier. Ah where did you grow up?
Willmar

(inaudible)

Well no that's not...

Maybe that's a bad question (inaudible)

(inaudible) no-no-no, no-no*no l, I was born here

Okay

And I spent the first eleven years in Atwater

Okay. Ah graduated from where?

Ah Moundsview

Moundsview, went to college I'm assuming?

Yeah my college career was pretty checkered but yes huh

Where did you attend college?

Ah it was Willmar Community College, or no was that, that's what it was called then ah and
ah the U of M.

Did you ah obtain a degree from the U of M?

No

No, what years (inaudible)

Another one of my great regrets.

What year did you ah what years did you attend the U of M?

Oh probably'65, 6 (pause) probably'65 and '66

Okay and what Willmar Community College had been before that?
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PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

Ah no after that (inaudible)

Okay. And, and what years approximately?

Well wonder what time ah probably ,67, g, g or ,6g and g.

Okay.

7, 8, I probably

Any other um formar education beyond that, those two schoors?
No

Are you um a person that, carries ah a firearm with you?
(inaudible)

And have you ever been known otherthan
known to do that?

your law enforcement career have you been

No l, l, I passed Glen Diegens permit to carry class but I never followed through and got thepermit.

Okay.

Ah,

Do you own gun, handguns?

Oh yes.

But don't typically car, don,t ever carry?

Never.

Never have?

Well not...

Outside of seven, TB or 7g or (inaudible)

Right

Okay

That's correct.

Anything um Pete that you can think of along you, you understand the nature of a lot of myquestioning.

Um-hm.

And what l'm looking 
3.t 

l'm looking into unsolved cases involving um you know the allegedassault and ah sexual incidents involving young boys.
PH Um-hm.

NB Okay or young men, minor, minor boys. Any incidents um that or any questions I haven,tasked you that you think are important ror me to ask or for me to know? Any incidents thatare gonna cQme up along the course of this investigation whether it lasts for a week or...
PH No

NB ...a year?

PH l, I would seriously doubt it. I, 1...

NB Okay

PH ...can't think of anything that would, pigeon hole that way
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PH

NB

NB

Pt-.1

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

KK

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

NB

PH

9kry. Um and you're certain that no other names or no other persons are gonna come
forward and, and say anything about pete Hoagland?

Pretty darn sure.

Okay. l'm just asking.

Yeah 1...

And 1...

...1 understand that (inaudible)

...1'd like to know as well. And I like to (inaudible)

Goofy things happen,

I like to give people every opportunity to you know it sounds funny and again I don,t know
this case but ['m talking about my experience um and it may seem odd to you however a
lotta people that I've sat at the table with that have felt reliei when finally ttrings when they,ve
come clean with things.

Sure.

And I always give people an oppofiunity to do that. lf there's something that t should know
about or that Kris should know about um this is an opportunity.

Oh sure

For you to, to tell us about that. ls there anything that we need to be aware of?

No

Okay. Um, Kris have you got any questions?

(no audible response)

No? You have any questions of us?

Not padicularly.

Not particularly?

I don't, I don't, I don't have enough basis to ask a question or at least an intelligent question.

Well ljust wanted to.take an opportunity when you were here to talk with you about a couple
of these specific incidents I was a...

Sure

...little perplexed about the Jacob wetterling stuff um that um we found.

Well frankly I am too I don't remember it but again I had an interest in the case right from the
get go and I, is there any indication there when that was recorded? ls there a daie, stamp,
time, timestamp?

Hm no

Ah how about I mean this isn't important either but it must have been a news bit that
somebody did on it maybe as a ten year anniversary or a twenty year anniversary or even a
thirty year, wait a minute, yeah it could be a thirty year couldn,t it.

We just hit the twenty five year mark about

Okay well then l'm wrong on that part. But my point is it, it could have been just a special
that some news organization ran.

Um-hm.

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB
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PH

NB

And ah that, that's the only thing I can think of. l, I again l'm surprised that it's even in there
but

Well and, and you know that the, the tough part for, for us as investigators especially with
cases like this like I said the homicide cases I work um and, and caJes like this where
there's you know a stranger abduction and the assault of a young child. Boy or girl.

Um-hm.

Those are things for those families that never go away.

Oh I understand that.

And that's why we keep pressing forward.

Every, every year it seems to me that there's somebody from the Wetterling family that's on
the news.

Yeah and then and if I or somebody that I work with can, can find um the truth about those
cases, these two in particular...

Um-hm

...and we're gonna continue to work'em untilwe do get there.

Okay.

Again ah and we would tove nothing more than to provtde answers to, to family and

Yeah

"..to persons that are now adults that were once kids that were victimized.

Yeah.

Um you know and,

And now I got now I somethin' just flashed through my head. That Cold Spring thing you
were talking about is totalty separate from the ah assault of the officer up thefu.
Yes.

ls that right? Yeah.

Yes. Yep and you have obviously that was just a coupte years ago are you talking about
the...

(inaudible)

...the homi, the murder.

Yeah, yeah.

Yeah.

Ambush if you will of the (inaudible)

(inaudible)

That's the way the public and me being part of the public perceives it...

Yeah

...anyway yeah

Yeah absolutely. Yes this Cold Spring incident is, is in the range of the Wetterling case.

oh.

Involved a young man there. Um and there's like I said you know ljust I didn't look at Pete
Hoagland and say whoa that's our guy. I looked at the nature of what's been alleged here.

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB
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PH Um-hm

NB In this investigation along with other evidence from that case back in 'Bg.

PH Um-hm

NB And that's why I sat down to talk with you today. Um and that's why I ask you, you know if
there's anything that's going to come up in the course of this investigation that's gonna tie
you into any ofthese other ones.

PH No.

NB Whether it be DNA or evidence in your house or anything.

PH I would say not a snowballs chance.

NB Okay. Absolutely not?

PH Yeah right.

NB lf it were ever presented to you by me or one of my partners would you be willing to take a
polygraph examination?

PH Wett lwas telling Kris l, l'm not a realfan of potygraphs l've seen thern go awry too many
times.

NB Um-hm.

PH And

NB No ones here to jamb you up l, l'm just asking...

PH (inaudible)

NB ...|'m not saying we're scheduling something

PH And, and l, ahh l'm not realthrilled with the idea because I've seen too many problems um
problems ah callthem errors maybe.

NB Okay.

PH Ah

NB lt wouldn't be ah well I guess what I'm, we'll leave, leave Kris and his case out of it...

PH Yeah

NB ...for a second.

PH Yeah.

NB Let me talk to you about my things.

PH Um-hm.

NB Um would you be willing to on a case or two that I've got? lf and if so (inaudible)

PH (inaudible) I would consider it I can't just leap on the...

NB What would be your...

PH ,..but and say...

NB ... reason for saying no?

PH Cuz I don't have any faith in the darn things (laugh)

NB Okay. No it, it isn't...

PH I mean it, it's the same fluky thing that could bite me in the butt if my DNA came up
somewhere. But, but othenruise...
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NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

Pl-{

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH Um-hm

NB ...but sexually?

Brovold-1989-535-A01

And I could have been more spe,
vehicle?

No, no

Absolutely not?

No way, absolutely not. Yeah.

well it's probably a litile difference between your ah DNA and a failed polygraph
Oh yeah, oh yeah

But I mean if, if your DNA comes up then we've got some issues.
Yeah no shit. And that's why I say it,s just my, luck (laugh)

Vdell what l, I guess what l'd like to do...

But I don't, I don't expect any chance.

And that's, a little concerning to me Pete I gotta be honest with ya um if someone were to
ask me is your DNA gonna be present on a cold case assault oi a, of a, of anybody...
Um-hm

...for that matter

Um-hm

Absolutely not.

Yeah

Would be my ans\,ver.

Yeah

And

What did I say?

well first of you all you said there's not a snowballs chance in hell.

Oh yeah which...

And (inaudible)

...which is an absolutely not actually

It could be yeah I just ah I don't want to (inaudible)

You're the one splitting hairs

I don't want to play on words ljust I hope not. Okay I hope not but ljust I also hope that
we've been very honest with one another here

Oh yeah I mean

l'm gonna tell you straight up what I'm doin' and l, ljust look for the same from you and,
Um-hm no l, I-l am familiar and that's a bad choice a words with the Wetterling thing just
because it was so high profile. Ah this other one you're talking about I don't 1[ow aiylring
about that one (inaudible)

have you ever, have you ever forced someone into a

Um have, have you ever ah forced someone to do something they didn't want to do? Not,
not in work related not...
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PH No.

NB No?

PH No.

NB Okay. A minor, minor child boy or girl?

PH Eh yeah no, no.

NB Okay. I don't think I have any other questions Pete you know we didn't talk a whole lot here
but if there is something that I want to clarify

PH Um-hm (inaudible)

NB ls it okay if ljust call up and say hey Pete can ljust ask you a couple questions?

PH That's fine.

NB um and you know how you could reach us? Right l'm assuming...

PH Um-hm

NB ...that you (inaudible) obviously these guys we're right in this building so^..

PH Yeah

NB '..if you need ah to talk with me about something I talked with you about by all means let me
know.

PH Um-hm

NB And if you need to reach these guys for any reason you know how to fine 'em right?
PH That's fine, yeah.

NB You can just let somebody on the jail staff know.

PH Yep not a problem.

NB Okay. I don't think I have any other questions.

PH Alright

NB Alright I appreciate you taking time out to come down here and...
PH Oh yeah I was really busy.

NB Yeah well did we get ya from your mid afternoon nap maybe.

PH Yeah I was, I was visiting with a fellow that ah, let's see he said he's a plumber from Ohio or
something

NB Okay. You're probably gonna have some interesting experiences up there.

PH He, he has got a line of stuff a mile long.

KK Um-hm

PH And you probably know who he is I don't, I don,t know who he is.

KK Yeah I don't know.

PH Ah but a interesting character.

NB Well we'l{ get you back up there unfortunately I got a...

PH Yes

NB '-.another appointment I gotta make, make here but that'll conclude this taped statement ah
the time currently is 3:08 p.M.

PH Because a smart phone has so much information on it
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NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

Yeah

Mine is not a smart phone it is, it is a el cheapo flip phone

Okay

Ahhh can't even think a Samsung probably. Biggest piece a junk l've ever, encountered
used or owned.

Okay.

Terrible phone (laugh) but ah it's the way my brother and sister get a hold of me
Sure

And ah my mother usually pages me and then I have to call her back from wherever I am
but ah it's sort of a vital link so ah and then and hopefully ah I can get that ah county
attorney gonna release that and I can get that back tomorrow ano atr hopefully go to courttomorrow and ah...

sure well you've been able to make contact with people if you needed to?
l, I u,sed theirfifty cent a minute phone in the jailah and lcalted the shopthis mornlng to sayyes I'm still alive um l'm hesitant to call my mbther especially at fifty .*nts , minute and l, Isay that in all sincerity and not to be unkind but ah, ah I don;t t<now if t,ue got en;ugh timeon my, on my ah whatever the hell card it,s called

Sure

Ah {laugh) to, to talk to her because her hearing is so terrible I mean mine is not good buthers is worse, worse, worse and my memory ii not good but hers is the pits f mJan she,s inthe memory care unit

Yeah

(inaudible) be fair um so it's very difficult to talk to her and a conversation that would take ayou or me two minutes can take twenty minutes.

Sure

With her.

Yeah

So I'm very hesitant to calt her but I almost think I have to ah so she knows that l,m still alive
um...

Yeah (inaudibte)

.-..historically I call her every night um and she gets a little nervous when I don,t the only
thing this is so unkind |q lly it this way the onlfthing in my favor is her memory is so poor
she can't remember if I talk to her today, yesteiday 6r, t*o day. 

"go.That's exactly right.

Yeah.

And.that, that's really terrible and I love my.mother dearly and l, I, just dread the day that
she leaves us which probably will be soon but ah by the same token it is an absolute
struggle, (inaudible)

Yeah I can believe that

it's just a struggle (inaudible)

How old is she?

Ah she'll be g3 what day is today? Thursday.

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH

KK

NB

PH

NB

PH

NB

PH
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NB Thursday.

PH She'[ be at 93 a week from tomorrow

NB Okay. Yeah that's (inaudible)

PH (inaudible) and you know my, my dad did really well but he wa$n't, his memory was lousy
but he wasn't oh God I hate to say it this way, he wasn't as messed up as she is.

NB Um*hm.

PH Ah and ah at least with him you didn't have the same conversation ah two minutes apart for
three or four cycles

NB Over and over and over (inaudible)

PH Yeah and, and again I love her dearly and...

NB No 1...

PH ... I just...

NB ...1 understand that lknow (inaudible)

PH (inaudible) again but ah it's what we do.

NB Yeah it is. Well I gotta step out and somebody'll be in here just shortly to get ya so ah just
remain seated.

PH Alrighty

NB Thank you Pete, alright iake care

PH Alrighty good luck

NB Let us know if there's anything else that you...

PH Okay

NB Okay?

(door closes)

RECORDING ENDS.
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BCA CASE
EXHlBIT #:
INTERVIEWED BY:

1 989-535
s6.1
SA Brovold, Nathaniet (NB)

MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFEry

BUREAU OF CRIMINAL APPREHENSION
TRANSCRIPT

NB This is Special Agent Nathaniel Brovold, todays date is November Z, ZA15, the
current time is 2:00 PM. I am at the Law Enforcement Center at the Kandiyohi
County Sheriff's Office, and also with me today is and we will
be discussing ahm, incident related to BCA case lggg-s35. fuil
information is

last name
a current home address is

number of

Yup.

in the city of A contact phone
. is everything I stated, is that correct?

okay, and you called in to the stearns county sheriff's office last week
regarding the investigation Denny Heinrich which is an individual that was
arrested last week. Correct?

Correct.

And the basis for that is that back in the 1980s and early g0s, well actually even
beyond that, but during that specific time frame you rived in the city of

Yup.

And at what address did you live at, at that time?

It was

in

Yup.

And that was ahm, a home, a residence?

Correct.

middle name of
date of birth is

NB

NB

NB

NB

NB
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NB

NB

NB

NB

NB

NB

NB

NB

Okay, and you discussed that there was some type of residence or structure,
apartment, or what type of residence was nearby where you described these
incidents occurring?

Ahm, it was ahm, apartment building that was kitty corner across the ahm
intersection from, from our home. That's where l, where I saw the ahm, the
videotaping.

And do you know the name of those apartments?

Ahm it's the Apaftments.

Yup.

And you stated also that you had three other brothers, two older and one
younger?

Um-hm.

Okay, and that ahm, you lived there with your family?

Yup.

And describe to me what you recall ahm that prompted you to call the Sheriff's
Office regarding this case?

Ahm we were, I can remember ahm, myself, my brother and our neighbor were,
were outside and there, in their front yard ahm, we were playing kick ball or
baseball or something out in the front yard and ahm I can remember looking
across over to the apartment building and seeing ahm, in the window someone,
someone videotaping us I could, I could see their video camera. And ahm, we
thought ahm, we thought it was allfun, we thought someone was recording us
trying to catch us doing something stupid so we'd be on America's Funniest
Home Videos or something like that.

Did you ever see the individual that was doing the videotaping?

No.

So do you know if it was a male or female?

Ahm no I don't. I couldn't tellthat.

But putting things together ahm. ..

Yeah.

... after last weeks, weeks incident...

NB

NB
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NB

NB

NB

NB

NB

NB

Yeah, no, I mean knowing what I know now, ahm I mean I was definitely, there
was too much of a coincidence based on all the other stuff that I read, I mean in
the news articles and seeing on the new$ and stuff it ahm, you know I hadn,t, I

hadn't seen any of those articles anything that specifically mentioned those
valhalta apartments, but, l, I decided to call in anyway just to, I mean it was too
much of a coincidence for me to ahm, ljust had to find out.

Absolutely. I haven't ahm, I don't have direct knowledge of the
apartments but is it a mutti-level apartment building?

Yes.

so where was, ahm if you recall at all, where was this videotaping occurring?

Ahm, second or third floor, l, I admit I remember that for sure, I was looking up at
the camera, l, I couldn't tell, couldn't tell you now which exact floor it was on or
even, even what room.

And do you recall that happening on one occasion or more than one occasion?

Ahm, I only remember it happening on, on one occasion, but I remember I had
talked to my brother and he said he can remember on multiple occasions.

Okay and he can remember on multiple occasions that he witnessed somebody
videotaping?

Yup.

And which brother was that?

Ahm, the oldest one,

okay. Ahm, you also mentioned that there was some instincts where there
was a vehicle that, ahm you now look back and thought was somewhat
suspicious?

Yeah we had been ahm, hanging out my, my brothers and l, and ahm, one of my,
my two older brothers friends sister, whose name is ahm was over at
the time and she was outside leaning against our pick nick table that we had out
there and, and ahm, there was ahm, a small blue car that, that drove by really
slow and creepy like I guess, is kinda the way she described it. Ahm, and it you
know, slowed down, almost came to a stop and then, ahm we were you know,
we'd be in the garage or whatever and we'd come out and ahm, you know so
there would be more people around, and the car seemed to, to speed off. Ahm
there was, I mean, we, we saw the car do this you know, two, three, four different
times and every time it was the same kind of behavior. Or you know if there was
like one person sitting there it would drive by really slow but then soon as other
came out it would just kinda take off.
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NB

NB

NB

NB

NB

NB

NB

NB

Did you ever see the car?

Yes.

Okay, and can you describe the car to me?

Ahm, it was, it was a small brue car. Ahm you know in, in, in the news articles
that I had seen online , you know from the story they, they had shown some
pictures of this guy's car, the, the 1gB2 Ford EXp ahm and that was, when I saw
those pictures in those articles that was, I mean it was, then with ail the other
stuff going on it was again way to much of a coincidence for you know around
that time to leave for me to ahm recognize that car.

And you physically remember seeing this car? I know
saw it as well?

saw it, but you

Yup, yup.

Ahm, Any idea how many times you saw that car do this kind of stuff?

That's the only time I can recall. Just that, that one day.

And is this in close relation to the time frame where you saw the videotaping
being done?

I would say for sure it's within, within just a couple of years, yeah.

And your best idea of when this videotaping, when, when you specifically
witnessed it, any idea what year that might have been?

Ahm, you know l, I would, I wourd guess I was probably around the age of ten or
so I might have been a little younger or I am not sure, but I would guess mid-
nineties, ninety-five, ninety-four, something like that.

Sure. Were you ever approached by anybody ahm while living over there? Ahm
that you know that you look back, made you uncomfortable, or did you ever
report anything at the time or your brothers to your famity or anybody else?

No, no I don't think so. You know, like I said with the videotaping we, we thought
it was fun like we were going to be on TV or whatever, so. Ahm, I don,t, you know
with the car incident l'm not a hundred percent sure if we ever, if maybe we tried
to get a license plate number or something even it was, I mean it was that weird.
But I you know I can't realty remember, maybe we told our parents, maybe we
didn't l, I can't really recall.

Were your parents ever aware of the videotaping?

Not that I know of.

Okay, are your parents still alive?NB
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Yup.

NB Okay and they still reside in the same address?

Correct.

NB Okay and you've talked to them sense this incident unfolded last week?

Ahm I haven't but my younger brother has.

NB Okay, and you earlier said that your brothers would be willing to talk to me if I

need to do that?

Yes.

NB Okay.

There was also ahm, we were also paper boys at the time, we had a paper route
at the time so, I know in the articles and stuff, there was more mentions of
newspaper delivery boys, you know set up a hidden camera, would flip coins
(inaudible) whatever, and ahm, so I mean, (laughing) I would find it very hard to
believe that, that wasn't us on that video.

NB Okay.

I, I know we had this ahm, I forget what it was called, but it was kind of like a
supplemental thing that came with the ahm St. Cloud Times that we delivered, it
was, it was once a week and ahm, I know a lot of times it was on every
Wednesday we tried to put the, the fastest way to get rid of them was to go
through apartment buildings and just through one in front of every door. So ahm,
l'm sure we were in there, you know, maybe not me, I don't specifically recall
being in there to many times but ahm like I said when I talked to my older brother
last night he had said they would go in there and that's the fastest way they
would get rid of them,

NB So, were all four of your brother's ahm delivery boys?

Yes.

NB Okay and you do recall, personally being, ahm doing some delivery in the
Apartments?

(no audible response)

NB Okay, as well as your other three brothers?

Yup.

NB And do you ahm, know what ages you were when you were doing the paper
delivery?
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I would say, you know it had to be around the same time, somewhere between, I

guess I would have been somewhere between like eight and twelve you know in
that, in that range.

NB okay, and again, ahm, you don't recall, or do you recall any contact or any
suspicious persons making contact with you, specifically in or around that
apartment building?

No.

NB On the paper route.

Nope.

NB Remember, and, and you never encountered, encountered any one videotaping
you to your knowledge while you were delivering papers?

No, not to my knowledge.

NB Okay, did you, do you recall any of these coin incidents that were described in
the paper?

No, not specifically. But I mean if there was a coin laying on the ftoor I would like
would pick it up.

NB Would pick it up, stilltoday right?

Yeah, yeah.

NB Okay, is there anything else that I haven't asked that you think is important
for me to know, and we'il have a chance to visit a little bit when I turn the tape off,
but is there anything else specific to your time there in that you have
direct knowledge of, that's important for me?

Ahm, I don't think so.

NB Okay.

Not that I can think of right now.

NB And that will conclude the taped statement. The time is 2:11 pM.

(end of recording)
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SA Ken McDonald (KM)

KM

KM

MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFEry

BUREAU OF CRIMINAL APPREHENSION
TRANSCRIPT

Hello this is

Hi my name is Ken McDonald l'm an agent with the state crime bureau in Minnesota.

Hi.

How are you?

(inaudible) weekends in you know I think we're about three hours time difference so
I'm usually sleeping at about this hour but today l,m up.

Yeah I was trying to call a little bit later...

(inaudible)

.. . here I was trying to (inaudible) anyway I have you now is, will it work now?

Sure.

Okay. Um it's my understanding that you want to provide some information in regards to the
disappearance of Jacob Wetterling. Um before I start obviously I need to write a ieport on
everybody I talk to. Can I get your full name please?

It's

And how do you spellyour last name?

Just like it sounds, okay. What is your date of birth please?

And a address I can use?

l'm sorry ldidn't cat.,.

Yeah

Okay thank you. Um well what's the information you'd like to share?

Well I ah l'm an RN and ah back in when, when lwas a teen I was ah sexually molested by
Duane Haft and it was violent, he tied me up. And he was supplying me alcohol and you
know drugs, marijuana. So ah I didn't ever telt anyone and then I ah I started working as an

KM

KM

KM

KM

KM

KM

KM

KM
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RN and I had a kids coming from a Willmar ah mental health center that reported the same,
same incidents with this fella so Duane Hart. The ah kids were you know of that same age
14,15 when it happened. And I don't have their names but I was working at the Anoka ah
psychiatric ah unit for adolescents.

KM What...

At Mercy Hospital.

KM What time frame would that have been?

Hm oh'84

KM Okay.

And'85 (coughs) excuse me

KM So you were ah were you right around age 14 to 15 when he sexually assaulted you?

Yes.

KM And where was this at?

Ah in Paynesville, Minnesota.

KM How would he ah befriend you or what was his approach?

Oh it, it'd be just alcohot. You know he'd have alcohol and, and ah and he'd say v*e're gonna
go and drink and he'd drive out into ah a country road and then he'd just overwhetm you and
tie you. And, and there were other times where he would say you know l'm gonna show you
a trick and he'd tie your iwo fingers behind your back and then he would sexually molest you
do falacio on you.

KM Okay. Would you do this in a car? Woutd he bring you to a certain location?

Either at his apafiment or it would be in his car'. And it might even be outside I mean it was
in the wintertime it'd be in his car or at the apartment.

KM How many times did he do this to you?

Ah, I know of more than, more than once. Twice.

KM Okay. And you said you never told anybody before?

Right. I actually back when I was working in ah the Alaska psychiatric unit in, in a
Anchorage, Alaska probably l'm trying to remember, eighty, 87, 88 ah I saw a full page ad in
the Paynesville press, the newspaper had done an article about any information you know
that if we could call and I tatked to a um an officer Berg or I forget his first name, he was
working with the FBl. And I gave it, ah a testimony on the phone back then.

KM And you thought it was to an agent to FBI?

Yeah.

KM What, that was 87, 88 you said?

Yeah.

KM And they were, were they specifically looking at Hart at that time or just were they looking
for...

Yes.

KM ..,a suspect in the area?

They were looking at Hart.
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KM

KM

KM

KM

Okay. So you did report it to law enforcement (inaudible)

Yeah.

Okay.

But in, in my ah adolescent years I didn't you know I just told a friend a, a he
lives in willmar and he had similar he had, he had the same report.

So he had been violated by ah Hart as well?

Yeah.

okay. Do you have any information or thoughts that he did Jacob as well?

Yeah I do l, I really l, Ithink he's just as likely as any other pedophile but um forthe area
and his method yeah he, he'd be violent.

Okay. To your knowledge did Hart ever um l'll rephrase that were his victims ever
sornebody he did not know?

No not that I'm aware of. I mean l, I can't say that he was just grabbing 'em off the street l, I

think in that little town he, he would you know I think he ran an arcade in Eden Valley for a
while. He had access to children and he'd befriend 'em that way.

KM Okay. Aside from do you know of any other individuals that he violated that

KM

maybe we don't know about?

Um, well you know we're all, adult grown up old people now. I ah I can't think of any other
names right now.

okay. when you say viofent can you give me an example what that would be?

oh just that he would tie you up and ah you know just have his way with you.

Okay.

That he would take control in that way.

I certainly don't want to lead you at all but did he make any comments or, or threats?

No I don't think he ever ah I don't think he ever threatened to harm me when if I would tell
anyone, not back then no not that I can, l'm not aware of any right now.

Okay. Do you recallwhat type of vehicle he was driving at that time?

It was a ah tike a 1949 or 1950 ah green um I want to say a Chevy.

Was it a car?

Yeah car and it, a three speed on the column, shift handles.

Okay. Anything else happen that I'm not asking you about that you feel is important I'm
missing here?

Um, no I can't, can't come up with anything else.

Would he ever ah take anything from you like as a souvenir? For example keep your
underwear or something like that?

No. No I can't recall him doing that no.

Alright. Well I can't think of any more questions right now and l, I appreciate your time if I

think of something in the future do you mind if I call you back?

Not at allgo ahead. Please do.

KM

KM

KM

KM

KM

KM

KM

KM
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KM

KM And if ah likewise if you think 0f...

Yeah...

... something after we hang up then ah you ah you have my number just give me a call and

Yeah I wifi. t'll ah definitely call you if I can come up with something else.

What shift do you normally work? What is a good time?

Well l'm, I'm a retired nurse now l'm, l'm at home most of the time so

Okay

Just early morning's I'm sleeping at, my wife works night shift yet and um so we tend to be
ah going to bed at 4:00 or 5:00 in the morning. I tend to go to sleep about midnight and get
up at ah 9;00. You know I get my eight, nine hours now. So, l've only been retired about a

KM

KM

year and a half.

KM Okay. Hopefully that's going good for you.

Oh, yeah the afternoon, it is ah afternoons are best ah late morning is a good time for me.

KM And we're, we are a three hour time difference?

Yes.

KM Okay.

Three hours.

KM Alright. Wellthank you and ah...

Yeah

KM ... appreciate your time.

(inaudible) yeah I appreciate your work on this keep at it and t hope it, hope it's successful
for you.

KM Wellthank you.

And like I say l'll (inaudible)

KM Atright thank you.

Alright bye-bye.

KM Bye.

(phone disconnects)

KM We started that call on February 3'd, 2016 at approximately 9:20 A.M., 20 A.M. The time
now is 9:31 A.M, I'm Ken McDonald agent with the Minnesota BCA. lt was obviously you,
heard who I was speaking with. Case number is 1989-535. End of tape.

RECORDING ENDS.
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